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^ mathematical model suitable for the determination 
of mill set-up and investigation of control criteria and 
mill performance is developed»
The model of the reduction of the steel in the roll 
gaps consists of seven non-linear simultaneous equations 
while the interstand gap, descale box and strip waiting 
to enter mill portions of the model are each described 
by five non simultaneous equations» The effects of small 
variations from the operating points of any of the set-up 
parameters or strip variables are calculated by a linear­
ised set of simultaneous equations using the Jacobian 
matrices» Roll bending is included in the model but roll 
shape deformation due to temperature variation is not 
included»
The most complex portion of the model is the calcu­
lation of roll separating force and this equation is
obtained by regression analysis on a set of graphical
(1)results derived by Cook and McCrum»
(iv)
The equations forming the model are derived mainly 
from basic formulae; partly by measurement and in some 
instances using published formulae. The construction 
of the model is such that by substitution of certain 
constants? mills other than the one at Port Kembla could 
be modelled.
The validity of the model is proven by comparison 
with data from two sources, one of which is data measured 
from the Port Kembla mill.
The value of the mudel is demonstrated by its use 
to provide an insight into and determine an optimum 
criteria for the control of strip finishing temperature 
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1 .0  SETiVXJ.TCP SUMMARY
The thesis is introduced by a detailed description 
of the Port Kembla Hot Finishing Mill and a brief outline 
of the Hot Roughing Mill and Slab Reheating Furnace 
processes which precede the Hot Finishing Mill. This 
description is considered necessary to enable the require­
ments of the mathematical model to be -understood and its 
adequacy to be assessed.
The mathematical model of the reduction of the steel 
thickness in the roll gap consists of non linear simul­
taneous equations involving seven dependent variables 
and ten independent variables of which five are exter­
nally adjustable. The most complex of the relationships 
involved is the calculation of the roll separating force 
and a section of the thesis is devoted to a discussion 
uf a number of methods by which this may be determined. 
The method selected for the model is a set of equations,
the basic form of which was determined by Buxton and
(2)Sutton to fit a series of graphical results obtained
(1} . . + .■by cook and McCrum from their experiments using a cam
plastumeter to determine stress-strain data for a range 
of steel types, Buxton and Sutton did not publish the
3 0009 02987 9413
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constants used in their formulae and these are identified 
using regression analysis to fit the curves of Cook and 
McCrum. To obtain a greater accuracy than that achieved 
by Buxton and Sutton it was found necessary to represent 
one set of curves as a table and use linear interpolation 
to obtain intermediate values« By this means a very good 
fit was obtained between the formulae and the curves« 
However it was found when comparing the calculated roll 
force with measured data that a further modification by 
a factor of h/H was necessary to obtain consistent agree­
ment with the measurement. •
The strip temperature leaving the roll gap is 
derived using basic formulae to account for the temper­
ature loss by conduction to the work roll and temperature
gain from the energy of deformation. Some published 
(19) (20)
information is used to obtain an estimate of the work 
roll temperature gradient.
The strip thickness leaving the roll gap equation 
is derived from information measured from the AlS mill 
to determine the mill stand deformation with roll force 
and the back-up roll bearing oil film thickness varia­
tion with speed.
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The length of the arc of contact between the work 
rolls and the strip is determined by simple trigonometry 
and using Hitchcock’s equation to account for roll 
flattening*
Strip exit speed is obtained from the speed and
torque equations of the electric drive motor* The motor(25)
constants were obtained from manufacturers information*
Motor torque is related primarily to rolling torque 
but is also affected by torque due to strip tension, 
friction losses; no load losses and acceleration* The 
rolling torque is calculated from the rolling force 
multiplied by a lever arm* The lever arm is the perpen­
dicular distance from the roll centre to the line along 
which the roll force can be considered concentrated and 
is approximately equal to half the arc of contact® While 
a considerable amount of information is published on the 
length of the lever arm no consistent theory is apparent*
To determine a lever arm for use in this thesis the work 
(28)
of one author is extended to a point where the result
(5) (27)
appears to support the conclusions of two other authors*(8)
The result obtained although different from that of four
(26) (29) (30) . ^ , .further authors (who also disagree with each other; is
accepted and subsequently, as part of the complete model,
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shown to be fairly accurate when compared with measured 
data. The tension and accelerating torque are derived 
from basic formulae and the friction loss proportional 
to roll force9 and no load losses are obtained from 
tests on the AIS mill*
Strip entry speed is determined from the mass flow 
equation as a function of exit speed and thickness and 
entry thickness«
An equation for roll bending derived from basic 
formulae is included to enable variations in strip shape 
resulting from changes in rolling force to be determined* 
The model does not include an equation for roll crown due 
to temperature*
The temperature equation used for the strip passing 
between the stands is basically the Stefan-Boltzmann 
radiation law modified to allow for different radiation 
conditions on the upper and lower surfaces and further 
modified to allow for convection losses* The modific­
ations are based on published information part of which 
is supported from measurement on the AIS mill*
5
Strip tension between stands is calculated from the
time integral of the difference between the exit velocity
of the previous stand and the entry velocity of the
following stand« The Young’s modulus used for the hot
(16) (17)
steel is an estimate extrapolated from published inform­
ation« The strip tension is a relatively unimportant 
section of the model and errors introduced by an incorrect 
value of the Young’s modulus would be of minor order.
The temperature equation used for the descale box 
is the basic formula for conduction with constants 
derived by data logging from the mill. The data used 
was incomplete requiring some values to be estimated, 
while the form of the equation is considered to be 
correct the constants used are not reliable because of 
the data difficulty.
An accurate equation for the temperature loss of 
the strip waiting to enter the mill was also difficult 
to obtain because of problems in measuring data.
However the modifications made to the basic Stefan­
Boltzmann radiation equation to account for the insul­
ating effect of the scale and the method #f obtaining 
the constants from the measured data are believed to
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"be original«, a  reliable equation could be obtained by­
more accurate data logging«,
Due to the nun linear nature of the roll gap equa­
tions a complete solution was not readily available«, A . 
piece-wise linear structure was assumed and the equations 
solved over a restricted range of the variables«, A set 
of operating points was calculated by an iterative solu­
tion of the non linear equations and the Jacobian matrices 
obtained by taking the partial derivatives about the 
operating points. The linear equations resulting are 
used to study the effects of disturbances on the mill.
Each increment of strip is tracked through the mill by 
calculating the distance moved at regular time intervals.
jri. computer programme has been written to determine 
the operating points«, calculate the Jacobian matrices, 
perform the tracking function and continuous calculation 
using the linearised equations. Provision is made for 
the entry into the calculation of a wide range of distur­
bances at any time in the progress of the strip through 
the mill»
The accuracy of the model was determined by
7
comparing it, without varying any parameters, with data
• (11 )
from two sources» Five sets of data were obtained from 
a mathematical model of the AIS Mill developed by the 
United Engineering and Foundry Company of Pittsburgh who 
are the mill manufacturers* One set of data was obtained 
by measurement on the AIS mill itself* Some difficulty 
was experienced with the measuring equipment and this is 
the reason why only one set of measured data is used* 
Comparison with the six sets of data mentioned which 
covered a wide range of strip widths, speeds, tempera­
tures and reductions showed the model to be reasonably 
accurate and certainly reliable for study of mill 
performance,
The value of the model is demonstrated by its use 
to develop and prove feasible a method of control of 
strip finishing temperature and gauge by speed variation, 
in which difficulty had been experienced in attempting 
to apply and test on the mill itself*
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2.0 LIST OF SYMBOLS
Two sets of symbols are used in this thesis, a set 
of algebraic symbols used in the derivation of the equa­
tions and a set of symbols used in the computer programme 
to solve the equations. For this reason a large number 
of symbols are used and for convenience of identification 
they are sorted into alphabetical order by a computer 
programme. Five columns are printed out as follows. 
Column 1 - Keyword on which the alphabetical sort is made 
Column 2 - Algebraic symbol 
Column 3 - Computer programme symbol 
Column 4 - Meaning of Symbol 
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Meaning Units
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S T R I P  TEMPERATURE I NTO DESCALE BOX OR ROLL GAP D E G. F  
SMALL INCREMENT OF t i m e  SECS
BACK- UP POLL BEARING F R I C T I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T  
M F A N - S T R A I N - P A T E  /SEC
E M T S S I V T T Y  OF HOT STEEL
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ROLL T EMP FEATURE D E G . F
ST EFAN- BOLT SMANN CONST.
MOTOR pI E L O FLUX S E T T I N G  VOLTS/RPM
T I ME  RAMP C O E F F I C I E N T  FOR SPEED CONTROL \/Ol T$/SEC
A J ACOBI AN MATRIX 
A JACOBI AN MATRIX 
CONST.  IN FLUX EON.
ACCUMULATED V E L O C I T Y  DI FF ERENCE F PM
LENGTH OF ARC OF CONTACT I NS
LENGTH OF ARC OF CONTACT I NS
TFMPERATUPE RAMP COEc F I C I E N T  p OR SPEED CONTROL V / D E G. F
3 J ACOBI AN MATRIX 
B JACOBI AN MATRIX
CONST.  IN FLUX EON.
BACK- UP ROLL DIAMETER ' I NS
BACK- UP POLL NECK DI AMET ER ‘ I NS
C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF J P > O N .  ' '
C JACOBI AN MATRIX
CONST.  FOR ROLL F L A T T E N I N G  SO I NS/ T ON
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CHNG ( 1 , 5 )
CHNG ( 1 , 6 )
CHNG ( 2 , 1 ) - C 2 , 6)
C HIMG ( 3 , 1  ) -  ( 3 , 6 )  
CHMG ( A,  1) -  ( i f ,  6)  
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no-o7
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WORK POLL TEMP# V A R I A T I O N  FROM OPERAT I NG P O I N T  
WORK ROLL DI AM.  V A R I A T I O N ’ FRCM OPERAT I NG P O I N T  I MS  
TEMPERATURE RAMP C O E F F I C I E N T  F 0* SPEED CONTROL V / D E G . F  
T I ME  RAMP C O E F F I C I E N T  FOR S D EE D CONTROL V O L T S / S E C
DI ST ANCE AHEAD OF SN OF TEMPERATURE RAMP R t F .  P O I N T  FT  
NOT USED 
NOT USED
READ I N  ARRAY OF CHANGES FROM OPERATI NG POI NT S  
ZONE NUMB FR FOR TEMPERATURE RAMP REFERENCE POI NT  
JP C O E F F I C I E N T S  FOR S T E E L  TYPE 1
C O N D U C T I V I T Y  OF HOT ST EEL  .. . B T U / I N / M I N / D E G . R
CP VALUES FOR CP ARRAY . ’
CONST# FOR ROLL F L A T T E N I N G  SQ I N S / T O N
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» FT  
FT  
FT  
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SECS
OF S T RI P  REMAI NING TO E X I T  OF DESCALE  
LENGTH OF ST RI P REMAI NI NG TO NEXT  MI L L  STAND 
POLL BENDING V A RI A T I ON FROM OPERAT I NG POI NT  
SMALL INCREMENT OF TIME -
, 3 )  T HI CKNESS OF INCREMENT OF S T R I P  BETWEEN STANDS g  
, 3 )  SMALL CHANGE THI CK OF INCREMENT S T R I P  BETWEEN STANDS  
, 3 )  TEMPERATURE OF INCREMENT OF S T R I P  BETWEEN STANDS  
, 9 )  SHALL CHANGE TEMP DF I NCREMENT S T R I P  BETWEEN STANDS  
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I NT E RS T A ND TEMP. FQN, CONST.
S T R I P  SPEED EON.  CONST.
TORQUE E QN . CONST .
CONST .  FOR SPEED EFFECT  ON S T R I P  T H I C K N E S S  
ROLL BENDING EQN.  CONST.
P0 L L PENDI NG EQN.  C O N S T .
OFSCALE BOX TEMPERATURE LOSS EQN.  C O N S T .  
S T - I P  WAI TI NG t o  EN T E R MI LL T EMPERAT UR-  LOSS 
S T p I P WAI T I NG TO ENTER MI LL TEMPERATURE LOSS 
S T R I P  SD' E O  EQN,  CONST.  -
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p p T E N O ( 9 )
P p T E M I ( 9 )
R ViR° ( 6)
T* MAR(6)
p /h R/fi RONH
R # R ' RAD
Meaning Units
I N T E R S T A N D  T E N S I O N  r  DM. CONST* 
T NT ERST AND S T R I P  LENGTH & T I N E  CONST* 
5 0 LL GAP TEMP,  EQN.  CONST*
ROLL GAO TEMP,  ERN.  CONST*
POLL F L A T T E N I N G  CONST- .
ST o I P S P- E O  EQN• CONST.
S T p I P SPEED EON.  CONST*
S T R I P  SPEED EQN* CONST.
LENGTH OF S T R I P  BETWEEN STANDS F T
LENGTH OF DESCALE BOX F T
S T R I P  LENGTH ALREADY I N MI LL FT
MIMV PARAMETER
NATURAL LOGARI THM OF JP
NATURAL LOGARI THM OF MEAN S T R A I N  RATE
LENGTH OF S T R I P  BETWEEN STANDS FT
LEVER ARM FACTOR
L I NE AR MODULUS OF MI L L  STAND L B S / I N
MOT OR ARMATURE RE S I S T A NC E  OHMS
MOTOR CURRENT ARRAY AMPS
MOTOR HP ARRAY HP
SUBROUT I NE FOR MATRIX I N V E R S I O N  
MJNV PARAMETER
L I N E A R  MODULUS OF MI LL STAND L B S / I N
MOTOR SPEED ARRAY RPH
DA C K - U P ROLL REARING F R I C T I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T  
NUMBER OF CARDS OF 0 H NG( 6 ? 6 )  OATA READ 
NUMBER OF CAPOS OF C H N G ( 6 , 6 )  DATA TO BE READ 
NUMBER OF ZONE FOR TEMPERATURE RAMP REFERENCE P O I N T
COMPUTER PROG.  CONST.  DI MENSI ON OF CP ARRAY
COMPUTER PROG, CONST.  DI ME NS I ON OF CP ARRAY £
COMPUTER PROG.  CONST.  DI MENSI ON OF CP ARRAY
S T R I P  T E NSI ON OUT OF DESCALE BOX OR ROLL GAP LBS
S T R I P  T E NSI ON I N T O  RESCALE BOX OR ROLL GAP L3S
WORK ROLL RADIUS I NS
MOTOR ARMATURE RESI ST ANCE OHMS
BAQ/HOUT







RAD R* RAD DEFORMED WORK ROLL RADIUS ' I NS
PAO RAD WORK POLL RADIUS I N S
R 8 RB P0 (F> POLL BENDI NG BETWEEN CENTRE &E DGE OF S T R I P I N S
RR< 6 ) RB RB (6 > ROLL BENDI NG BETWEEN CENTRE &EDGE OF S T R I P I NS
RRK ' PBK ROLL BENDI NG CONST*
RDN RDN S T ? I P  T HI CKNE SS REDUCTI ON IN ROLL GAP <H- / i ) /H
°H0 o RHO ST E F AN- BOLT SMANN C O N S T .
RLFC ’ RLFC ROLL S EPARAT I NG FORCE ■ LBS
RLFCA PLFCA TEMPOR.Y STORAGE FOR ROLL SEPARAT I NG FORCE LBS
RLFC 3 RLFC 3 TLMPOPY STORAGE FOR ROLL SEPARAT I NG FORCE LBS
RLFC £ ° L F C S S UBROUT I NE  TO C A L C .  R I L L  S I ^ R A T I N G  FORCE
RLFZ FG RLFZ ROLL FORCE AT WHICH "CREW SYSTEM I S  ZEROED LBS
RONH R/h PONH r a d / h o u t  .
PPM ift PPM WORK POLL SPEED RPM
R S F { 3 ) F PS F ( o) POLL SEPARAT I NG FORCE LBS
p S F D A T RSFDAT S UBROUT I NE  TO PREPARE DATA FOR RLFCE
RT RT READ T I N E  FOR NEXT  SET OF CHNG ( 6 , 6 )  DATA SECS
D1 ( 6 ) R1 < F ) DRAFT VALUES FOP CD ARRAY •
R2(  A) R2 ( A) P.ONH VALUES FOR CP ARRAY "
R3(  2 > RB ( 2) D J M M Y  BPD DI MENSI ON FOR CP ARRAY
S ~ S SCW( 6) SCREWDOWN S E T T I N G  WITH NO S T R I P  IN MI LL I N S
§ s SPHT . S P E C I F I C  HEAT OF HOT S T E E L  BT U/L 8/Dc G . R
SCIO) S<10) TFMPORY STORAGE FOR N MATRIX DURING M U L T I P L I C A J ION
SCT SC T S < I D  C H I L L  TEMPERATURE V A R I A T I O N  A MP L I T U D E D EG *F
SCW <S) s SC W( 8) SC 0 EWDOWN S E T T I N G  WITH NO STPsIP IN MI LL I N S
s e w z s o s e w z VALUE TO WHICH SCREW I N D I C A T O R  I S  S E T  AT RLFZ I NS
S L I M SLI M E Q U I V .  LENGTH OF S T P I D I N MI LL  AT  ENTRY THI CKNE S3 FT
SN SN CHNG( 7 , 6 ) ZONE MUMBFR FOR T EMPER AT JRE RA MF REFERENCE POI NT
SORT SORT SUBROUTI NE FOR SORTI NG ( PART OF I N T E P P )
S P H T § SPHT S P E C I F I C  HEAT OF HOT S T E E L  3 T U / L  B/OE 3* R
S I R  M S ( 1 ) -  ( 3 ) S T p M 3 { 1)  -  < 9) I N I T I A L  VALUE OF T B M S ( l ) - ( 9 i SECS
STD S 3 STDS3 I N I T I A L  VALUE OF IDSB SECS
S T E E L S T PEL S T E E L  T YPE ( E G .  LOW CARBON = 1 ) 1—1 00
SO SO s e w z VALUE TO WHICH SCREW I N D I C A T O R  I S  S E T  AT RLFZ I NS
T T T Q E ( 8) MOTOR TOROUE FT - L B S
T (7 , IO) T ( 7 ,10 ) TEMPORY STORAGE FOR C MATRIX CURING M U L T I P L I C A T ION





TPMS ( 9 ) T7 T B M S ( 9 ) TRANSPORT DELAY BETWEEN M I L .  STANDS SECS
T C T R TC TP S T R I P  IN MI L L  T I M E  COUNTER
TDSP ~C7Jt!> TO SB TF A NSPORT DELAY THROUGH DESCALE BOX SECS
TEMP Y TEMPY D I S T A N C E  TRAVELLED IN ONE T I ME I NCREMENT FT
T E N I  ( 9) P T E N I  ( 9 ) S T R I P  T E N S I O N  I N T O  DESCALE BOX OR ROLL GAP LBS
TFNO ( 9 ) P TEND (9 ) S T R I P  T E NSI ON OUT OF DESCALE BOX OR ROLL GAP LBS
T F  ( 9 ) T F  ( 9 ) T I M E  FACTOR FOR I N T E R P O L A T I O N  OF EXACT  VALUE OF TBMS
T F QSD TFDSD T I M E  FACTOR FOR I  NT F RPOL A T I ON OF E X A C T  VALUE OF TDS3
T H I  ( 3) H T H I ( 9 ) S T R I P  T HI CKNESS I N T O  DESCALE BOX OR ROLL GAP I N S
T H I N
h
THTN ST ° I P  T HI CKNE SS I N T O  ROLL GAP M U L T I P L I E R
THO ( 9) THO ( 9) S T R I P  T HI CKNESS OUT O r DESCALE POX OR ROLL GAP I N S
T HOUT THOUT S T R I P  T HI CKNESS OUT OF ROLL GAP M U L T I P L I E R
T L TL TL SONST .  TORQUE LOSSES REFEREO T O MOTOR F T - L B S
TM TM T I M E  TO WRI TE OUT PUT ,
TMP TMP I N T E R M E D I A T E  VARI ABLE I N S T RI P  TEMPERATURE C A L C U L A T I O N
TMp I  ( 9 ) T M P I ( 9 ) S T ^ I P  TEMPERATURE I  NT D DESCALE BOX OR ROLL GAP U E G . F
T MPI  N T M PI N S T R I P  TEMPERATURE I N T O  ROLL GAP M U L T I P L I E R
TMPL.OM ' T MDL0N L C CK- ON TEMPERATURE FDR TEMPERATURE RAMP SPEED CONTROL
TMPO ( 9) a T MP O ( 9 ) S T R I P  TEMPERATURE OUT OF DESCALE BOX OR ROLL GAP D E G . F
TMPO'JT TMPO'JT S T ° I P  TEMPERATURE OUT OF ROLL GAP M U L T I P L I E R
TMP R ( 6) T M P P ( 6) ROLL TEMPERATURE D E G . F
TQE <S) T T Q F ( ó ) MOTOR TORQUE- F T - L B S
U (7 ) U ( 7 ) I FMPORY STORAGE FOR V MATRIX DURING M U L T I P L I C AT I ON
V V V E L I ( 9 ) S T R I P  V E L O C I T Y  I NT O DESCALE BOX OR ROLL GAP F PM
/\r DT VELO ( 9 ) S 7 ° I R  V E L OC I T Y  OUT 0~ DESCALE BOX OR ROLL GAP F PM
V ( 1 ,  1) - ( i , 6 ) A O VC 1> - (1 , 6 Î S T ° I P  TEMP,  V A RI A T I O N  LE AVI NG ROLL GAP FROM Op . POI NT
V< 2 , 1 )  - (2 9 5 ) V ( 2 ,  1) - <2, 6) S T R I P  T H I C K .  V A R I A T I O N  LEAVI NG ROLL GAP FROM OP o POI NT
V (3 , 1) - (7 , 3 ) A  A OC V<3,  1) - ( 3 , 6) APG OF CONTACT LFNGTH V A R I A T I O N  FROM OPERATI NG POI NT
V ( i f ,  i )  - (if , 3 ) AV~ V ( A , 1) - ( A *6) S T R I P  SPEED V A RI  A T I  01 LE AVI NG ROLL GAP FROM OP. POI NT
V<5 , i )  - (5 *3 ) A r v < 5 , n - ( 5, 6) M o t o r  g t o r q u e  v a r i a t i o n  f r o m  o p e r a t i n g  p o i n t
v <6,  i > - (6 , 6 ) A  F V ( 6 ? D - ( 6 , 6) ROLL FORCE V A R I A T I O N  c R0'1 OPERATI NG POI NT
V (7 » 1) - (7 ♦ &> V<7, 1> - <■% 6) S T R I P  SPEED V A R I A T I O N  ENT ERI NG POLL GAP FROM OP o POI NT
V ( 7 , 6 ) [ V ] V ( 7 5 ó ) MATRI X OF VARI ABLES L E A V I N G ROLL GAP f—1
VOSRT VDS3T V A R I A T I O N  OF TEMD . INTO-  DESCALE BOX FROM T M PI ( 2 )  D E G , F
VHSTH VDSTH V A R I A T I O N  OF T HI CKNESS OF S T R I P  FROM T h l ( 2 ) I  N S
VEL I  ( 9 ) V V E L I  ( 9 ) S T R I P  V E L O C I T Y  I NT O DESCALE BOX OR ROLL GAP F P M




V L S B S ( i ) - < 9 > 
V T ß M S ( l ) - ( 9 ) 
VTDP3 
VTH( 1)-(3)
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VX TH
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X C H N G ( 7 , 3 ) 
X < 7 , 7 )
XTH 
XTMP 
Y ( 7 , i  0 )
YM
7 ( 7 , 1 0 )
Meaning Units
$ T p I P V E L O C I T Y  O J T  OF ROLL GAP M U L T I P L I E R  
V A R I A T I O N  OF LENGTH 0 -  S T R I P  I N  DESCALE BOX FT
V A R I A T I O N  I N  S T P I P  LENGTH FROM L S 9 S ( i ) - ( 9 )  FT
V A R I A T I O N  I N T I ME F PQM T Q M S U > - < 9 >  SECS
V A R I A T I O N  I N DESCALE BOX TRANSPORT DELAY SECS
T HI CKNE SS V A R I A T I O N  FROM T H 0 ( l ) - ( 3 )  I N S
TEMPERATURE V A R I A T I O N  FROM T M P 0 ( l > - ( 3 )  O E G . F
V A R I A T I O N  OF T HI CKNESS Op S T R I P  FROM T H I ( 9 )  I N S
V A R I A T I O N  OF XRAY GAUGE T E M ?• FROM T M P I ( 9 )  Q E G . F
ST P I P WIDTH I NS
WORK POLL SPEED RPrl
S T R I P  TEMP* V A R I A T I O N  I N T O  ROLL GAP FROM OP.  POI NT  
PREVI OUS S T P I P  SPEED V A R I A T I O N  LEAVI NG ROLL GAP 
MATRIX OF VARI ABLES I N T O  ROLL GAF
S T R I P  T H I C K .  V A R I A T I O N  I NT O ROLL GAP FROM OP.  P O I N T  
S T R I P  T E NS.  V A R I A T I O N  LE AVI NG ROLL FROM OP.  POI NT  
S T P I P  T E NS.  V A R I A T I O N  I N T O  ROLL GAP FROM OP.  P O I N T  
5 C p £W S E T T I N G  V A R I A T I O N  FROM OPE RA T I NG POI NT  
MOTOR *rMNL,  VOLTAGE V A R I A T I O N  FPQM OPE RA T I NG P O I N T  
MOTOR F I E L D  FLUX V A R I A T I O N  FROM OPERATI NG POI NT  
WORK ROLL TEMP.  V A R I A T I O N  FROM OPERAT I NG POI NT  
WORK ROLL RADIUS V A P I A T I O N  FROM OPERAT I NG POI NT
S T R I P  WIDTH I NS
WORK ROLL RADIUS I NS
WORK ROLL RADIUS M U L T I P L I E R
S T R I P  WAI T I NG T I ME  TO ENTER MI L L  SECS
LOOK- ON T I ME  FOR T I M -  RAMP SPEED CONTROL SECS
0 I S T . «FLOW ROLL SURFACE'  TO T E MP,  TMPR I NS
D I S T A NC E  AHEAD OF $N OF TEMPERATURE RAMP REF .  P O I N T  FT  
TEMPORY STORAGE FOR A MATRIX DURI NG I NV E R S I O N  & MULT 
S T R I P  T HI CKNESS UND5R X- RAY GAUGE  
S T P I P  TEMPERATURE UNDER X-RAY-  GAUGE
T f MPOD Y STORAGE FOR 3 MATRIX OUR IMG- M U L T I P L I C A T I O N  £  
YOUNGS MODULUS OF HOT S T - E L  L B S / S y . I N
TFMPORY STORAGE FOR 0 MATRIX DURING M U L T I P L I C A T I O N
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3,0 I INTRODUCTION
In order that the limitations and adequacy of the 
mathematical model presented in section 6 may "be assessed 
the control problems introduced by the processes before 
the Hot Finishing Mill (H„F,M,) under study must be 
described« This introductory section will describe 
briefly the complete Hot Strip Mill of which the H.F.M. 
forms a major part«
3«1 DESCRIPTION OF THE HOT STRIP MILL
Slabs weighing between 3»5 and 10,5 tons and of 
dimensions varying between 8-l/2l? x 64" x 221 and 
4** x 25H x 8 ,-2i} are ejected from a furnace at a temper­
ature of approximately 2,300°,?. ‘.During its passage 
through the furnace the slab rests on up to four water 
cooled, skids, depending on its length. The resultant 
' cooler sections formed along the slab create thickness 
and temperature control problems as explained in more 
detail later, This phenomenon may be diminished if the 
material is heated over a longer period but such opera­






As shown in figure 3,1, the slah passes through a 
vertical and then a horizontal scale breaking mill where 
small reductions are taken to loosen the scale to enable 
it to be removed by high pressure water jets, a  single 
pass is then taken on the Broadside 'Mill, The slab is 
turned sideways before this mill if an increase in width 
is required. The three mills so far mentioned are 
unidirectional. Following these mills is the Reversing 
Roughing Mill with a close coupled Vertical Edging Mill. 
Three, five or seven passes are taken in this mill, 
rolling in both directions, the distance between the 
horizontal rolls being reduced for each successive pass. 
The edger is used for width control, The thickness of 
the steel after emerging from the Reversing Roughing 
Mill is normally between 0,75 and 0,9 inches, and the 
temperature is approximately 2,000°F, The length of 
the steel is between 100 and 200 feet, an increase by 
a factor of approximately 8 compared to the slab length. 
The portion of the Hot Strip Mill so far described is 
known as the Hot Roughing Mill (H.R.M.).
A set of delay table rolls 290 feet in length 
separate the H,R,M, from the H.F.M. This length is to 
enable rolling in the Reversing Roughing Mill without 
interference with steel waiting tu enter the H,F„M,
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A flying crop shear and a descale box* which comprises 
scale loosening rolls and water jets* immediately precede 
the six stand H*F,M, which is followed hy a runout table 
of length 400 feet* where the strip is cooled by water 
sprays prior to coiling* The length of strip coiled is 
typically 1*500 feet* a further increase in length by a 
factor of about 10 through the H*F.M* Entry temperature 
to the H,F*M, is typically 1*900°F* exit temperature 
1*600°F and coiling 1*150°F, To obtain optimum metall­
urgical conditions of uniform equiaxed grain size 
containing finely dispersed carbides* the strip should 
pass through the last stand above the upper critical 
temperature Ar^ (approximately 1*600°F for low carbon 
steel) and be coiled below a _̂ (approximately 1*270°F)* 
Coiled thickness is between 0*37 and 0*048 inches and 
width varies from 23*5 to 64 inches*
A typical rolling time from slab to coil is 3 to 4 
minutes with about equal times spent in the H,R*M* and 
H*F.M*
Details of the Hot Strip Mill motors and stands
are given in table 3*1*
TABLE 3.1 - HOT STRIP MILL MOTOR AND STAND DETAILS
Two or Distance from
Four Work Roll Backup Roll Preceding.
High Diam. Length Diam. Length Stand. Feet





2 36" 72" - - 37.5












66" 49" 66" 290.0
F6 Finishing 
Stand
4 t i h i t h 18.0
F7 Finishing 
Stand
4 h h h h 18.0
F8 Finishing 
Stand
4 h h h h 18.0
F9 Finishing 
Stand
4 h h h h 18.0
F10 Finishing 
Stand
4 h i t h h 18.0
Coiler 405.0
Roll Surface
Motor Data Gear Roll Speed'
H,P, Volts RPM Type Ratio RPM FPM



















7,000 1,300V 50/ " 
120
.1:1 50/120 484/1,162
4,000 750V 145/ " 5.42:1 27/60 187/416 )
326 . )
4,000 750V 145/ " 3.17:1 46/103 319/661 )
326 ) Hot
4,000 750V 145/ " 1.90:1 76/172 527/1,103 ) Finishing
326 / ) Mill
4,000 750V 100/ " ' 1:1 100/220 694/1,411 )
220 )
4,000 750V 135/ " . • 1:1 135/270 937/1,732 )
270 )
3,500 750V 150/- " 1:1 150/340 1041/2181 )
340
300 h foO
3,2 HOT FINISHING MILL
The Hot Finishing Mill portion of the Hot Strip Mill 
comprises six identical stands. The stands are known as 
four high, since they contain two work rolls and two 
hack up rolls. They are spaced at 18 feet centres and 
the steel is in all stands at one time. The strip is 
rolled with a very small tension between stands requiring 
speed synchronism. Since the mass flow of the steel 
through the mill is constant a reduction in thickness 
at any stand requires a corresponding speed increase.
Temperatures are monitored by pyrometers at the Crop 
Shear, between stands F9 and F10 and at the Coiler, 
Thickness is recorded by an x-ray gauge immediately 
following Stand F10,
All six motors are connected to a common bus supplied 
by nine 2,000 KW generators, ¿ m  amplidyne voltage regu­
lator servo maintains the busbar voltage to within 1 %  
from no load to full load.
Normally the motors are operated at full voltage 




B fU h G E
F I G U R E  3 - 3  -  M A J O R  C O M P O N E N T S  O F  A
4  H I G H  M I L L  S T A N D
\
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by field weakening, when insufficient speed range is 
available for the reduction required* the bus may be 
split between motors F8 and F9 to enable one section 
to operate at reduced voltage, .a graph showing the 
limits of the mill speed range at full voltage (known 
as the speed cone) is given in figure 3,2, Speed 
synchronism between stands is maintained by manual 
field adjustment. Should speed synchronism be temporarily 
lost* due to a disturbance* such as an incoming thickness 
deviation* excessive interstand loop formation is con­
trolled by a luoper roller located on the end of a 
counterweighted arm and pivoted to allow the roll to 
lift the loop into a state uf tension from below,
3,3 MILL STAND CHARACTERISTICS
The major components of a four high rolling mill 
stand are shown in figure 3,3, The roll gap is adjusted 
by varying the position of the top rolls using the screw 
down mechanism. During rolling the roll gap is 
influenced by a number of factors as follows.
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5,5,1 Roll Separating Force
The very large force required to roll the steel 
deforms the mill stand elastically in the following 
manner,
(i) Roll flattening, occurs along the arc of contact 
between the work rolls and strip and between the 
work rolls and back-up rolls. Flattening also 
occurs in the bearings and roll necks,
(ii) Despite the large diameter of the back-up roll 
a significant degree of roll bending occurs.
This is compensated to some extent by grinding 
a crown on the rolls. However* other factors 
(see sections 3,3,2 and 3,3,3 below) influence 
roll shape and must also be taken into account 
when determining the roll crown to be used,
(iii) The screw is compressed and bending of the 
threads occurs in the nut,
(iv) The posts of the housing stretch due to tension* 
but also bend because of the effect of the 
bridges at the top and bottom. The bridges 
deform in a manner between that of a simply 
supported beam and a built in beam,




using formulae given in references 3 9 4 and h 9 
they are obtained much more easily and accurately 
by measurement* The recent fitting of load cells 
to the stands has enabled the relationship shown 
in figure 3*4 to be measured* The pronounced 
non-linearity for small forces is caused by the 
seating of mating surfaces such as the roll chuck 
onto the housing at the bottom and onto the screw 
at the top*
3» 3* 2 Temperature
Three temperature effects are apparent*
(i-) The rapid heating of the work roll surface during 
rolling and the cooling between bars*
(ii) The much slower heating of the whole rull over 
a period of some hours after start up*
(iii) The even slower heating of the housing itself*
(i) and (ii) have the effect of closing the roll 
gap while (iii) opens the roll gap*
(ii) has an additional effect in that it creates 
a temperature crown on the rolls which changes 
the reduction across the width of the strip*
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When rolling special steels it is often necessary 
to prepare the temperature crown in the previous 
few hours by rolling selected widths to obtain 
the correct temperature distribution across the 
roll« water sprays are also used to control the 
temperature crown«
5« 5« 5 Roll Wear
Roll wear effectively causes the zero of the screw 
system to alter as well as the rull shape« To avoid 
damaging the edges of the rolled strip it is normal 
practice to begin after a roll change by rolling narrow 
strip to create the required temperature crown and then 
change to the widest strip currently on urder and work 
back in to the narrow widths«
3« 5« 4 Work Roll Diameter
For the following reasons work roll diameters should 
be as small as possible«
(i) Pur a given set of conditions the roll separating 
forces increase with the wurk roll diameter,
(ii) Roll flattening is proportional to diameter.
Roll flattening sets the eventual limit to the 
minimum thickness strip which can be rolled
2 9
©  =  B ite /Ingle
The M a x im u m  Va lu e  Of  ©  Is Giv e n  B y Ta n  ©  = aj. Where ha Is 
The Co e f f ic ie n t  Of  Fr ic t io n  B e tw e e n  Th e  Steel  The T o ll . 
M a x im u m  D r a ft  =  H - h  =  2R O ~ c o s
F I G U R E  3 - 5  -  b l T E  A N G L E  L I M I T A T I O N  O N
M A X I M U M  D R A F T
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since the very high forces required to further 
reduce thin strip flatten the rolls rather than 
reduce the strip,
(iii) Lateral spread of the strip is reduced.
However* a compromise in work roll diameter selection 
is necessary since the maximum draft which can he taken 
increases with roll diameter, This is known as the bite 
angle limitation. The bite angle is illustrated in 
figure 3,5, If the limiting bite angle is exceeded* 
the strip will not enter the roll gap. Since all six 
stands of the H,F,M. have the same nominal roll diameter 
this problem can only arise at stand F5,
5, 3, 5 Back-up Roll Diameter
The back-up roll diameter should be as large as 
possible to reduce the roll bending. However* the advan­
tage of increasing the diameter reduces with the diameter 
since although back-up roll bending is reduced as the 
diameter is increased additional roll flattening occurs 
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F I G U R E  3 - 0  -  R O L L  G A P  T R A N S F E R  F U N C T I O N
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3» 3« 6 Roll Speed
Dae to the wedge effect increasing the thickness 
of the oil film between the white metal sleeve and the 
journal of the hack-up roll hearings (known as Morgoil 
hearings) the roll gap reduces with increasing speed,,
3.4 ELASTIC/PLASTIC CURVE ATO ROLL GAP TRANSFER FUNCTION
Section 3.3 has dealt with the influence on the 
roll gap of various mill stand parameters, this section 
will introduce the effects of variations in the parameters 
of the material being rulled. More details may he found 
in Chapter 6 of reference 6.
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 shew the effect of an increase 
in material yield and incoming thickness, respectively.
The amount by which the exit thickness changes due to 
these disturbances depends upon the slopes of the elastic 
and plastic curves.
Figure 3.8 shows the effect of a change in screwdown
A  Viposition. The roll gap transfer function can vary 
between 1.0 and 0.1 depending on the slopes of the two
curves.
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As can be seen from figure 3,8 the slope (<g) of the 
plastic, curve of the material being rolled increases con­
siderably as the material thickness reduces and 43l is‘ -A§
reduced* This feature enables the last stand of the 
H.F.Mo to be used to control strip shape since-a change 
in screwdown setting will have very little effect on the 
strip thickness, but will alter the roll bending to vary 
the thickness across the width of the strip*
3*5 STRIP SHAPE AND FLATNESS
The roll bending in the H*R*M, and H„F*M, causes 
the thickness at the centre of the product to be greater 
than that at the edge* This shape is desirable since 
it aids strip tracking*
However it is also necessary that the finished 
product be flat and not wavy* If the roll bending is 
not properly controlled as the piece is processed through 
the stands to maintain the same relative shape it will 
not be flat as it is delivered from the last finishing
stand
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4,0 DISCUSSION OP METHODS OF DETERMINING ROLL 
SEPARATING FORCE
While none of the equations of the model presented 
in section 5 can he considered exact or simple the most 
complex is the calculation of the roll separating force. 
This calculation forms the heart of the model and this 
section is devoted to a discussion uf the alternative 
approaches and difficulties of its derivation,
The roll separating force (f ) is proportional to
strip width hut is a complex function of other variables
as follows, F = W, f (H, h, v, R, P, p, metallurgical
composition), ifi/hen the material is very thick F is
predominantly proportional to H-h hut as the thickness
is reduced F becomes proportional to F is alson
influenced by the strain rate s = f1 (r-j_; rg; v) where 
= l-j| and r 2 = Since P and p are small they have 
very little effect on F,
(7)
4,1 EKELUND FORMULA
The Ekelund formula is the most mathematically 
convenient of the various methods available. This is
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because it is the result of a theoretical analysis of 
the dynamics of rolling and contains constants of known 
meaning. The constants are the compressive strength and 
the viscosity of hot steel, and the coefficient of 
friction between the rulls and the strip. The coefficient 
of friction and its variation with temperature were 
determined experimentally. The constants of compressive 
strength and viscosity were determined as functions of 
the steel temperature and composition.
However, since it was derived in 1927 from tests on 
steel thicknesses in the range lif to 12if and with a 
chromium content of not more than 3̂ 0 it is inaccurate 
for HFM rolling.
' ( 8 )
4.2 TSELIKOV'S METHOD
The roll separating force is expressed as the product 
of the mean specific pressure and the contact area, where 
the contact area is the arc of contact times the strip 
width. The mean specific pressure is the product of a 
constant; three factors accounting for roll gap geometry, 
three factors accounting for strip conditions and the 
resistance to pure shear, The factors accounting for
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roll gap geometry are:
(i) the coefficient taking into account the effect 
of friction which requires the evaluatiun of a 
complicated expression involving five zones of 
the arc of contact (AOC),
(ii) the coefficient taking into account the zones
adjacent to the arc of contact» In the range
where üOC/h is greater than 1 this coefficient 
may "be taken as unity» AOC/h is always greater 
than 1 for H»F»M. rolling conditions»
(iii) The coefficient taking into account the effect
of tension may he readily determined by a simple 
formula»
The factors accounting for the strip conditions are:
(i) the coefficient accounting for the steel temper­
ature»
(ii) the coefficient accounting for wurk hardening and
(iii) the coefficient accounting for strain rate or
velocity»
The second coefficient can be regarded as unity and the 
other two are given graphically for certain steels tested» 
This method is difficult to use for H»F»M, rolling 
because of the complicated calculation of the coefficient 
accounting for friction and the graphical method of
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determining the effect of temperature and strain rate,
(1)
4. 3 THE METHOD OF COOK & Me CRUM
Cook and McCrum have conducted tests on a high speed 
compression testing machine (cam plastometer) in the 
laboratories of the British Iron & Steel Research Assoc­
iation (B,I,S,R,A,) and have produced stress-strain data 
for a range of different types of steels at temperatures 
and deformation rates applicable to the hot rulling 
process. The form of the data is modified by formulae 
based on those developed by Sims, The rolling force is 
calculated from three curves as follows. Mean strain 
rate in the roll gup is calculated using a complex for­
mula involving r ? S. and roll speed. Thisii n
relationship is graphed for convenience. A dimensiunless
r! • x*parameter Op which is a function of r and ^ is read from 
a second graph. The function Jp which is related to the 
mean yield stress and which is a function of mean strain 
rate? temperature and material composition is read from 
a third graph. Graphs 1 and 2 are common to all temper­
atures and grades of steel. Graphs for temperatures 
900? 1000? 1100 and 1200°C are given for each grade of 
steel for the determination of Jp. Each graph consists 












frglire 5 — Typical power curves for rolling mild steel from varying slab thicknesses are given by chart.
„ . . . I r o n  and  S t e e l  E n g in e e r , J u l y , 1956114 v -
F I G U R E  A A
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0.05 to 5.0.
Disadvantages of this work are that the results are 
presented graphically and the minimum temperature studied 
is 900°G (1652°F). H.F.M, rolling temperatures may be 
as low as 1500°F. A similar set of graphs to those 
described above are also given to enable torque to be 
calculated.
4.4 WORK CURVES
A work curve is a plot of energy of deformation 
against reduction and a typical example is given in 
figure 4.1 from reference 9. The curve is obtained 
by data logging from the mill under typical conditions 
of roll diameter, speed and temperature and a separate 
set of data must be taken for each type of steel to be 
rolled.
Energy of deformation does not vary greatly with 
speed and if the curve is to be used on the same mill 
from which it was taken then only small variations in 
roll diameter will occur. However the deformation 
energy is greatly dependent on temperature and the 
curve is valid only for temperatures close to those
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existing when the curve was taken« Once a speed has 
heen selected rolling torque can he calculated from the 
curve and rolling force can then he calculated using a 
lever arm* (see section 5«2 , 5),
Work curves are most conveniently used for deter­
mining the reductions which should he taken in each 
stand to distribute the rolling HP among the stands in 
a desirable fashion« Generally the rolling load is 
distributed such that the first four stands are loaded 
equally and lighter loads are taken on the last two 
stands to maintain strip shape and flatness«
If the roll diameters or steel temperature during 
rolling do not correspond to the conditions when the 
curve was taken then minor adjustments to screwdown 
settings and stand speeds may he necessary during the 
rolling of the first bar«
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5, 0 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The rolling process is described by five equations 
for the interstand gap and seven non-linear simultaneous 
equations in the roll gap. The descale box process and 
the temperature loss on the delay table are described 
by three equations,
The values of the constants to give the correct 
units and full details of the derivation of the equations 
are given in Appendix 1,
5,1 INTERSTATE GAP
The strip conditions in the interstand gap are 
effectively described by the four variables temperature, 
thickness, tension and position. For tracking purposes 
the strip position is determined from the initial length 
between stands and the subsequent time integral of 
velocity. The time between stands is determined 
similarly,
5,1,1 Temperature Equation
The steel temperature entering stand n is equal tc 
the temperature of the steel which left stand n—1 one
transportation time lag previously less the radiation 
and convection losses and losses to the water on the
strip surface,




The steel thickness entering stand n is equal to 
the thickness of the steel which left stand n-1 one 
transportation time lag previously,
(t) = hn-1 (t-T)
5,1,5 Tension Equation
The tensiun between stands is proportional to the 
time integral of the difference in the two velocities. 
If the integral goes negative forming a loop between 
the stands the tension becomes zero,
Pn = Pn-l = *2 Bn ^ n - d  dt
' when V  (Vn-v^p dt > 0 
= 0
when (Vn-vn_1) d t ^  0
5.1.4 Length of Strip Between stands
The length of strip between stands cannot be less 
than the distance between the stands but may be longer
if the time integral of the difference in the speeds of 
stands n-1 and n is positive and a loop is formed*
1 = K* t! (v -V ) dt + d3 o; v n-1 n' t (when ( (v -V ) dt 0 •oJ n-1 n
= d
when  ̂( (v -V ) dt o j ' n-1 n 0
5*1»5 Time Between Stands
The time between stands is that time since the exit 
of an increment of strip from stand n-1 over which the 
velocity of stand n must he integrated to he equal to 
the length of strip between stands at the instant of 
exit from stand n-1,
l(t-t) = K % ( V dt. 3  o) n
5,2 ROLL GaP
The seven simultaneous dependent variables are 
temperature, thickness and speed leaving the roll gap9 
speed entering the rull gap9 arc of contact length* 
motor torque and rolling force* Roll bending is 




The temperature leaving the roll gap is equal to 
the temperature entering the roll gap minus the temper­
ature loss by conductiun to the rolls plus temperature 
gain from the work performed on the strip during rolling.
9 = rOi - YLa a o c
h* v






Exit thickness equals screw setting plus mill stand 
elongatiun due to the rolling force and the variation in 
the back-up roll bearing oil film due to speed* The 
screw setting must be adjusted to compensate for any 
roll diameter change due to roll temperature change 
which may have occurred since the screw system was 
zeroed*
h = S - So + P - Fu + K12 v
M
S0 and FQ are the screwdown setting and roll force 
respectively at which the screw system was zeroed*
5*2,3 Length of Arc of Contact
With reference to figure 3* 5 the arc of contact 
is arc AB = R* 9




cos2 9 = 1 - 2 (H-h) + (H-h)2
2R O br;
1-cos2 9 = B-h - (H-h)2
R ( 2R)
= sin2 9
= 92 since © is small
R? ©2 = R (H-h) - (H-h;
I 2( 2 .
AOC = R, 9 = /R(H-h) neglecting squared term*
During rolling^ flattening occurs between the work roll 
and the strip 9 lengthening the arc of contact beyond that 
derived above* This is accounted for by using the
(1)
deformed roll radius derived from Hitchcock’s formula*
R1 = R + 2C* R 
Wo (H-h)
substituting R1 for R
AOC = ./Ro (H-h) + 2* C F* R, (H-h)
Wo ( H - h )
=  J Ro (H-h) + Kc« PoRo
W
5*2*4 Strip Exit Speed
The strip enters the roll gap at a speed slower than 
the roll surface, ^s the thickness is reduced the strip 
speed increases until it slightly exceeds the roll speed 
on exit* This condition is created by the friction 
between the strip and the roll along the arc of contact*
In the zone where the roll speed is greater than the 
strip speed backward slip occurs followed by a zone 
where both roll and strip speeds are equal known as 
the neutral zone which is followed by a zone of forward 
slip.
For H, F.M. rolling forward slip is small and is 
partially compensated by the reduction in strip speed 
caused by the increase in thickness due to the elastic 
compression of the strip in the roll gap. Strip exit 
speed is assumed to be identical with the roll surface 
speed, The roll speed is influenced by the motor no 
load speed? droop? and load torque, 
motor torque = load torque
Kr?0 (E - Kq ,0.v ) = T
Tv
v = - TV S * ’ ? 2R
5,2o 5 Load Torque at Motor
The load torque comprises components due to rolling 
strip forward and back tension? roll bearing friction? 
transmission fusses? no load losses and acceleration.
The rolling component is calculated from the rolling 
force and the lever arm which is the perpendicular dis­
tance from the roll centre to the line along which the 
roll force can he considered concentrated, The roll 
force is in fact distributed along the arc of contact 
in a non linear fashion rising to a peak in the neutral 
zone. The lever arm contained in K ^ A O C  is slightly 
less than half the length of the arc of contact.
Load _ rolling tension roll no accel-
torque “ torque + torque * bearing + load + erating
friction losses torque
T = Kg.K11.AOC.P + Kg. (B-p). R_ + K9»K18’P’R + TL + K10.|v
5,3,6 Rolling Force
Of the various methods of determining rolling force
(i)
discussed in section 4 the method of Cook & McCrum 
was selected as the most convenient for use in this 
model. The main difficulty with this method is that 
the results are presented in graphical form. However, 
a set of equations based on the graphs has been developed
(S) , ,by Buxton and Sutton. Their paper gives the form only 
of the equations and does not specify the value of the 
coefficients used but indicates that they are a function 
of speed and temperature.
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The Cook and McCrum equation for roll force is; 
F = R1, W* Jpo Cp
where R1 = deformed roll radius inches 
W = material width inches
Jp = f (A2? v 9 Q y metallurgical composition) 
given in graphical form, tons-ins”^
(1)
Op = f (R1, r) given in graphical form,
( h )
A 2 = w, A mean strain rate sec“1
A i = f (R? r) given in graphical form
(h )
r r- H^h 
H
w = roll speed r,pam,
Buxton & Sutton take logarithms of both sides to obtain 
In F = In Jp + In Cp + In R1, v\i
T h e y  then state that a good approximation for In Jp and
In Cp can be obtained from the folluwing expression;
InF = A0+A1lnr+A2ln R+A^lnr. ln&+A4 (lnr)2+lnR. V/
(2 ) .Buxton and Sutton do not identify the A coefficients in
their paper. In an attempt to identify the A coefficients
a number of multivariable regression analyses were carried
out as detailed in Appendix 1. A very good approximation
for lnjp was obtained with a standard error of 2 < 6 C;0 and
a correlation coefficient of 0,9973 for 0» lb°/0 carbon
steel» HoweverP the expression obtained for InCp had
a standard error of 9»1;0 and a correlation coefficient
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as low as 0* 91,
To obtain greater accuracy for Cp the curve was 
stored as a table and linear interpolation used between 
values, Since the Cp curve is common to all grades of 
steel it was required to be stored once only and the 
additional computer memory used was not excessive.
The rolling force is increased by roll flattening 
which cannot be calculated until the force is known.
This problem is overcome by first calculating force 
assuming no flattening, calculating the deformed roll 
radius using Hitchcock*s equation given in section 5.2,5 
and repeating the rolling force calculation once.
The steel temperature used for the force calculation 
should be the mean internal temperature which is higher 
than the strip surface temperature used in the equations 
derived in sections 5,1,1 and 5.2,1, By taking into 
account thermal conduction within the strip and heat loss 
from the surface a relationship is derived in reference 
10 for the difference between mean internal temperature 
and strip surface temperature proportional to strip 
thickness and strip surface temperature.
t&i m - t-O-i = (0« 04 K>i - 47) H from figure 4 of 
reference 10,
5,2,7 Strip Entry Speed
The strip speed into the roll gap is calculated
from the thickness before and after rolling and the
strip exit speed, from the mass flow equation,
H, V, = h, v,
¥ = h o v
. H
5„2o8 Roll Bending and Strip Grown
As described in sectiuns 3,3,1 (ii) and 3,3,2 the 
strip crown is primarily determined by roll bending and 
the thermal crown on the rolls due to heating of the 
middle portion from the strip.
The following equation for roll bending between 
the centre and edge of the strip is derived in Appendix
Very little is published on the subject of roll crown 
due to temperature and no equation is presented here. 
Since it is known that present mill set-ups produce 
satisfactory strip crown it will be assumed that the
1,2,7
RB (K-i a - vV ) + 516 )
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temperature crown is just sufficient to compensate for 
roll bending as calculated above. The equation for roll 
bending will be used to calculate variations due to 
changes in F,
A complete tabulation of the roll bending corres­
ponding to a full range of strip widths is given in the 
computer printout in Appendix 3* 3*
5,3 DESCALE BOX
The strip position in the descale box is determined 
in the same manner as in the interstand gap,
5.5.1 Thickness Equation
The steel thickness leaving the descale box is equal 
to the thickness of the steel which entered one trans­
portation time lag previously,
W * >  =
5.3.2 Temperature Equation
The steel temperature leaving the descale box is 
equal to the temperature of the steel which entered 
one transportation time lag previously less the losses 
in the descale box.
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The following equation was derived from measured 
data in which there was a large degree of inaccuracy* 
primarily in the temperature at the crop shear due to 
scale "built up on the strip. Details of the measure­
ments and derivation are given in appendix 1.3. The 
mode of heat transfer is "by conduction,
9db (t) = ^  db ̂tmmX ) ~ &  db water
H
Ki5„f + 0, 5
5,4 STRIP WAITING- TO EOT ER MILL
A delay in the order of 60 seconds occurs between 
the entering of the head end of the strip into the mill 
and the entering of the tail end. During this period* 
strip temperature is lost due to radiation. The temper­
ature luss cannot be readily measured since a considerable 
scale build up occurs on the strip.
The Stefan-Boltzmann radiation law is assumed to 
apply with a modification to account for the insulating 
effect of the scale, ■
The equation derived is
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©ft) = (K,fi.T (1-K T




where @(o) is the strip temperature in °R at time zero»
The derivation is given in .appendix 1*4.
In addition to the temperature loss described above9 
a cyclic temperature variation is also present caused by 
the water cooled skids in the furnace» Up to four colder 
areas may be present known as skid chills (see section 
3ol), This temperature variation cannot be predicted» 
However it can be approximated reasonably well by a cosine 
function of wavelength about 1/4 of the length of the 
strip and amplitude in the order of 25°F* Corresponding 
to the skid chills is a cyclic variation in thickness 
caused by the ro31ing in the Hot Roughing Mill. No 
information on the order of this variation is available 
since there is no provision for continuous measurement
of thickness into the H,F,M.
6* 0 SOLUTION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND COMPUTER
PROGRAMME
6.1 ROLL GAP
Since the seven simultaneous roll gap equations 
developed in section 5*2 are non-linear they are not 
readily soluble and none of the current techniques of 
dealing directly with non-linear equations appeared to 
be applicable.
In the absence of a complete solution a piece-wise 
linear structure was assumed and the equations solved 
over a restricted range of the variables* This required 
that a set of operating points be established and the 
linear equations be created by taking the partial deriv­
atives at the operating points and obtaining the Jacobian 
matrices* The derivation of the Jacobian matrices is 
described in section 6*1*1 and the determination of the 
operating points in section 6*1*2*
6*1*1 Jacobian Matrices
The roll gap equations consist of non-linear simul­
taneous equations in seven dependent variables9 namely:
© °F(i) strip exit temperature
(ii) strip exit thickness
(iii) length of the arc of contact
(iv) strip exit speed
(v) motor torque
(vi) rolling force
(vii) strip entry speed 
and ten independent variables? namely:
(i) strip entry temperature
(ii) strip entry thickness
(iii) strip exit tension
(iv) strip entry tension
(v) screwdown setting
(vi) motor terminal voltage
(vii) motor field flux
(viii) work roll temperature
(ix) work roll radius
(x) strip exit speed
One small tjme increment previously< 
variable is required to enable mill 
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Where A and T 3 are the Jacobian matrices uf the 
partial derivatives of the dependent variables with res­
pect to each other and the independent variables respec­
tively ♦
V
=  L ° ]  M-1
[4 1 [B j |Vj
where M t ii M
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Independent variables
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x indicates d e p e n d e n c y
Figu r e  6.1 - R e l a t i o n s h i p  between dependent and 
i ndependent variables
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nice H and 1 B are constant for any one set of 
operating points, ' C may Be calculated and stored for 
each mill stand requiring the storage of six, 7 x 10 
matrices*
The dependencies between the variables is shown 
in figure 6*1,
B
The derivation of each component of the a ~] and 
matrices is given in Appendix 2*1 and the numerical
v a l u e s  a r e  g i v e n  i n  t h e  c o m p u t e r  p r i n t o u t  i n  A p p e n d i x  3*2,
6*1*2 Operating Points
The operating points are obtained partially by 
reading from known schedules and partially by calculation.,
The procedure for the determination of the operating 
points is flowcharted in figure 6*2 and detailed below*
Operating points read in are:
Mill information (i) Work roll radii
(ii) Work roll temperatures
(iii) Motor terminal voltages
Thickness before and after each 
stand
Strip information (i)
(ii) Speed leaving the last stand 
(iii) Width
(iv) Head end temperature at the crop 
she.ar
(v) Steel grade
The remaining operating points are calculated as follows«
(i) All strip tensions are set to zero»
(ii) Strip speeds from the mass flow equation given 
in section 5,2,7,
(iii) The strip temperature loss in the interstand gap 
can he readily calculated from equation 5«1.1, 
However as can he seen from equation 5,2,1 the 
temperature change in the roll gap depends on 
the rolling force which is also dependent on 
strip temperature in the roll gap. An. iterative 
solution is used hy first assuming no temperature 
change in the roll gap. The rolling force, 
length of the arc of contact and strip exit 
temperature are then calculated,
(iv) The rolling forces are then recalculated using
equation 5,2,6 with the correct exit temperature,
(v) Arc of contact length from equation 5,2,3,
(vi) Screw setting from equation 5,2,2,
(vii) Motor torque from equation 5,2,5,
(viii) Motor field flux setting from equation 5,2,4,
(ix) Roll bending from equation 5,2,8« •
The mathematical model derived from the solution of 
the equations in section 5 is primarily intended to he 
used to study the effect of disturbances to the mill.
To enable the model to be used to calculate the mill 
set-up and so reduce considerably the number of operating 
points required to be read-in? a criterion of load 
distribution among the six stands would be required.
To some extent this is already known in that normally 
the first four stands are loaded approximately equally 
with lighter loading on the last two stands to reduce 
the roll bending to that required to cancel the thermal 
roll crown and produce flat strip, Ro equation for 
thermal roll crown is included in this model. A n  alter­
native method of obtaining sufficient information to 
enable mill set-up calculation may be to study the 
existing set-up data, proven by experience, to derive 
a criterion for the determination of last and second 
last stand loading.
If mill set-up was included as part of the model
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the number of read-in operating points could he reduced 
to
Mill information (i) Work roll radii
(ii) Work roll temperatures
Strip information (i) Entry and exit thickness
(ii) Width
(iii ) Head end temperature at crop 
shear
(iv) Steel grade
6, 2 INTERSTAND GAP, DESCALE BOX AND STRIP WAITING. TO 
ENTER MILL .
The equations given in sections 5.1, 5.3, and 5.4 
are not simultaneous hut are either integral or involve 
a transport delay.
The equations involving a transport delay are solved 
hy tracking small increments of strip between stands or 
through the descale box at regular time intervals. Each 
increment of strip has three characteristics of interest 
(i) thickness (ii) temperature and (iii) position in the
mill.
ö4
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These characteristics are stored in three arrays and 
when a new value is calculated each variable is moved one 
place in its array and the relative correspondence between 
arrays is maintained* The tracking of the interstand 
variables is shown in figure 6* 3 and the numbering of 
the interstand zones is indicated in figure 6*4*
The ’position in the mill'* of each increment of 
strip is determined by sturing in the array the length 
of strip remaining to the next stand* The initial value 
is the length of strip between stands* At each time 
interval; when the variables are moved one place an amount 
equal to the time interval times the speed of entry to 
the next stand (i*e* the distance muved in the time 
interval) is subtracted* When the length remaining to 
the next stand becomes zero or negative it is clear that 
this increment of strip has reached the next stand* The 
time since it left the previous stand can be determined 
from its position in the array since it was moved one 
position at each time interval. If the length remaining 
to the next stand is not exactly zero then the exact time 
between stands is obtained by linear interpolation between 
the length remaining values each side of zero* The exact 
temperature and thickness of the strip when it left the 
previous stand may also be ubtained by linear interpolation
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■between the values in the temperature and thickness arrays
in the corresponding position to the length remaining
array, In this manner 't, 9n_-̂  (t-"t) and h (t-t;) are
obtained and fO-f and H may be obtained from equationsn n
5,1,1 and 5,1, 2,
The values of fO-f and H su obtained have the opera­
ting point value subtracted and the result inserted into 
the [vf] vectur from which the [ V J vector is calculated.
A very small error arises from the way in which the
j V vector is determined, The j V vector consists pri­
marily of the variables leaving the roll gap and it is 
calculated from the j T,vJ vector of variables entering the 
roll gap at the same instant in time, that is, the time 
delay and the strip length in the roll gap are not 
accounted for. Since the 'distance between.the roll 
centres’ is used as the initial value for the -’length 
remaining to next stand5 an error of about half the arc 
of contact (about 1|! at stand F5) in 18 feet which is 
less than 0, 5So occurs in the worst case, a  similar 
error occurs in the calculation of the time between
mill stands,
The values of 9 and h from the ĵ V j vector become the 
first values in the next interstand array,
The integral equations for strip tension and length 
of strip between stands are solved by calculating the 
change during the current time increment and adding it 
to the sum of the changes during the previous time incre­
ments? i,e, J  in equations 5,1,3 and 5,1,4 is replaced 
by and dt by h  t,
The descale box itself? the gaps between the crop 
shear and descale box? descale bcx and mill? mill and 
x-ray gauge and the strip waiting to enter the mill are 
treated in the same manner as the interstand gap.
2
Equations associated with this section not already 
derived in section 5 are given in Appendix 2,2,
6, 3 COMPUTER PROGRAMME
6,3,1 Main Programme
The mathematics of the computer programme have 
already been dealt with in sections 6,1 and 6,2 and 
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Figure 6a 5 - Flowchart of Overall 
Computer Programme
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An overall flowchart is shown in figure 6.5





The labelling of some variables ''common1* which are* 
in fact? not required by the subroutines causes them to 
be located in core in place of the fortran loader and 





All given constants are defined
1.5.2 Calculated constants
All of the K constants of Appendix 1 are
calculated
1. 5« 3 The Cp array from reference 1 is defined 
See Appendix 1.2.6
1. 5. 4 The Jp coefficients determined by multivariable 
regression analysis on the Jp curves from 
reference 1 are defined. See Appendix 1. 2. 6
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Figure 6.6 - Flowchart of Dynamic Calculation
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2.0 DETERMINE OPERATING POINTS
This section is flowcharted in figure 6,2
2.1 Read some operating points
See section 6*1
2.2 Calculate remaining operating points
See section 6,1
3.0 CALCULATE _JACOBIAN MATRICES
The j__A j j | Bj and ! GJ matrices described in 
Appendix 2,1 and section 6,1 are calculated
4, 0 INITIALISE ARRAYS
ivj and [wj vectors; interstand; descale box 
' and input arrays are initialised
5.0 DYNAMIC CALCULATION
This section is flowcharted in figure 6,6,
The following calculations described in section
6,1 and 6,2 are made.
Details of the increment of strip about to enter 
the crop shear are read-in from the Tchangef array.
All variables in the interstand arrays are moved 
one place to simulate the movement of the strip in time 
interval $,t,
The increment of strip which is about to enter the 
next stand is determined and the interstand transport
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delay time is calculated, Some computing time is saved 
"by using the previous interstand transport delay time as 
an indication of which increment is of interest and only 
a portion of the array is searched.
T1’he [~W j vector into the roll gap is determined and 
the | V vectur calculated, The strip thickness and 
temperature under the x-ray gauge and at the input and 
output uf the descale box and crop shear are calculated,
The thickness and temperature of the strip about 
tu enter the mill are determined and the process des­
cribed above repeated every V  th of a second until2 0
the full length of the bar has been rolled.
To enable changes to the values of screw setting, 
motor terminal voltage, field flux setting, work roll 
temperature and work roll radius to be made and to 
enable the incoming strip details such as thickness, 
temperature; skid chill amplitude and strip length to 
be specified a Tchange' (CHNG (7,6) ) array is included. 
This array also enables the coefficients of voltage 
change with temperature and time and their times of 
implementation required for section 8 to be entered.
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The change array is scanned on the first cycle of 
the programme to obtain the specified strip input 
information* The time at which the next change will 
occur is also read and the Tchange* array is not scanned 
again until this time, Each time the array is scanned 
the next scan time is obtained. In this way multiple 
changes to mill or strip conditions can be made at any 
time.
Since the linearised equations are valid only over 
a small range it is not possible to model the entry of 
a length of strip into an empty mill. The programme 
assumes that the length of strip under study has a 
’leader* piece attached already threaded through the 
mill and a ’trailer* piece to enable the tail end to 
pass out of the mill. The portion of the programme 
which determines the maximum and minimum values of the 
exit thickness and temperature is not brought into 
operation until the true head end emerges from the mill.
’Write* statements inserted into the programmes as 
debugging aids have not been removed but rendered inop­
erative by a *c * (for comment) in column 1 of the 
computer card.
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6« 5» 2 Subroutines
Subroutines RLFCE and RSFDAT were written to deter­
mine the Roll Separating Force from the curves derived
(1)by Cook & McCrum.
Two programmes from the A,IoS0 Computer programme 
library 9 INTERP and SORT are called by RLFCE to perform 
linear interpolation to determine the Cp value.
Subroutines MIRY and G-MPRD? from the IBM Scientific 
Subroutines Package; are used to invert the j Aj matrix 
and calculate [ c’l = |~A~f1 \ B~\ and fv_| = [cl [wl
RLFCE (Roll Force)
Subroutine RLFCE determines the roll separating 
force by reading in, the incoming and outgoing strip 
thickness, the work roll radius and speed, the average 
strip temperature in the roll gap and the steel type and 
using the curves of Cook &  McCrum, described in section 
4,3, represented by equations described in section 5,2.6 
and Appendix 1.2.6 and taking into account the deform­
ation of the work roll under load using Hitchcock's 
equation given in section 5.2.3.
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RSFDAT (Roll Separating Force Data)
This subroutine prepares the data for subroutine 
RLFCE and is written primarily to simplify the numeric 
differentiation required to determine portion of the 
Jacobian matrices ¡~a  j and Tb U A series of multipliers 
are specified to enable incoming and outgoing strip 
thickness and temperature; outgoing velocity and work 
roll radius to be conveniently varied about the operating 
point, The temperature equation given in section 5,2,6 
to calculate the mean strip temperature as a function 
of strip surface temperature and thickness is included 
in this programme, •
RSFDAT is called twelve times in main programme 
section 2 with all multipliers at unity to calculate 
the rolling force operating point for each stand and 
72 times in main programme section 3 with each multiplier 
set in turn at 1,05 or 0.95 to determine the effect of 
a + 5% variation about the operating points.
RSFDAT prepares the data and then calls RLFCE which 
in turn calls INTERP for the Cp calculation, SORT is a
subroutine of INTERP*
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7,0 COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION OF CALCULATED AND 
MEASURED RESULTS
Six sets of data were available for comparison with 
results calculated from the model.
Five sets were calculated by the mill manufacturers, 
United Engineering and Foundry Company of Pittsburgh, 
and the sixth set was measured from the AIS Mill, The 
measured data is the same set as that used in appendices 
Al.3 and Al,4 to determine the delay table and descale 
box temperature equations,
(ii)
7,1 DATA PROM UNITED ENGIITKERINQ AND FOUNDRY COMPANY
The same thickness and finishing speed data as that 
used by United was read into the model, The crup shear 
temperature used in the model was adjusted to give the 
same temperature entering Stand F5 as the United data.
The roll forces, motor HP’s and temperature leaving F10 
were then compared. Since the United data did not include 
the crop shear temperature a value was calculated from 
the given Roughing Mill temperature for comparison with 
the adjusted crop shear temperature used in the model.
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The roll forces first determined by the model using
a)the formulae derived from Cook and McCrum as described in 
section 5<, 2, 6 were found to be considerably in error. 
However; it was found that if the equation was modified
by the factor £. a reasonably good agreement was obtained.H
Detailed comparison tables are given in Appendix 
A4,1 and the differences are summarised in table 7.1 
below.
Width 50¡f 53" 35" 37if 27"
Stand force 
. %
HP % force HP %
°/o







F5 4,2 -5.9 -0.6 -2.2 2.6 1,2 12.5 11.8 11.6 4. 9
F6 8. 9 5. 3 4. 5 4.4 4.2 6,0 8.4 11. 5 6. 3 4. 0
F7 11. 5 13. 9 — 3. 8 -0, 3 — 5 o 9 —1 o 1 9.6 18.8 8.5 10.8
F8 10,4 5.5 -3.3 -6.6 -7,1 -9,8 8. 6 11, 2 6. 3 1.2
F9 7.5 11.7 -8,2 -6.6 -12.0 -10.1 0. 9 11.4 -2.6 -0.8
F10 -35 -25 -38 - 32 -39 -30,5 -39 - 25 -37 -23
F10 temp. 9°F -26°F -26°F 14°F +7°'f
Table 7.1 - Summary of Differences 
Between United data and Model
The temperature equations for the mill section of 
the model are supported very well by the United data.
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The very small temperature differences at stand P10 could 
be readily corrected by minor adjustments of the work roll 
temperatures,
With the exception of stand PIO the maximum roll force 
error is 12, b % 9 the mean error is 3,3 %  and the standard 
deviation about the mean error is 6,8%, The very large 
error in the roll force calculation for stand pio is 
suspected to be due to the United calculation using a 
softer cast iron roll in this stand than was used in the 
model. No statement is made in the United results on 
the type of roll material used and a softer roll is some­
times used in the later stands to improve the strip surface 
finish and withstand the higher specific rolling force.
The use of the softer roll causes the roll force to 
increase because of the additional roll flattening along 
the arc of contact, A softer roll could be included in 
this model by increasing the value of CR used in the 
stand PIO roll flattening equation.
The value of CR used in the model is for a modern 
cast iron roll which has a resistance to flattening 
approaching that of steel.
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Since the motor HP is calculated from the roll force 
and the arc of contact which is also dependent on the roll 
force* a roll force error should he compounded in the 
motor HP error. This is not consistent so* hut as no 
definite trend can he detected in the motor HP - roll 
force error relationship it must he concluded that the 
values of efficiency and friction used are approximately 
correct. The lever arm ratio used is also approximately 
correct hut possibly should vary slightly with some para­
meters and not he constant as assumed in the model.
Since the United data did not give a temperature 
value at the crop shear a value was calculated using the 
equation for the delay table given in section 5,4 and 
assuming a transport time of 27 seconds. The temperature 
obtained was compared to the crop shear temperature used 
in the model in an attempt to check the descale box 
temperature loss equation. The comparison is given 
below in Table 7,2,
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50" 1918°F 1833. 1890 - 57 80 23 1
53" 1944°F 1862 1909 - 47 61 14 1
35" 1918°F 1833 1868 - 35 52 17 1
37" 1907°F 1816 1782 34 56 90 3
27" 1910°F 1819 1789 30 54 84 3
Table 7. 2 - Descale Box Temperature
Drop Comparison
Since the data available for the derivation of the 
descale box temperature drop equation in section 5,3.2 
was for 2 spray operation only* it was considered that 
the information contained in table 7. 2 may have enabled 
another variable accounting for the number of sprays in 
use to be added to the equation. However when column 5 
is compared to column 6 (which is the temperature drop 
which can be attributed to the number of sprays used by 
United) it is seen that the second spray appears tu be 
approximately 2.5 times as effective as the first and 
the third spray equal to about half the effect of two 
sprays. A reasonable conclusion might be that the 
descale box temperature drop is directly proportional 
• to the number of sprays used but this cannot be verified 
absolutely from table 7.2,
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7,2 DATA MEASURED FROM AIS MILL
The same thickness and finishing speed data as that 
measured was read into the model«
The thicknesses were calculated from the measured 
motor speeds and the exit thickness, measured hy the 
X-ray gauge, using equation 5«2«7« The Crop Shear 
temperature used in the model was adjusted to give the 
same temperature as that measured between stands F5 and 
F6, The calculated F5 roll force, all screw settings, 
motor currents, Crop Shear and F9 - F10 temperatures 
were then compared with those measured«
As explained in appendix 1« 3 the temperature between 
stands F5 and F6 was recorded as a millivolt signal from 
a specially installed pyrometer, A regression analysis 
was carried out on the manufacturers non-linear graphical 
relationship between temperature and millivolts, to obtain 
a formula enabling rapid interpretation of the chart. The 
formula obtained is given in Appendix 4,2, The other 
temperatures were taken from permanently installed pyro­
meters recording on charts already calibrated with a 
non-linear scale, A sample of all recorder charts is 
given in Appendix 4, 3,
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The roll force measurement on stand F5 was done 
using a semi conductor strain gauge» This gauge was 
used in preference to a wire gauge because of its greater 
sensitivity to the low strain present» However the 
semiconductor gauge is non-linear and is also temperature 
sensitive in a non-linear manner» Regression analyses 
were carried out on the manufacturers curves given for 
the strain gauge to obtain the relationship between 
change in resistance and strain and temperature in 
algebraic form» A full description is given in reference 
1 2 ? a copy of which is attached»
Screwdown settings were recorded manually from the 
Operator’s indicatur»
A comparison table of the calculated and measured 
variables is given below» The computer printout is in 
Appendix 3» 2»
RR CS F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10
Mst,
temperatures 2075 1985 1715 . * 1610
Oalc»




roll force 1» 87




F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10
settings 0.411 0.219 0.138 0,075 0, 051 0,089
Calc, screw
settings 0.422 0,218 0,142 0,079 0,044 0.059
Mst, motor
currents 3550 5000 3500 4200 1700
Calc, motor
currents 
%  motor cur-
3375 4409 3554 3933 4080 1416
rents error - 5 - 12 + 1 - 6 - 17
Table 7.3- Comparison of






The temperature equations for the mill section of 
the model are again supported well showing a difference 
of only -12°F which could he corrected hy slight adjust­
ment of the work roll temperatures or could he attributed 
to measurement error.
The measured roll force is grossly in error appar­
ently due to an undetected fault in the equipment.
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There was no opportunity to repeat this measurement since 
the F5 torque impact measurements (see Appendix 1.3) were 
made for only one week and by the time that the error was 
discovered the equipment had been removed. Semiconductor 
strain gauges have been found to be a reliable means of 
measuring roll forces on other applications.
Some adjustment of the calculated screwdown settings 
is necessary before a valid comparison can be made. The 
strip chosen for comparison (serial No.D2118) was rolled 
some 22 minutes after a roll change and was the 11th 
strip rolled. From reference 13 figure 10 it can be 
seen that the average work roll temperature could be 
expected to rise by 20°F* over this period. Since both 
work rolls would expand over their full diameter9 this 
effect would offset the screwdown zero by 2 x 25” x 
0,000006 x 20°F = 0,006" at each stand.
Since the screwdown system was zeroed and the mill 
modulus was measured for rolls in contact across the full 
width allowance must be made for bending between the edge 
and the centre of the roll. Reference to the roll bending 
computer printout table in Appendix 3, 3 gives the roll 
deflection as 0,0025" per million lbs, of roll separating 
force for 29.5" width strip. Table 7,4 gives the
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adjustment to the calculated scre.wdown setting* An 
additional adjustment is necessary to the stand F10 
value since the roll force is below the linear portion 
of the Mill modulus curve.
F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 FIO
Calc* screw 
setting 0*422 0*218 0*142 0*079 0* 044 0*059
Add roll 
expansion 0*006 0*006 0*006 0*006 0*006 0* 006
0.428 0* 224 0* 148 0*085 0*050 0*065
Subtract 
roll bending 0*005 0*005 0*004 0*004 0*004 0*002
0*423 0*219 0* 144 0*081 0*046 0* 063
Adjust for non-linearity
0*013of mill modulus curve
0*076
Mst* screw 
settings 0*411 0*219 0* 138 0*075 0*051 0*089
Screw error 0* 012 0*000 0* 006 0.006 -0* 005 -0.013
Table 7*4- Adjustment tu 
Calculated Screw Setting Values
Table 7*4 shows a reasonably large error remaining 
in some cases after the adjustment of calculated values* 
The errors shown are considerable in terms of roll force 
since 0*010 inches is equivalent to 0*3 x 10 lbs* or 
approximately 2 0 %  of the roll forces calculated for 
stands F5 to F9* The error would indicate that the 
^5. F7, F8 roll forces are low and the F9 and F10 roll 
forces are high.
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The conclusion reached is that these errors are 
primarily the result of cumulated errors from the data 
sampled from the charts» For example the error of 0»012 
inches in stand F5 could have been introduced by an error 
of less than 2»5% in the F5 exit strip thickness which 
was calculated from the F5 speed; F10 speed and X-Ray 
gauge data using the equation given in section 5»2»7»
Another possible source of some of the screwdown 
error is the differences between the method of zeroing 
the screwdown system in use at the time of the measure­
ment and the present method which is used in the model» 
The method previously used was to zero the screw system 
approximately using feeler gauges and then to roll two 
pieces of 1» 5 inch wide aluminium from 0» 312 inches in 
thickness to approximately 0»140 inches» The reduced 
thickness was measured by micrometer and the screw 
indicator set to the measured thickness» While the 
present method of zeroing described in Appendix 1»2»2 
was designed to give the same screw settings for the 
same product as the previous method some small differ­
ences may occur»
The motor current errors are also suspected to be 
primarily due to errors in the data» The motor current
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and speed recorders are fifteen years old and do not have 
the accuracy expected from a modern recorder«, The F9 
motor current trace is missing due to an inking system 
failure on this recorder» The F7 exit strip thickness 
first calculated from the F7 motor speed was obviously 
too great since the current values calculated were far 
too low for stand F7 and far too high for F8, The 
calculated screwdown settings supported this conclusion» 
The thickness used is an estimated value» It was: not 
possible to check the zero of the F7 speed chart due to 
an inking failure earlier in the test period and this 
is suspected to be in error»
However* the error in motor current in stand F5 
cannot be attributed to the recording equipment since 
this variable was recorded on a chart especially installed 
and calibrated for the torque impact tests carried out 
on stand F5, As with the screwdown error* the current 
error is attributed to a small error in the F5 exit 
strip thickness»
Since the screwdown error in stand F10 would indicate 
that the roll force is 13% high whereas the current error 
is 17% lovf* no conclusion can be reached on the accuracy 
of the statement made in section 7»1 that the United
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calculation was made using a softer roll material than 
that used in the model in stand F10„
It is not valid to compare the calculated descale 
box temperature drop with that measured since the descale 
box temperature drop equation was derived from this data. 
However a poor agreement is shown in this case since the 
equation was derived from averaged data and this particular 
data shows a large deviation from the average.
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8,0 AN EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF THE MODEL TO STUDY METHODS 
OF MILL CONTROL
As has "been described in section 5*4 the tail end 
of the bar enters the HFM some 100 to 200°F lower in 
temperature than the head end. If no corrective action 
is taken the result is that the head end of the strip is 
rolled thinner than the tail end. However* this effect 
can be corrected if the strip is rolled with the mill 
accelerating at a constant rate so that the tail end is 
in the mill for a shorter time than the head end. The 
consequent luwer heat loss compensates for its colder 
entry temperature and the full length of the strip is 
rolled in the last stand at approximately the same 
temperature.
A
This effect led to the suggestion that it may be 
possible to correct the temperature variation from the 
skid chills by oscillating the mill speed so that the 
colder portions of the strip were in the mill for a 
shorter time than the hot portions. Experiments were 
carried out to attempt to verify the suggestion by 
varying the strip speed in response to strip temperature 
change in the vicinity of stand F5. This part of the
A Refer Section 10
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mill was chosen as the temperature reference point since 
it was expected that stand F5 would have the greatest 
temperature variation in response to a speed change. 
After considerable effort with no consistent success 
the attempts were eventually abandoned. Difficulties 
encountered during the experiment were;-
(i) delays to production to set up and remove test 
equipment
(ii) reduced rolling rate during testing and
(iii) since no two bars are identical there was no 
opportunity to repeat the test under the same 
conditions making evaluation of results difficult.
The advantage of performing preliminary tests on 
a mathematical model of the mill is clear from the prob­
lems which were encountered in attempting to implement 
this suggestion on the mill itself.
The following study of the effect of the mill with 
its inherent process time on the oscillating temperature 
variation is valuable in providing an insight to the 
problem and indicating the approach to be taken.
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As is shown later the relationship between speed 
and temperature variation is dependent on the strip 
position in the mill. However? if the relationship 
is initially assumed independent of strip position then 
the following expression is obtained for a sinusoidal 
speed variation. A sinusoidal speed variation is con­
sidered to be desirable since the temperature variation 
due to the skid chills is approximately sinusoidal.
With reference to figure 8.1 opposite 
Let v = average strip speed
a = amplitude of speed variation (assumed to 
be sinusoidal)
X  = time spent in mill by an increment of strip 
The temperature drop is assumed to be proportional to U. 
The area bounded by the velocity curve and ordinates at 
t^ and t^ + T is equal to the length of the mill = L
w = frequency of speed variation
T = 2lT = period of speed variation 
w
corresponding to temperature variation
", = ^*^(v + a cos wt) dt
tl/
r _ a -tl + x= ! vt + *- sin wt! W .- - tx
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L = 7 7 4* aw
r .i s m  wi (ti + t) - sin w t
L - v X __ a ~ wa2* cos w£ (2tp + X ) * sin |r X
L - X = a * 2 cos (wt. 4- Wt ) • sin wtr
V V w N 1 V 2
Let X m = mean time spent in mill = L
V
and substitute w = 2TT
T
tm - X  = a , T * cos (27T  tp+ TT 't)„ sinTj- t 
v T V  T T ‘ T
X m  t  = a * T , cos (2TT tn + *rrt) . sin ITT
- 4 ^ —  f Tfto ^  —  “T"
The per unit variation in time spent in the mill is equal
to the per unit variation in speed x T • cos
TT^m
(2TTt, + 2X "'E) •> s
T  T . T
i.e. p, u, variation in time = P,U, variation in speed x Y
where Y s= T » cos (21T t-) + it X ) • sin JT ~t 
T7tm T  T T
since T_ - T  is small T m = X  m m o
and Y = T cos (2TT t-| + TT^m) 9 sin TT T m 
rr T m “  T “ t ~
Further study of the expression Y will enable conclusions
to be drawn on optimum phasing indicated by the value






T . sin (2TT t-L + 7T t  ) * sin i t X m 
27f
= 0 when Y is a maximum
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8TT *1 + T T r m  = 0
T T
tl = - m
2
and cos ( 27T ^  + 7 7 - V  = 1
r*" ~






The expression for Y is graphed in figure 8, 2 and shows
Tm
that Y increases as — -X)and that the speed change should 
he phased to give t^ = -̂ 2. which means that the maximum 
(or minimum) velocity should occur when the increment 
of strip of interest is in the centre of the process*
To determine the temperature response to speed varia­
tion of the mill an impulse of speed of amplitude 20% of 
the steady state speed and length 0» 25 seconds was imposed 
hy motor voltage variation. The motor voltage variation 
used was 100% increase for 0,05 seconds? followed hy 20% 
increase for 0,25 seconds, then minus 80% volts for 0,05 
seconds, This voltage variation created an approximately 
square impulse of speed variation.
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The train of temperature impulses resulting are 
shown in figure 8.3 (a) as they emerge from stand F10 
after their respective transport time delays. It can 
he seen that in terms of temperature at stand F10, stand 
F5 has only a slightly greater effect than the other 
stands. Stand F5 does create a greater initial temper­
ature rise than the other stands hut the temperature 
rise is dissipated to about half of its initial value 
as it passes through the remainder of the mill.
Table 8.1 below shows the initial temperature rise 
at each stand created by the speed impulse and the sub­
sequent dissipation in the remainder of the mill.
F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10
out in out in out in out in out in out
53 32 28 26 24 22 21 19 18 17 16
22 21 19 18 17 16 15 14 14
17 16 15 14 13 12 12
20 18 17 16 14
14 14 13
9
Table 8.1 - Initial Temperature Rise 
and Subsequent Dissipation
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The gauge response to speed variation is a similar 
train of six pulses with the same time spacing as shown 
in figure 8.5 (a) varying in amplitude from 0.0004 to 
Oo0008 inches.
Figure 8.3 (a) shows that the process time is 15.5 
seconds from entry to the descale "box and exit frum stand 
FIO. Since the period of the skid chill in this case
- I  r  r
is 12.1 seconds giving a J2L ratio of — 2—  = 1.28 and aT 12.1
value for Y of -0.2 it would appear that this method of 
temperature control cannot he effective. However it can 
he seen that the relationship between speed and temper­
ature variation is dependent on the strip position in 
the mill with the greatest effect towards the exit end.
This would suggest that for most effective temper­
ature and gauge control the speed variation should he 
phased to respond to temperature variation at a point 
towards the exit end of the mill.
Figure 8.3 (h) shows a skid chill temperature profile 
drawn to the same time scale as figure 8.3 (a). Since the 
distribution of the temperature profile and of the temper­
ature impulse train through the mill are both a function
of the reduction at each stand (i,e, a function of the 
distribution of the elongation of the bar) the relation­
ship between the temperature profile and impulse train 
will not change with speed or reduction for any given 
incoming skid chill wave-length in feet.
The train of temperature impulses resulting from 
an impulse of speed change shown in Figure 8,3 (a) can
be represented mathematically as follows?
• 6 ^  . f(t) = ^  >> (t - t-, - a )
n = 1 11
+ Bj_H(t - t ±  - a? ) - H (t - - ae )]
Where ^  (t) is the Dirac impulse function
is the amplitude on leaving stand F10 of 
the impulse originating at stand n in 
°F/voltage change at the motor terminals 
t is time .
an is the transport delay time between stand 
n and stand F10
tj is the time of occurrence of the speed 
impulse
a^ is the transport delay time between stand 
F10 and the exit end of the descale box 
is the transport delay time between stand 
F10 and the entry end of the descale box
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B is the amplitude of the temperature response 
of the descale hox to the speed impulse in 
°F/voltage change at the motor terminals.
Take the Laplace transform to obtain the transfer function
6. - (t +a )
F(p) = A q e 1  n  +  3  }e
n = 1 ps  i 1
- ( t i + a ? ) — (t^+ag)
-e i
To obtain the response to a sinusoidal speed signal .
,  v Cw __multiply by L(C sin wt) = o op + w
where C is the speed signal amplitude in equivalent volts 
at the motor terminals.
( -6 -(t-,+a )
L(C sin wt) 0 F (p) = C w f <  A^ e
*f w^ (n = 1 .
+ b .c ., fe -(ti+ V . - J V
p(p^+w*5)
The time function temperature response to the sinusoidal 
signal is
C <: An sin w (t-t^a ) H (t“ti“an ) 
n=l
- CJB. cus w(t-t -a ) H (t-t1-a?)- + C,B.H(t-t -a ) 
w 1 ( w 1 r
+ ChB, cos w(t—11«-aQ) H (t-t -a ) - C, B.Hft-t^a^)
where if'ft) is the Heavyside unit step function.
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The function is the sum of eight sinusoidal temperature 
changes of the same period as the speed signal each 
becoming operative after a time delay«
The eight sinusoidal temperatures can he vectorially 
added to give one sinusoidal temperature change of the 
same period» Discontinuities are introduced by the 
Heavyside functions but these will disappear after time 
aQ which is after 1»28 periods for bar No»D2118*
This result suggests that a sinusoidal speed signal 
should be arranged to create a temperature signal of 
equal amplitude and opposite phase to the incoming 
sinusoidal skid chill effect and produce a uniform exit 
temperature at stand F10« However? a reference temper­
ature signal for phasing and amplitude purposes is 
difficult to obtain since a reliable temperature measure­
ment cannot be obtained before the descale box because 
of the strip scale and any signal after the descale box 
has already been influenced by the process and is no 
longer the original signal» A programmed speed signal 
separately derived is also difficult to obtain since 
the skid chill wavelength would have to be calculated 
for the particular bar about to be rolled and the period 
of successive cycles would shorten due to the constant
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acceleration required to compensate for radiation loss 
on the delay table.
The vector sum of the eight sinusoids for bar D2118 
is a sinusoid of amplitude 21°F/136 volts phased 1,78 
seconds from FIO which is 1,23 feet from F8 towards F9, 
Howeverj the vector sum of the effects of F9 and FIO alone 
is a sinusoid of amplitude 22°F/136 volts phased 0,47 
seconds from FIO which is 7,5 feet from F9 towards FIO, 
That is? the effect of stands F9 and FIO alone is slightly 
greater than that of the complete mill. This would 
suggest that a suitable control might be to ignore the 
remainder of the mill and control from a temperature 
reference point on the entry side of F9 and correct 
temperature with stands F9 and FIO alone. Since the 
F9 to FIO transport time is very short compared to 
typical skid chill periuds the result of this control 
should be almost independent of skid chill wavelength.
The control reference signal at entry to stand F9 
will be a most complex sum of discontinuous sinusoidal 
signals since each new sinusoid arriving at the reference 
point will initiate six more sinusoids before the refer­
ence point and each one of these will initiate six more 
after their respective transport delays and so on.
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The model was used to test this control concept for 
a number of wavelengths and the reference point was varied 
to test the criticality of its location. The results 
shown in Figures 8.4 and 8.5 and summarised in Table 8.2 
indicate that the control is effective over a wide varia­
tion of wavelengths and that the exact reference point is 
not critical. No tests were made to determine the effect 
of other distributions of reductions through the mill.
This aspect and the motor capacities to accelerate at the 
required rate would have to be further investigated before 
the control could be applied to the mill itself.
To obtain an indication of the improvement resulting 
from this control a constant rate of acceleration was 
applied and the result is shown to the same scale as 
figures 8.4 and 8.5 in Figure 8.6. In practice the gauge 
profiles shown would be worse in all cases due to the 
effects of the skid chills in the H.R.M. The model 
assumes constant input gauge to the H.F.M. However* 
the results are valid for comparison purposes. The 
ingoing temperature profile for all of the tests is 
given in Figure 8.7.
The speed control used was to vary the motor voltages 
according to the relationship.
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A E  =







A(t-a) H(t-a) - B(t01- 9) H(t-b)
SN, X*
time ramp constant in volts/sec* 
time of implementation of time ramp 
in secs*
temperature variation constant in 
volts/°F
time of implementation of temperature 
variation in secs, 
stand no* of temperature variation 
reference point
no* of feet ahead of SN of the temperature 
variation reference point 
strip temperature at position SN, X f 
at time h
The controls corresponding to Figures 8* 4, 8* 5 
and 8*6 and a summary of the results are given in
Table 8* 2 below
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Figure Parameter Value Skid G-auge Temp« Skid
No* ________________:_______ Chill Varia- Vari- Chill





at ion Ampl- 
°F ijude 
F
IQ00 3 8 12*1 0* 001 22 10
8.4 1.5 8 -4*5 17 F9 12.1 0* 0005 5 2* 5
8.5(a) 1.5 8 -4*5 17 F9 9 12* 1 0* 0005 6 3
8.5(b) 1*5 8 -4* 5 17 F9 -9 12*1 0.0003 8 3
8. 5(c) 1*5 8 -4*5 17 F9 9 0* 0005 7 2.5
8.5(d) 1*5 8 -4*5 17 F9 15* 1 0* 0006 5 2
Table 8* 2 - Summary of Effects of Various 
Controls on a Range of Skid Chill Wavelengths
Table 8* 2 shows that the controls used in figures
8.4 and 8*5 reduce the range of temperature variation 
to about one-third and the gauge variation to one-half 
uf that shown in figure 8.6 where no control was applied.
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9, 0 CONCLUSION AND COMMENTS
A method has "been successfully obtained for the
calculation of rolling force for 0,15^ carbon steel and
a basis provided for the calculation for any of the
other nine steel types given in Cook & McCrum, ^  By
using an interpolation programme for the Cp calculation
a more accurate result is obtained than that of Buxton
(2 )
& Sutton whose work gave the form of the equations used 
in the regression analysis.
Where possible a theoretical derivation is used to 
determine the relationships required and these are 
checked by measurement. In some cases relationships 
have been obtained completely from measured data, Vtfhere 
no other information could be obtained published relation­
ships have been accepted but in most cases these have 
been checked with other published information or by 
measurement.
The model is reasonably comprehensive in that second 
order effects such as variation in oil film thickness 
with speed of the back up roll bearings are included.
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The computer programme is written using symbols 
for defined constants to enable convenient modification 
for the modelling of any other Hot Finishing Mill. The 
basic modelling method of using linearised equations 
for the roll gap and tracking the strip between stands 
could be adapted to any type of rolling mill hot or cold, 
flat or structural, tandem or reversing« If data such 
as that from Cook & McCrum was not available for the 
calculation of rolling force then the values required 
for the Jacobian matrices could be obtained by data 
logging«
While considerable research has been made into the 
calculation of the rolling force and the determination 
of the lever arm factor in particular, and a reasonably 
accurate model obtained, it is clear that further theor­
etical study into the oil film thickness variation, 
descale box temperature loss and strip waiting to enter 
mill temperature loss coupled with accurate data logging 
would improve the model«
A study of the Jacobian matrices, particularly the 
C j matrix can enable many conclusions previously drawn 
from experience to be verified, understood and extended«
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For example it is well known that a screwdown adjustment 
at stand F10 has only a small effect on exit strip thick-
A -U __
ness, By comparing the six values of from the j c j  
matrix it can he seen that the value for F5 is O,943 
while for F10 it is 0,305, It is for this reason that 
stand F10 is effective for strip shape control since a 
screwdown adjustment has little effect on gauge hut has
A -T1 /-
a maximum effect on rolling force (cf = - 1,7 x 10 
lbs,/inch at F5 and = - 20,7 x 10 lbs,/inch at F10)
to hend the rolls and control shape.
The comparison of the model with the data from
(11)United Engineering and Foundry Company and that measured 
frum the AIS mill has shown that after the modification 
of the rolling force calculation hy the factor ^ the 
model is quite accurate in the main mill area, especially 
fur temperature calculation. More accurate data is 
required to improve the temperature loss equations fur 
the descale hox and strip waiting to enter the mill.
To enable data to he measured from the mill, 
equations describing the non-linear characteristics of 
the pyrometers and the semiconductor strain gauges used, 
have been derived which will have further use in other 
applications.
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The usefulness of the model has teen clearly demon­
strated in that a greater understanding of the mechanism 
of finishing gauge and temperature control by speed varia­
tion has been obtained and a possible control derived* 
Further work is required to evaluate its effectiveness 
for all values of typical skid chill wavelengths and 
possibly reduce the rate of speed change required for 
the same effect by substituting a signal modificaticn 
such as integration, differentiation or peak clipping 
between the temperature signal measurement and the motor 
voltage adjustment. The model provides a means of com­
paring the performances of various control methods under 
identical mill and strip conditions. An additional 
contribution of this thesis is the derivation of the 
sin (t t M t )
7T  relationship between the period of the
disturbance (T) and the process time (T ) for systems 
where the output is proportional to process time.
While the model has been developed primarily for 
the purpose of studying the dynamic performance of the 
mill using the linearised equations for small variations 
about the operating points, it could readily be adapted 
to calculate optimum operating points. As partly des­
cribed in section 6.1.2 a set of thicknesses could be
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estimated? possibly from a work curve? to obtain an 
initial set of operating points and the linearised 
equations used to determine desirable variations from 
these according to some set-up criteria.., A possible 
criteria could be equal armature current loadings on 
the first four stands and a maximum rolling force limit 
on the remaining two stands. If the variation from the 
original operating points was too great it would be 
necessary to recalculate an intermediate set and repeat 
the process«,
In its present form and on the A^I.S, GDC 3300 
computer the model is slower than real time by a factor 
of about eleven«, This is because it recalculates the 
state of the complete mill every ^ t h  of a second. 
However if the model was to be used on-line for setting 
up the mill and adjusting for initial variations in 
expected input variables it would not be necessary to 
track small increments of strip between stands and a 
new set-up to account for the variations could be 
rapidly calculated using the linearised equations.
It is considered that the model would be sufficiently 
fast for this application especially if reprogrammed 
for a process control computer. If the model were used
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for process control then such parameters as hearing 
friction and work roll temperature would he continually 
updated hy data logging then regression analysis or use 
of a correlation technique» The model would nut he fast 
enough for continuous comparison with operation for 
process control» However this type of process control 
is not at present in use on operating mills» Operating 
mills use process computers for set up calculation and 
adjustment if initial temperatures or strip hardness is 
slightly different from that expected» Variations in 
strip characteristics other than those initially detected 
are controlled hy a comhination of digital and analogue 
means sometimes using the process computer hut not the 
mill set-up model»
A process of parameter perturbation could he used 
to determine which less sensitive parameters may he 
eliminated to obtain a faster model»
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APPENDIX 1
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS AND CONSTANTS 
FOR MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The equations in this section have been derived 
partly from basic formulae, partly from measurement, 
and partly using published formulae« Where possible 
an attempt has been made to substantiate the published 
formulae, however in some cases where no other inform­
ation was available they have been accepted unsupported»
In all cases where published information has been accepted 
its influence on the result is small and if incorrect 
would introduce only small errors»
G-eneral constants used in this section but also in 
other sections are defined in section 2» Constants used 
only in this section are defined in this section»
Al«l INTERSTAND GAP
Ald«l Temperature Equation 
From the Stefan-Boltzmann Law
Radiation temperature loss from one side of strip
= 12  g , < a  (e4  -  et)x




emissivity of red hot steel = 0,79 
Stefan-Boltzmann’s const, = 0,174 x 10
B,T,U,-hr- 1  - ft- 2  - p0-4
radiating surface area in2
density of hot steel = 466 lbs - ft
o <14)1800UF
-3 at
M = mass lbs
-1 o-l (s = specific heat = 0,16 B,T„U0 -lb -F
V = volume in
0a = ambient temperature
a 49a^ is small compared to © and may be neglected. The
error resulting is less than 0, 3%
substituting M = D.V
and A = A = 1
M D,V, D,H,
Radiation loss 12
60 x 60 D, s
4TT © from one side 
H of strip
Reference 15 states that the radiation loss from 
the lower strip surface is 10% less than the upper 
surface. This is supported if the table roll temper­
ature is 800°F, The table rolls have been known tc 
glow red after a long delay with the strip resting on 
them which would indicate a temperature of 1200°F,
It is therefore reasonable to expect that under normal 
operation with some water falling on them that the
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table rolls temperature would be 800°F,
Reference 15 also states that convection losses 
from the upper surface are in the order of from 1 %  to 
b %  of the losses by radiation,
Total losses =1,0 radiation from upper surface
+0,9 radiation from lower surface 
+ 0,05 convection from upper surface 
+ 0,05 assumed loss to water boiling
____ on the upper surface
= 2,0 x radiation loss from upper surface
Total loss = 2 X 12 x 4x  e
60 x 60 D, s H
Ki = 2 X 12 x60 x 60 Do s
= 2 X 12 x 0,79 x 0,174 x 10'
60 x 60 466 x 0,16
= 1,23 x 10
The reduction in temperature loss due to the drop 
in strip temperature during radiation is not taken into 
account by the above simplified radiation equation.





Al»1,2 Tension Equation 
From Hookes Law of elasticity
= P, d
e, A
where = Young Modulus of elasticity
^  • -2 (16) lbs - m  ° for hot steel
= 5» 0 x 10^
e = elongation ft.
A . . . 2= cross section area m s
e
■ V i > “‘cv
A = H.W.
P = f  H,W, Y ( vn - v , ) dt 
60d 0) n~"L
* 2 = f  '60d
= 5 x 10^ = 4,630 lbs - in ^ - ft  ̂- min - sec"'*’60 x 18
As can be seen from figure Al,1 considerable 
disagreement is evident in published information on 
the value of Young's Modulus for steel at elevated
temperatures. By extrapolating the graph from reference
/2
. 16 beyond that given a value of about 5 x 10° lbs-ins” 
is obtained,,
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Al,l,5 Length of strip and time between stands
K<7 JL '60
0«, 016 mins - sec""̂
since t is in secs and V in fpm.
A1.2 ROLL GAP
Al,2,l Temperature Equation
Temperature loss "by conduction to the rolls
Temp, loss = K. A , ( fG-t - 9p) time
M, s x
Where “ K = conductivity of the cast iron wurk rolls at 300°P
1 1 r, 1 (18)= 0,0416 BTU - in - min"-1 - P°”x
qA = area of contact in 
time = contact time minutes
M = mass of steel in the roll gap lhs
-1 o-l(14)s = specific heat = 0,16 B.T.U. -lb -P
x = length of temperature gradient ( - 0p) ins
D = density of hot steel
= 466 lbs - ft-3 at 1800°F
M = D* vulume of steel in the roll gap




= AOC, average thickness 
12 h, v




Figure 17 —  Temperature distribution is shown 4or an 
iron work roll.
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K* 2* AOC* W ( KM - ©R ) AOCo ava thick 1 
D* AÓÒ * ~ av,thick. W  12 h.v s 
12 12 12 °
2 x 12 x 12 x K * AO 0 ( ̂  - g )
D. So x h*v K
2 x 12s K ft - min-1
D* s, x
2 x 12^ x 0* 0416 = 6,43
466 x 0,16 x 0,025
The values of x and 0R are not constant along the 
arc of contact and values cannot he easily assigned to 
them* Figure Al* 2 from reference 19 shows the temper­
ature distribution in the outer 0*5,f of iron work rolls 
of a similar diameter to the Port Kembla H.F.M. and 
operating under similar conditions* It can be seen that 
the 200 and 300°F isotherms vary between zero and 0*03 
inches from the roll surface. It has been found that a 
value of 0R for all six stands of 300°F and a value of 
x of 0*025 inches gives reasonable agreement with 
measured temperatures. Both these values will vary 
slowly during rolling and would need to be continually 
updated to maintain the accuracy of the temperature 
model,
These conclusions are further supported from figure 
11 of reference 20 where roll surface temperatures were
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measured at 328°P by brush thermocouples placed in about 
the same position as the point where the 300°F isotherm 
meets the roll surface in figure Al,2,
Information given on page 20 of reference 21 
supports the validity of the use of the conduction 
formula without modification to calculate the temperature 
loss to the rolls across the arc of contact since due 
tu the low hardness of the hot steel and the high rolling 
forces the contact surface would be of low thermal 
resistance,
temperature gain from the energy of deformation.
Temperature gain = —S—M, s
heat gained B,T,U„
B.T.U./min. = 42,4 H,P,
-1 0-1<14)specific heat = 0.16 B.T.U, - lb -p
density of hot steel
-3 o <14)466 lbs - ft ° at 1800 P
time in minutes
mass of steel in the roll gap, lbs,
D, volume of steel in the roll gap
D, average thickness x average speed x W










h, v = average thickness x average speed from the 
12 mass flow equation,
Prom reference 15* 2 %  of the energy of deformation 
is not converted to heat hut creates internal residual




= 42,4 x 0, 98, HP
D, h , v , W , s 
12 12
= 42,4 x 0,98 , v, rolling torque
D, _ h  , v , J jV ,  s  JR , 33*000 
12 12 12
= 42,4 x 12 x 12 x 12 x 0,98
D x s x 33*000
Kir AOC, P 
R. W, h
K5 = 42.4 x 125 x 0,98
D x s x 33*000
= 42.4 x 125 x 0. 98
466 x 0.16 x 33,000
= OJ0292
It is interesting to note that che formula for 
H.P, hours/ton used to plot the work curve takes the 
same form as the equation for temperature gain and 
1 HHT corresponds to 8,32°P,
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Ala 2* 2 Thickness Equation
The value of the mill modulus M, which is the slope 
uf the curve shown in figure 3* 4, waa found by:-, measurement 
on stands F5 and F6*
The mill speed was set at 500 hp^m, and the screw- 
downs operated to bring the work rolls together* The 
screwdowns were then further operated to bring the rolls 
together under pressure and roll force was plotted against 
screwdown travel*
The slope of the linear portion of the curve gives 
a mill modulus of 30*0 x 10 lbs* per inch at full roll 
face* The modulus will vary slightly with strip width 
due to the effect of roll bending*
The procedure for zeroing the screw system on this 
mill is as follows* With the rolls turning, the screw- 
downs are driven down uo bring the rolls together with 
a force of 3 million lbs* The screwdown indicator is 
then set to read minus 0*100 inches* The zero will 
change as the roll diameter varies due to temperature 
rise and roll wear during rolling*
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P oll Se p a r a t in g  Force 
M il l io n s  Lb s .
F I G U R E  A I - 3  -  R O L L  F O R C E  I N C R E A S E  W I T H  S P E E D  D U E  T O
B A C K U P  R O L L  B E A R I N G  O I L  F I L M  T H I C K N E S S  I N C R E A S E
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bearing
The effect of the variation in hack up roll/oil film 
thickness was measured on stand F7 by bringing the rolls 
together under pressure and then accelerating the mill 
with no further adjustment of the screw setting and 
plotting roll force from the load cell against speed«
A set of measurements was taken at a roll force of 3 
million lbs« at 100 f.p.m. The increase in roll fcrce 
is plotted in figure Al-3. The line of best fit gives 
an increase of 0« 14 million lbs« from 100 to 700 f»p<,m# 
speed change« Since the 3 million lb« point is in the 
linear region of the mill modulus curve the oil film 
thickness increase is = 0.0047 inches
K10 = - 0.14 , 1
±<s 30» 0 (700 - 100)
-1- - 0« 78 x 10 inches - fpm
As a guide to the accuracy of this figure a value(22)
was obtained during discussions with Dr, M.D. Stone 
(then Vice-President Research and Development, United 
Engineering and Foundry Company, Pittsburgh) when he 
stated that the order of the oil film thickness varia­
tion is 0,02 inches corresponding to 2,500 fpm speed 
change.
— 5 — 10.02 = 0,8 x 10 inches - f»p. m.
2,500
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The value of K-,p obtained, is further supported by 
(S3)
Cichelli who gives in figure 12 of his paper a value of
0= 0166 inches corresponding to a speed change of 1835 fpm.
0.0166 = 0.9 x 10“5
1835
CichelliTs measurements were made on a mill using 49 inch 
backup rolls and 24,5 inch work rolls which is almost 
identical to the Port Kembla Mill,
(24)
Kawamata, Shida and Kitanosono state that the oil 
film is a function of the Somerfeld number, which is a
pdimensionless parameter equal to (r) , u N
Where r = radius uf j ournal
C = clearance
u = viscosity of oil
N = rpm
P = load per unit area
Al,2,5 Arc of Contact
As is clear from section 5,2,3
K6 = 2.C2 j 240
Where C -4 2= 1,67 x 10 in - 
iron rolls (l)
ton~^ for modern cast
= 2 x 1,67 x 10“4
2? 240
= 0.149 x 10“6 in8 -- lb““1
1 3 7
Ta Sear ins Mill
n  v-
F I G U R E  A I - 4  - A R R A N G E M E N T  O F  M I L L  D R I V E
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Al, 2, 4 Strip Exit Speed
With reference to figure Al,4 opposite
Motor hack emf . .
Cf* GR* V VoltS
2t t R 
12
current
= E - hack emf Amps,
ra
HP, — hack emf x current
746
torque
H, P, x 35,000
277- motor r<,p,m<,
— Çl GR. v . (E - 0 OR. v V 33,000
2 r r  R 27TR/12/ 27r.GR» V
1 2 r a 746 
33,000 $  (E - 12 x GR 0 OS* v )
27T- R 
12
277- x 746 x ra 2TT R
% _ 33,0002-7T x 746 x ra
00 12 x GR27r
(25)
The values of armature resistance and gear 
ratio used may he found in section 1,5,1 of the computer 
programme listing in Appendix 3,
Al»2,5 Torque at Motor
The rolling torque could he calculated in a similar 
manner to the roll force hy setting up one table
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of values corresponding to Cp and tables of coefficients 
for each type of steel corresponding to Jp.
To simplify the torque calculation? however? the 
lever arm method which enables the rolling torque to be 
calculated from the roll force was chosen«, The lever 
arm is the perpendicular distance from the roll centre 
to the line along which the roll force can be considered 
concentrated and is expressed as the product of the 
length of the arc of contact and a factor known as the 
’’lever arm iatio5’.
(26)
Niederstein (p45) states that the force and arc of
contact length used to calculate torque should be that
which does not include the effect of roll flattening«
He claims that since the deformation of the rolls is
elastic the deforming energy is continuously recovered
(27)
and is not supplied by the motor« However? Sims and
(5)Larke both use the higher values of force and contact 
length resulting from the roll flattening in their 
formulae for torque.
Some guidance on this problem can be obtained from 
a study of the effect of work roll diameter on rolling 
torque since the roll flattening is accounted for by
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most authors by assuming a larger roll radius along the
(28)
arc of contact«, Stone on page 72 of his paper on cold 
rolling of thin strip states "if the effect
of bite friction were eliminated^ then it would be 
evident that the basic deformation power would be 
independent of roll diameterif0 This statement can be 




and T F. AOC
Jr". J T
R
To maintain the same strip speed
roll speed in r.p.m, l/R
and rolling power T. Roll speed in r«,pem,
R* 1/R
i,e, independent of roll diameter as stated by Stone«,
The statement P °^A0C assumes that after the 
elimination of bite friction the specific roll force 
is constant«,
It is clear from the above that rolling torque is 
proportional to the roll diameter and there seems to
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"be no reason why the result should not he valid for an 
effective increase in roll diameter in the roll bite 
caused by roll flattening. The effect of the increase 
in bite friction on torque would he additional to the 
above, .
(8)
Tselikov appears to he halfway between the two 
viewpoints expressed above when he states on page 348,
1 But in reality, owing to the elastic deformation of 
the rolls, the specific pressure increases as a result 
of the effect of the external friction, because of the 
longer arc of contact. Elastic deformation of the rolls 
thus gives rise to an increase in the rolling torque, 
but only as a result of the increased specific pressure*1.
(5)
In the independent torque calculations by Larke
(27)
and Sims mentioned above they found that the variation 
in the lever arm ratio required to relate measured values 
of torque and force was reduced if roll flattening was 
taken into account, However, the lever arm ratio may 
not be constant and its dependence on other parameters 
may be masked by the use of values of force and contact 
length adjusted for roll flattening.
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A considerable variation exists in the formulae 
quoted by various authors for the lever arm ratio.
( 5 )
Larke on page 363 quotes values which when modified 
by a factor explained on page 375 range from 0.41 to
0,455 depending on r (= H-h) ranging from 0.05 to 0,6
1 H " and R from 2 to 300,
h
(26)
Niederstein on page 44 gives the expression 0,5 h
Hwhich as previously stated he uses to calculate torque 
from force and arc of contact neglecting the effect of 
roll flattening. This expression is derived from 
experience on cold rolling mills and gives values in 
the range of from 0,36 to 0,47 for the range of reductions 
typical of a hot finishing mill.
(29)
Poluskin gives the expression 0.4566 -0.021 AOC
(H+h)/2
for hot rolling which gives values in the range 
0,44 to 0,37,
(30)
Dr, Schultz and A, Smith give the expression 
0,5 (C0+C^H)? but do not define the constants C0 and Cq»
(27)
Sims gives a set of curves (fig, 8) showing the
lever arm ratio plotted against R for various types of
h
hot rolling mills. Prom the hot finishing mill curve, 
the lever arm ratio is constant at 0,385 for all values
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of R greater than 25«, R is greater than 25 on all stands 
h h
of a hot finishing mill except the first where it would
he less than 20 for very exceptional rolling only, Sims
also states that an analysis including (H-h) as a variable
showed that this was not a significant quantity,
Kin = Lever arm ratio x 2
12
= 0,385 x 2 - Q,064
12
The factor uf 2 is required since there are two rolls.
Rolling, tension and loss torque referred to motor
= 1 (rolling and tension torque + roll
• GR,?^ hearing losses)
+ constant losses
= 1 (rolling and tension torque
GR,')? + P . u BN, 2.R) + Ti
^ 12 BD
Kg = -JL-GR,
K, = 2»u, BN
12, BD
Accelerating Torque
= __. dv . GR . 2 T T
32.2 dt 2jr R 60
12
= J x 12 x GR , dv
32.2 60 R dt
K10 = __J_ x GR x 1232.2 60
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The values of gear ratio, transmission efficiency,
hearing friction, constant losses and motor and stand 
(25)
inertias etc,, may he found in section 1,5.1 of the 
computer programme listing in Appendix 3.
The hearing friction co-efficient was determined 
from measurements of the motor current, volts and speed 
and roll force with the rolls turning hut no strip in 
the mill stand. The measured values and calculated 
frictiun and constant losses are tabulated in table
Al, 2,5,
Stand Motor Roll Motor Roll CoefficientNo, volts amps speed Force Torque Torque of friction




243 lxlO6 3,741 16,221
0,00365
340 3xl06 5,235 22,699 0,00312




152 lxlO6 2, 806 7,116
0. 00377
295 63x10° 5,446 13,811 0.00270




123 lxlO6 4,014 6,101
0.00215
200 3xl06 6,526 9,920 0.00203
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148 1x10® 4,863 4,377
0.00176
267 63x10° 8,773 7,896
0.00147




223 lxlO6 6,106 5,495
0.00237
415 3xl06 11,364 10,228 0.00240
Table Al«2» 5 - Mill Stand Friction 
and Constant Losses
The coefficient of friction values shown between 
the lines are calculated from the difference in roll 
force and torque values shown in the lines above and 
below. The coefficient of friction value shown in line
n
with the 3 x 10° lbs, roll force case is calculated from 
the difference in torque between this case and the zero 
roll force case,
The values underlined are considered to be in error 
due to their variance from the mean. The error appears 
to be in the motor current value at zero roll force in
both cases
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The average value of the loss torque at the motor 
shaft for zero roll force is 3000 ft* lb's* and the 
average value of the coefficient of friction in the 
roll neck hearings is 0,0027*
The transmission efficiency was calculated hy 
assuming a loss of between 2 %  and 5% f0r each gear 
shaft and an additional loss of between 2% and 5% for 
the gear wheels* In the case of stands P5? F6 and F7 
which have a gearbox as well as the pinion box linking 
the top and bottom rolls the efficiency is in the range 
0* 98^ = 0* 885 and 0* 956 = 0* 735 giving an average
value of 0*8* In the case of stands F8? F9 and F10, 
no gearbox exists and the efficiency is in the range 
0*983 = 0*94 and 0*953 = 0*86 giving an average
value of 0* 9*
AI* 2* 6 Rolling Force
Since it is not clear from the expression for In F 
in section 5*2*6 which terms contribute to In Jp and 
which to In Op the following multivariable regression 
analyses were carried out:
In Jp = B. + B lnr + B lnA2 + B lnr , I11A 2 + BA (lnr)2o 1 2 3 ^
for the 9 0 0 °  y 1000° and 1100°C. temperature curves given 









900°C 4, 58% 2,6% 0, 9973
1000°C 3,68% 1,76% 0.9988
1100°C 5,8% 2, 5% 0.9977
Coefficients were then determined to account for
temperature using quadratic expressions as follows-
23 = b + b © + b ©
0 o l o2 o3
B-, = b + b © + b ©1 11 i p . l 3
2
p
B4 = -b41 + B42 e +
The value of all coefficients are given in section 1,5,4 
of the computer programme listing in Appendix 3.1.
This enabled the Jp curve to be represented in the 
form of an algebraic expression with standard error of 
2,6% by 15 coefficients for each grade of steel of 
interest,
InAn = C + Clnr + C9ln + C_ (in,r)2 o i  ̂ h o
was represented with a maximum error of 2,2%9 standard 
error of 1,1% and a correlation coefficient of 0.99985.
This equation is common to all grades of steel.
1 1 2 InCp = D0 + D-, lnr + D0ln I T  + D  lnr, In R _  + D.(lnr)
° i  ̂ h 6 h ^
was represented with a maximum error of 24.6%, standard 
error of 9,1% and a correlation coefficient of 0.91.
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This was rejected as being insufficiently accurate for
this modelo Since this curve is common to all grades of
steel and would therefore only need to be stored once,
a linear interpolation programme was used and the Cp
curve stored in a table of 24 values corresponding to 6
values of r and 4 of ¿ *  The values in this table may
h
be found in section 1« 5* 3 of the computer programme 
listing in Appendix 3*1*
Both the Linear interpolation programme and the 
Multivariable regression analysis programme are from 
the A*I»S* computer programme library*
(2 )
Following the failure of the Buxton & Sutton 
equation to accurately represent the Cp curve? an alter­
native to the use of the linear interpolation programme
may have been to attempt to represent the Torque curves
(1)from Cook & McCrum in a similar manner to the force 
curves and obtain the rolling force from the lever arm 
instead of vice versa* HoweverP the use of this method 
would not have allowed a ready calculation of the 
increase in roll separating force due to roll flattening*
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FIGURE A l-5 -  R O LL BENDING
150
Al„2» 7 Roll Bending
With reference to figure Al„5 opposite
w = distributed load = F lhs/in
W
E = modulus of elasticity of hack up roll 
BD = diameter of hack up roll
Deflection due to bending 
0£~ x a 
EI1 d2y
2dx
EI-, dyn = - wWxS + A
1 1 4
dx
El-« y-i = - v/Wx5 + Ax + B
12
= - wW x
2
a ̂  x ̂  L 
2












wW x2 + w x - (L - W
4 6 2
wWx3 + w X  - (L - W
12 24 2
3 + C
















D = wWa3 ( 
6 >
C = wWL^ - 
16
A = wWa2 + 
4







Substituting for C and D into the equation for yg<






x “ (li—W ) j ^  + wWL^x - wW3x 
( 2 )i 16 48
+ wWa'
6 ‘ S H i
Deflection due to shear
0 ̂  x /  a





















at x = o
yx = o
at x = a
yl = y2
By substituting the boundary conditions in the equations»
A = 0
B = wWa ( 1 - 1 )
2 ( (>i G-g )
Substituting for B into the equation for yg,
2yo = w 
2G,
Wx - x - L-W + Wa - 1
'G
To obtain the strip crown due to roll bending subtract
the deflection due to bending and shear at the edge of





= 2wW5 (2 L-W) + 2wVr 
6 4 E I g  (  )  8 G g
Substituting Ig
= I T . BD4
64
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Gq = 2 . E. T T * BD2
^ 5
and F = wW
Strip crown due to roll bending




The effect of the work roll is not included since it is
equal to only (24)4 = 1/16 of the effect of the hack up
(48)
roll. .
This expression for strip crown makes the following 
assumptions?
(i) Deflections and forces are identical in top and 
bottom rolls
(ii) Deflections? crowns and forces are symmetrical 
about the vertical centre line
(iii) The bearing supports appear as single point supports
(iv) Roll deflection is according to simple beam theory
(v) Rolling force is distributed evenly over full 
width of strip
(vi) Work and backup rolls deflect equally.
It is normal when determining the deflection due 
to shear in a circular cross section to multiply by a
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factor of 4 to obtain the shearing stress at the centroid 
3 (31) (5)
from the average shearing stress« Larke quotes photo­
elastic experiments which show that a uniform distri-
(32)
bution of shear stress exists and McKenzie also does not 
use this factor in his expression for strip crown«
The roll bending which occurs for various strip 
widths is tabulated in the computer printout in 
Appendix 3« 3*
Al« 3 PESCALE BOX
An opportunity became available to obtain some 
information on the Descale Box in conjunction with a 
series of measurements made to monitor the torque at 
the motor shaft on stand F5. The tests were taken to 
determine the statistical probability of the occurrence 
of high torques resulting from the load impact as the 
strip entered the mill» This required the recording 
of F5 torque7 current and speed and the strip temper­
ature between stands F5 and F6» A strain gauge was 
also attached to the mill housing to enable roll sepa­
rating force to be measured« This presented the oppor­
tunity to obtain some information on the descale box 
since normally temperature is monitored at the exit
side of the reversing roughing mill, the crop shear and 
"between stands F9 and F10 only-,
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The information obtained required considerable 
analysis since after the crop shear a short radiation 
period occurs then the strip passes through the descale 
box followed by further radiation loss to stand F5 and 
then to the temperature monitoring point approximately 
halfway between F5 and F6, Only the head-end temperature 
can be read with even reasonable accuracy at the crop 
shear since a rapid scale build up on the strip occurs 
immediately on leaving the reversing roughing mill which 
obscures the temperature measurement. The following 
table lists the head end temperatures measured,
Serial Head End Temperature °F
No, Roughing 
. Mill Crop Shear P5-R6
D2112 2160 1955 1765
D2113 2125 1890 1745
D2114 2095 1975 1755
D2115 2150 1875 1777
D2116 2142 2025 1755
D2117 2082 1970 1755
D2118 2110 1985 1715
D2119 2090 1900 1755
D2120 2070 1965 1725
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Mean 2110 1949 1750
Standard deviation
about the mean 30 50 19
The reversing rougher and crop shear temperatures 
were read directly from a recorder chart scaled in 
degrees F. The F5-F6 temperature was recorded as a 
millivolt signal and required the use of the formula 
detailed in Appendix 4.2 to obtain °F since the relation­
ship is non linear.
It was expected* since large quantities of water
are sprayed onto the strip surface from high pressure
jets that the heat transfer mode would be by conduction
i,e. Temperature loss<^(average strip temperature in
\ ITdescale box - water temp.) g
During the transfer from the crop shear the strip 
is first under the control of the delay table rolls* 
then the descale box rolls and finally F5 mill rolls. 
Since the first two are manually operated exact transfer 
times are not known to enable accurate calculation of 
the temperature losses occuring outside the descale box 
or the transport time through the descale box.
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When a calculated temperature drop in the order of 
138°F (obtained from strip No„D2118 given in Appendix 
3*2) is allowed for losses outside the descale box it 
is observed that the remaining temperature loss is 
apparently not proportional to average strip temperature 
minus water temperature even after allowing for substan­
tial variations in T  and Ho However, it can be seen 
from the standard deviation figures that the temperature 
spread at the crop shear is much larger than that at the 
roughing mill and F5-F6, It would be expected that
^ R M  ^  SDCS ^  ^F5-F6
The fact that this is not so indicates that the crop
shear figures are in error, most probably due to varying
amounts of scale built up. The varying scale build up
could be due to variations in the transport time from
the roughing mill*
An estimate of the true mean temperature at the 
crop shear can be obtained by using the mean at the 
roughing mill and the transport time to calculate the 
radiation losses* A typical transport time is 27 seconds 
and using the radiation formula developed in appendix 1.4 
the temperature drop from 2110°F is 140 F giving a mean 
crop shear temperature of 1970°F? 21° higher than that
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measured. The temperature drop through the descale box 
is taken to he 1970-(1750+138) = 82°F. For the series 
of bars monitored all descale box thicknesses were 0.85 
inches and the descale box transport time is taken as 2,65 
seconds.
The constant in the conduction equation is then
determined from;
82 = K15 (1970-82 - 200) 2.65
2 0.85 •
K15 = 0.0152
and the equation for temperature loss is
© loss = K 15 ( v©i ̂  - 0 loss - 9 water
2 ) IH
© loss = - 0 water
“h  “
IIF7T + °-5
Relating K15 to known parameters 
From appendix .1,2,1
Temp loss by conduction = K,A„ ()*©•* - 0^),time
M , s” x
A = A = 2
M D, V D,H
K15 = K. 2 . 1
D. s.x 60
X = K. 2
D.s.K 15. 60
0,0216 x 125 x 2 
466 x 0,16 x 0,0152 x 60
1.1 inches
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Where K = 0,0216 BTU - l n ~ ^  - min”-1“ -P0"1 fer low
(18)
carbon steel at 1800°F,
The calculated length of the temperature gradient 
is greater than half the-thickness of the strip. This 
indicates that the conductivity used is much too high 
and should be reduced by an amount to account for the 
thermal resistance of the strip-to-water contact.
However, this calculation checks that the value of K 15 
derived is in the right order and supports the method 
used for its derivation,
A more accurate set of information could have been 
obtained by recording the temperature at the Roughing 
Mill and Crop Shear, Descale box current and speed,
F5 motor current and F5-F6 temperature all on the one 
chart to enable transport times to be accurately 
obtained,
This formula has been derived for the condition 
of two spray operation since this was the only condition 
for which data was available. An attempt is made in 
section 7.1 to extend the formula to account for one 
spray operation.
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Alo 4 TEMPERATURE EQUATION FOR STRIP WAITING TO ENTER 
MILL
The radiation equation developed for the interstand 
* gap in Appendix lolol is accurate only for short radiation 
times and must he further developed for this application. 
Additional modification is necessary to account for the 
reduction in heat loss caused by the considerable scale 
build up which occurs during the period (in the order of 
60 seconds) between the time when the head and tail end 
of the strip enter the mill.
From Appendix 1.1.1
Radiation loss = d@ = « 04 dt
from one side of the strip2
H
The rate cf scale build up is assumed to be directly 
proportional to time and the radiation is assumed to be 
inhibited directly proportional to scale build up.
ie de = Kx (1-K^t) ©;
o"“ H
& (0 y  à o




1 ( 1  _ - 1 „) = Kn (T - K1? if) 
3 (©Tc73 © O T 5) 2H ( 2 )
0(T )
_ 3  -13= 3̂ %  . T  (i-k17t ) + 0(o)" )
( 2  H —  '
As described in detail in Appendix 1.1.1, the 
radiation loss from the underside of the strip would 
he approximately 0.9 of that of the upper side and the 
radiation from the upperside should he increased hy 
about hfo to allow for convection losses. This means 
that the term should he multiplied hy 1.95 to account 
for radiation and convection losses from both sides of 
the strip. This gives*
— 3®(r) = jKi6‘l  (i-k ^.t ) + e(o) j 3 ------- a 1 .4 . 1
2
where K^g = 1. 95 x 3/2 x
= 3. 6 x 10"13
The value of is determined from measurement.
Let 9(o) he the true strip temperature at time zero 
9(T) he the true strip temperature at time T  
©A (T) he the apparent strip temperature at time
as measured hy the radiation pyrometer at the 
crop shear.
d© = k16 ©a (t )4 = K16 . (i-k17t ) e(t)4
dt 3 ~ i  T "  H
eA (t)4 = (1-K17't) e(T)4 -------A 1.4.2
Equations A 1.4.1 and A 1.4.2 are two simultaneous 
equations in two unknowns and 9(T).
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An attempt was made to determine and 9(T) using 
the head-end temperature measured by the crop shear pyro­
meter as 9(o)P the tail-end temperature as 9^ co and the 
measured time between head and tail end entry into the 
mill as T, This method assumes that no delay occurred 
between head-end temperature measurement and entry into 
the mill for the time in mill measurement to accurately 
indicate the radiation time of the tail end, Another 
assumption made is that the head and tail end are initially 
at the same temperature, This method was not successful 
mainly because of the inaccurate head end temperature 
measurement resulting from the scale build up during 
the transport periud from the Roughing Mill of about 27 
seconds, A more consistent value of was obtained by 
taking the tail-end temperature measurement at the 
Roughing Mill as 9(o) and using a calculated tail end 
transport time from the Roughing Mill pyrometer to the 
crop shear pyrometer. The transport time was calculated 
as follows.
The length of the bar ex the Roughing Mill was 
calculated from the entry speed of the HFM and the time 
in stand F5 and subtracted from the Roughing Mill to 
crop shear distance of 275 feet. The total radiation 
time of the tail end was then determined from the time
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D2112 114 161 16.1 7.9 40
D2113 114 161 16.1 7.9 40
D2114 114 161 16.1 7.9 40
D2115 158 117 11.7 7.9 56
D2116 164 111 11.1 7.9 58
D2117 136 139 13.9 7.9 48
D2118 139 136 13.6 7.9 49
D2H9 142 133 13.3 7.9 50
D2120 124 151 15.1 7.9 44
Table A 1.4.1
Radiation Kl7 9(o) 9 (”t) 9 (t )
time Cr) °F °F °F
secs.
48.2 0.0031 2150 1800 1893
48.2 0.0031 2090 1760 1851
48.2 0.0019 2080 1785 1839
59.8 0.0031 2126 1720 1835
61.2 0.0028 2126 1725 1829
54 0.0024 2085 1745 1823
54.7 0.0020 2042 1725 1789
55.4 0.0011 2045 1750 1785
51.2 0.0037 2100 1730 1849
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taken for it to travel this distance plus the time in 
stand F5 of the HFM less the time from the crop shear 
to F5, The result of this calculation and values of
obtained are tabulated in Table A 1,4,1, The average 
value of obtained is 0,0026 and this value can be
obtained in all cases if a standard deviation about the 
value of either ©(o) or G^(T) of 22°F is allowed ur a 
standard deviation of 4 seconds is allowed on the radia­
tion time.
Equations A 1,4,1 and A 1,4,2 were solved by a 
small computer programme which calculated ©(**£) from 
both equations for a range of values of K-^,
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APPENDIX 2
SOLUTION OP MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A 2 J  ROLL GAP JACOBIAN MATRICES
A, Matrix
A© A h A  AOC A v A  T A F A V
1 a12 a13 ai4 0 a16 0
0 1 0 a24 0 a26 0
0 a32 1 0 0 . a36 0
0 0 0 1 a45 0 0
0 0 a53 a54 1 a56 0
a61 a62 0 a64 0 1 0
0 a72 0 a74 0 0 1
where
Prom equation bo 2» 1
all = - } © 1de
a12 “ - = -K4,AOC„ (f©4 - ©jj) + K5.K11.AOC* P





=: k a  ( m  -
h» Vo
®r ) “ Kô^^xoPR.W.n
— K4 ( '■©■; - 0r ) + a16” P
h* v, AOC
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CD11!H = -K^AOC ( > &  - ©R)
h.
16 = ~^e\ 1? = -K5oK11oA0C
R.W.li
From equation 5«, 2«, 2
a22 = ¿ h = 1
o h
a24 = -¿h li i CO
a26 = -¿h = - 1M
From equation 5» 2» 3
a32 = : li
0.3
of
a33 = - AOC =  ̂AOC
a36 = :-¿AOC =
From equation 5» 2o 4
a44 = • ll
!>
D =













a53 = :- ¿> T = ¿5 AOC
-Kg.Kn.P
1!LQcd - b T = -KiO
b  v H-it
a55 = • )> T = 1
-^T = Kn.Knn;AOC - K-.K1fl.E 9 11 9 lo
II<olOcd
¿¡F
From equation 5, 2. 6
a61 = -- ¿p by numerical differentiation
b ©
a62 = -- b  p by numerical differentiation
a64 = -- ̂  P by numerical differentiation
b v
a66 = - ^ F = 1
From equation 5.2.7
a72 = - V = - v>>h H
a74 = — ̂  V = — h
b v "





A & A  H A p A  P A S 4 E A ? 4 9 r AR A v T
bll 0 0 0 0 0 0 b18 b19 0
0 0 0 0 b25 0 0 0 0 0
0 b32 0 0 0 0 0 0 b39 0
0 0 0 0 0 b46 b47 0 b49 0
0 0 b53 b54 0 0 0 0 b59 b510
b61 b62 0 0 0 0 0 0 b69 0
0 b72 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
where
From equation 5,2,1
b n  = ^ 9 = 1 -  K4 .AOC = 1 -  T31 8
h. v
b18 =
CD = K^. AOC
a % h, v
b 19 = 9 = — K5 , 0 -̂ 00 0 F
R^, VA h
From equation 5.2,2




b32 = ■b  AOC = R
b H 2. AOC
b39 AOC
¿3 R . ~ w ~
2 . 'AO G
H - h + K^F
Prom equation 5, 2, 4
t>46 — V = Ky J2C 
Di f 2
b47 =  ̂Y = -Krf. E +
D
2, T
T T D. $
b49 = ^ V = Kryo ̂ - T
b R 5TU7
5,2,5
b  T = -Kq .R
X T  - S r
b  T = Kq .R
“  -fen
^ T = Kg, K18, P
b R












b62 = b p
b H






*72 V -h, v 
H2
A 2,2 INTERSTAHD GAP EQUATIONS
Move all variables one place in the interstand array
13,k = 1j-l,k “ vk|^60
ej,k = ®j-l,k 
hj,k = hj-l,k
where j is the position in the interstand array, 
k is the interstand array number from figure 6,4,
APPENDIX 3
COMPUTER PROGRAMME LISTING AND PRINTOUT
A3.1 PROGRAMME LISTING
A3.1.1 Main Programme Sections 1, 2 and 3
U S A S I  F O R T R A N ( 2 • 0 ) / M A S T E R  I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 9 * O P T I O N  I S  O F F  ,  O O P T I O N  I S  O F F  U 9 / 1 5 /
LN 0001 
LN 0002  
LN 0003 
LN 0004  
LN 0005  
LN 0006  
LN C 0 0 7 
LN 0008  
LN 0009  
LN 0010  
LN 0011  
LN 0012  
LN 0013  
LN 0014  
LN 0015  
LN 0016  
LN 0017  
LN 0018  
LN 0019  
LN 0020  
LN 0021  
LN 0022  
LN 0023  
LN 0024  
LN 0025  
LN 0026  
LN 0027  
LN 0026  
LN 0029  
LN 0030 
LN 0 Q 31 
LN 0032  
LN 0033  
LN 0034  
LN 0035  
LN 0036  
LN 0037 
LN 0038  
LN 0039  
LN 0040 
LN 0041  
LN 0042  
LN 0043  
LN 0044  
LN C 045 
LN 0046  
LN 0047  
LN 0048 
LN 0049  
LN 0050 
LN 0051  
LN 0052  















SUBROUTI NE SECT 123 
COMMON R1 U 0 )
COMMON
COMMON
R3 i 10 ) j, F ( 6 , 4 , 2 )  »R 2 ( 1 0 )Nl9 N29 N3,
T M P K 9 ) ,  TMPO ( 9)  9 V E L0C9I *
T H K 9 ) ,  T HO {9 ) * WRRC6 ) ,  WID,
CJPC15 j»l)  y K6  9 O T ,  LDSB,
Klf K29 K3 , R8K
EMFÌ 6 ) •TMPR( 6 ) 1 MS P( 6 ) *MCURC6 > ,
T E N I C 9 Ì  9 T E N Q ( 9 ) « V E L I Ì 9 ) ,  R S F i 6 ) 9 MNP C 6) 9 
AOC( 8 ) s T Q E Ì 6 ) ,  SC W ( 6 ) , F L X C o ) ? R8 ( 6 ) •
T B M S C 9 ) ,  E F F 4 6  > 9 GR { b)  , W < 1 Q , 6 ) ,  CUMT M41Q) ,
V < 7 « 6)  , S i 10)  , T (7 * 10 ) ? U (7)  s 
L L < 7 ) 9 MM<7> 9 LSBSj  TDb B 9 
X C 7 9 7)  ? Y ( 7 , 1 0 ) , Z i 7 9 1 0 )
C C 7 9 i  0 * 6 ) 9 A i 7 , 7 , ò ) ,  B C 7 , 1 0 , 5 ) ,
DLOSB C150)  9 OOSBT ( 1 5 0 )  9 G D S T H U 5 Q  ) ,M . J8C9>9 TF(9)?DR8 C6 )9K159KI6 9KI7
R -  AL K I 9 K 2 9 K3 9 K 4 9 K5 9 K 6 9 K 7  ( 6 ,1 9 X8 ( 6 ) 9 K9 ( b )  9 K1 Q ( b )  9 X1 1  ( 6  ) 9 MMOO9
1 L S B S Ì 9 ) 9 K 1 2 , L D S 8 , K i 3 , K i 4 , K 1 5 , K 1 6 , K i 7 , K i d 9
2MARÌ 6)  9 X N K Ì 6 ) , L V R ( 6 ) ? 9
Rr AL U H ,  MSP« MCUR9 MHP 9 MU 
DROGRAMM E A11E32GW 
G •E oWOOJ CEED MARCH 1970
S E C T I ON 1 D E F I N I T I O N S
S E C T I ON 1 . 1  TRUE COMMON
SECT I ON 1 . 2  DUMMY COMMON
SECT I ON 1 . 3  REAL VARI ABLES  
SECT I ON 1 . 4  I NTEGER VARI ABLES  
I NTEGER STEEL
C
C SECT I ON 1 . 5  CONSTANTS
C SECT I ON 1 . 5 . 1  DEFI NED CONSTANTS
C
1500 EMI S = G 0 79
1501 RHO = 0 . 1 7 4  / 10 ©3**8
1502 DEN = 466. 0
1503 SPHT = 0. 18
1 50 4 Y M = 5 . 
1505 DBMS = 
150 8  CONO = 
150 7 DBRS = 
1503 CR =
1509 MAR( 1) =
1510 M AR( 2 )  =
1511 M A R ( 3)  =
C * 1 0 . 0 * * 6  
1 8 . Q t.0416 
C. 0251.67 / 10000.0
( 0 .  00168 F 0 . 0 0 2 0 6  ) *  
{ 0 . 0 0 1 6 8  * 0 . 0 0 2 0 6  ) * 
( 0 . 0 0 1 6 8  F 0 . 0 0 2 4 6  ) *
1.21.21.2





£32 g W 
E32GW 
E32GW 








E3 2 g W 
E 32G W 
E32GW 
E 32g W 
E 32 G W 
£32 GW 
£32 G W 
E 32 G W 
E32GW 
E 32 g W 
E 32 g  W 
£ 32g W 




E 32 g W 
E 32 g W 
t 32 g W 
c 32 & W 
£32 G H 
£32 GW 
l.3 2 u>W 
C.32GW 
E32g W 
E 3 2 g W 
E 32 g W 
E32GW 
E 32 g W 
E32GW 
E 32G W 
E 3 2 g W 
E 32 GW 
E 32 gW 
E 32 g W 
E32G W 
E 32 GW 
t32GW
173
U S A S I  F O R T R A N  ( 2 . 0 1 /MA S T E R I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 ♦  O P T I O N  I S  O F F  , O O P T I O N  I S O F F 0 9 / 1 5 /
LN 0055  LN 0056  
LN 0057  
LN 0058  
LN 0059  
LN 0060 
LN 0061  
LN 0062  
LN 0063  
LN 0064  
LN 0065  
LN 0066  
LN 0067  
LN 0068  
LN 0069  
LN 0070 
LN 0071  
LN 0072  
LN 0073  
LN 0074  
LN 0075  
LN 0076  
LN 0077 
LN 0078  
LN 0079  
LN 0 0 8 G 
LN C O 81 
LN 0082  
LN 0083  
LN 0084  
LN 0085  
L N 0 0 8 6  
LN 0087  
LN 0088  
LN G 0 89 
LN 0090 
LN 0091  
LN C 0 92 
LN 0093  
LN 0094 
LN 0095  
LN 0 0 96 
LN C 097 
LN C 0 98 
LN C 0 99 
LN C 1 0 Q 
LN 0101  
LN 0102  
LN 0103  
LN C104 
LN 0105  
LN 0106  

















































11 57 3 
21573
M A R { 4 ) = 
MA R Í 5 J = 
M A R < 6  ) = 
G R ( i )  = 
GR Í 2 I  = 
G R Í 3 I  = 
GR Í 4 I  = 
GR ( 5 )  = 
GRC6 ) = 
EF F  í 11 =
E F F Í 2 ) =
E F F f 3 ! =
E FF C4I = 
E F F (5)= 
EFF (61 = INR(1)=« 
I  NR Í 2J = ( 
I N R ( 3 ) = ( 
I N R ( 4 ) = (  
I  NR £5) = ( INR<6)=( 
L V R ( i  } = 
L V R I 2 I  =
L V R Í 3 ) =
L V R ( 4 ) =
L V R C 5 ) = 
LVR ( 6 )
0  a 00166
0 . 0 0 2 5
0 .  0034  
5. 42  
3. 17  
1. 90  1.0 1.01. Q
* 0 . 0 0 2 0 6  ) * 
F Q . 00198  
F 0 . 0 0 2 1 6
1.2
I» o 8 0.8 0.8 0 0 Q
5 7 4 . 0 F 5 7 . 4 ) f 1 0 0 0.  y
57 4 . 0 F 5 7 . 4 1 F 1000, 0
5 7 4 , 0 F 5 7 . 4 1 F 1000 .0
7 1 5 . 0 F 7 1 , 5 > F 10 0 0 o 0
5 7 4 . 0 F 5 7 , 4 ) F 10 0 y o 0
3 1 5 . 0 F 3 1 , 5 I F 1 0 0 0 o 0
y . 38t? 
Q .38 5 
0 . 3 8  5 
0 . 3 8 5  0.395 
0 o 33 5





G « 0 5
ü.O 027 3000.0 
~ 2 4 « U 
= 4 8 . 0  
R S F Z = 3 , j * 1 0 , 0 * * 6  
S C WZ -• ( -  0 , 1 }  
ST E E L  = 1
SECT I ON 1 , 5 . 2  CALCULATEO CONSTANSTS  
^ o I  t  E i 6  1 ?1551l
FORMAT Cl H I ,  20X, 20HCALCULAT ED CONST AN T S )
K 1 = 1 2 , 0 / 6 0 . 0 * * 2  * EMIS * RHO / < DEN * SPHT ) * 2 . 0  
K2 = YM / < 60. 0 *DBMS )
K3 = 1. 0  / 60. 0
K4 = 2. 0 * 12, 0**2 * COND / i DEN * SPHT * DBRS )
K5 = 4 2 , 4  * 12 . 0 * * 2  / C330Q0,0 * OEN * SPHT 1 * 1 2 , 0  *0, 98
K 6  = 2 . 0  * CR / 2 2 4 0 , 0  
K 12 = ( -  Q ,14/60 0 . 0 /  MMOD ) *10**6  
WRITE ( 3 1 , 2 1 5 6 5 1
FORMAT<1 H 0 , 1 0 X , 2 H K 1 , 1 3 X , 2 H K 2 , 1 3 X , 2 H K 3 f 13Xf 2 H K 4 , 1 3 X , 2 H K 5 , 1 3 X , 2 H K 6 )W R I T F (61 >1567 ) K l ,  K.2 , K3,  K9,  K 5 , Kfc ’ '
FORMAT (1H s F 1 7 . 1 6 » F i 3 . 3 , F 1 3 . i t , F 1 5 . 3 » F i i t . i * , F 1 7 . 1 0 »
WRITE ( 6 1 , 2 1 5 7 3 )
F ORMAT <1 H , / / , 6 X , 2 H K 7 , 1 0 X , 2 H K 8 , 1 0 X , 2 H K 9 , 1 0 X , 3 H K 1 0 ,  9X, 3HK11)
E32GW 
E32GW 






E 32 GW 






E 32 GW 
E32GW 










e 3 2 w?W 
£ 32 G W 
E 32 GW 
c 32b W 
E32GW 
£ 32 G W 
C.32 u> W 
4  32GW 
c 32 bW 
£ 32 G W 
E 32G W 
£ 32GH 
E 32y>W 




E 32 bW 
E 32 «  W 
c 32 GW 
1 32 bW 
E 32G W 
E 32GW f—» 
E 32G W ^  
£32bW ^  
E 32b W
U S A S I  F O R T R A N ( 2 «0 I / M A S T E R I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 ,  *  O P T I O N  I S  O F F  ,  O O P T I O N  I S O F F 0 9 / 1 5 ^
LN 0109  
LN 0110  
LN O l i i  
LN 0112  
LN 0113  
LN 0114  
LN C 115  
LN 0116  
LN 0117  
LN 0118  
LN 0119  
LN 0120  
LN 0121  
LN 0122  
LN 0123  
LN 0124  
LN 0125  
LN 0126  
LN 0 12T 
LN 0128  
LN 0129  
LN 0130  
LN 0131  
LN 0132  
LN 0133  
LN 0134  
LN 0135  
LN G 1 3b 
LN G 137 
LN 0138  
LN G139  
LN 0140 
LN 0141  
LN G 142 
LN 0143  
L N 0144  
LN 0145  
LN 0146  
LN 0147  
LN 0148  
LN 0149  
LN G 150 
LN 0151  
LN 0152  
LN 0153  
LN G154  
LN 0155  
LN G 156 
LN 0157  
LN 0158  
LN 0159  
LN 0160 
LN 0161  
LN 0162
1568 DO 1575 J = i , 6
= 3 3 0 0 0 . 0 . /  ( 2 . 0  * 746 «0 * N AR < J)) * 3 . 1 4 1 6 )
1570 K 8 ( J )  = 1 2 . 0  * GR ( J  ) / < 2 . 0  * 3 . 1 4 1 6  1
1571 K9 < J i  = 1 . 0  / C GRCJI  * E F F < J )  )
1572 K 1 0 C J ) =  I  NR < J ) * GR( J >  / < - 3 2 . 2  * 6 0 . 0  ) * 1 2 . 0
1573 K l l <J ) = L V R i J )  / 1 2 . 0  ♦ ' 2 . 0
1574 WRI T E ( 6 1 , 1 5 7 6 )  K 7 ( J >  , K 8 <JJ , K 9 ( J )  . K i d J )
1575 FORMAT C1H ,F9*f0 , F i i . 2 , F 1 2 . 3  , F 1 3 . 0 , F 1 2 . 3)
1576 CONTI NUE
1577 K13 -- 3 0 . G * Iff.  0**6 * 3
1578 K 14 = 2 . 0 *  7 8 . 0
1579 K 1 5 = 0 . 0152
1580 K16 = 1 . 9 5  * 3. 0  / 2 . 0  *
1581 K17 = 0 .00 26
1582 K18 = 2 . 0 *  M U *  B N /  BO 
11583 WRI TE ( 6 1 , 1 5 8 4 )
1584 FORMAT 11HC, 1 0 X , 3 H K 1 2 , 1 3 X , 3 H K 1 3 , 1 0 X , 3 H K 1 4 , t Q X , 3 H K 1 5 , 1 0 X , 3 H K i 6 , l Q X , 3  
1 5 6 4 1 H K 1 7 , 1 3 X , 3HK18)
1585 WRITE ( 6 1 ,  i 5 8 6 ) K12 , K i 3 , K 1 4 , K 1 5 , K16 , K17 , K18
,1586 FORMAT( 1H , F 1 6 . 1 0 , F 1 3 . 0 , F i l o 4 , F 1 3 . 4 , F l  9 « 1 6 , F 8 . 4 , F I G . 3 )
1416 / 2 . 0
Ki
S E C T I O N  1 . 5 . 3  CP ARRAY
0 ,2 
0 .3 0.4 
G .5  
1 G » 0 
50.  0 .0 
. 0  y o 0
1600 N i  - b
1601 N2 = h
1602 N3 = 2 
16Q3 R 1 ( 1Î = 0 . 0 5
1604 R1 (21 = 0 . 1
1605 R i  <3)
1606 Ri  ( 4 )
1607 R i  ( 5 )
1603 R I { 6 )
1609 R 2 ( 1 )
1610 R2 ( 2 )
1611 R 2 ( 3 )  = i 0 C
1612 R 2 ( 4 )  =2 0 C
1613 R3 ( i )
11613 R 3 { 2 )  = 1 . 0
1614 F i l , i , i )  = 0 . 0 6 6
1615 F ( 2 , i , l )  = Q . 098
1616 F i  3 , 1 , 1 )  = 0 . 1 4 2
1617 F ( 4 , 1 , 1 )  = ü . 180
1618 F ( 5 , 1 , 1 ) = 0 . 2 1 0
1619 F Í 6 , 1 , 1 )  = 0 . 2 3 0
1620 F ( 1 , 2  , 1)  = 0 . 0 3 7
1621 F ( 2 , 2 , 1 )  = 0 . 0 5 6
1622 F ( 3 , 2 , 1 )  = 0 . 0 8 8
1623 F ( 4 , 2 , 1 )  = 0 . 1 1 8
1624 F ( 5 , 2 , 1 )  = 0 . 140
1625 F ( 6 , 2 , 1 )  = 0 . 1 6 5
1625 F ( 1 , 3 , 1 )  = 0 . 0 2 9
1627 F ( 2 , 3 , 1 )  = 0 . 0 4 7
1628 F ( 3 , 3 , i )  = Ü. Q76
1629 F ( 4 , 3 , 1 )  = 0 . 1 0 2
c. 32GW 








E 32 bW 
E32b W 
b 32 GW 
£ 32 bW 
E 32 b W 
E 32GW t 32g W 
L 32 G W 
£32bW 
L 32GW 
E 32 y» W 
E 32bW 





E 32b W 
£ 32 b W 
b 32 bW 
L32bW 
c 32GW 
E 32 b W 
E 32b W 
t 32 GW 
£326 W 
L 82 GW 
t 32GW E32g W 
E32GW 
£32 GW 





L 32 b W 
t32bW 
E32GW 
£ 32bW h* 
E32bW ^  
E32GW ° 1 
£ 32 GW
USASI F O R T R A N (2.0)/ M ASTER I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 » * O P T I O N  I S  OF F O O P T I O N  I S O F F Û9/15V
LN 0163  
LN 0164  
LN 0165  
LN 0166  
LN 0167  
LN 0168  
LN 0169  
LN 0170  
LN 0171  
LN 0172  
LN 0173  
LN 0174  
LN 0175  
LN 0176  
LN 0177  
LN 0178  
LN 0179  
LN 0180  
LN 0181  
LN 0182  
LN 0183  
LN 018*  
LN 0185  
LN 0186  
LN 0187 
LN 0188  
LN 0189  
LN 0190 
LN 0191  
LN 0192  
LN 0193  
LN 0194  
LN 0195  
LN 0196  
LN 0197  
LN 0198  
LN 0199  
LN 0200 
LN 0201  
LN 0202  
LN 0203  
LN 0204  
LN 0205  
LN 0206  
LN 0207 
LN 0208  
LN 0209  
LN 0210 
LN 0211  
LN 0212  
LN 0213  
LN 0214  









1630 F ( 5 , 3 , 1 ) — 0 . 1 2 4
1631 F ( 6 , 3 , 1 ) 3 . 1 4 81632 F i l , 4 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 2 3
1633 F < 2 , 4 , 1 ) ; = 0 . 0 4 11634 F ( 3 , 4 ; i ) . 0 . 0 6 8
1635 F ( 4 , 4 , 1 ) 0 . 0 9 3
1636 F ( 5 , 4 , 1 ) -= 0 . 11 3
1637 F ( 6 , 4 , 1 ) — 0 . 1 3 51639 OO 1642 J —1 ,  Ni , 1
163 9 OO 1641 K=1 , N2 , 1
1640 F ( J , K , 2 ) = F ( J , K,  1 )
1641 CONT I NUE
1642 CONT I NUE
§ J 31 ON 1 . 5 . 4  JP CQt F F I C l t  NTS BY MUL T I V ARI ABL E  REGRESSI ON  
ANALYSI S FROM THE CURVES OF COOK & MCCRUM
S T E E L  T Y PE  NOol  LOW 
CST E E L= i >
ARSON
1650 C J P ( 1 , 1 ) s: » 2 . 7 6 2
1651 C J P Í 2 , 1 ) — 6  « 745
1652 C JP< 3 , 1 ) ~ - 3 . 1 5 0
1653 C J P ( 4 , 1 ) sr 0 o 946
1654 C J P Í 5 , 1 ) = » 1 . 7 6 0
1655 C J P ( 6  9 1  ) = G . 900
1658 C JPC 7 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 6 1
1657 CJPC 8 , 1  ) — - 0 . 1 2 5
1658 C J P Í 9 , 1  ) — 0. 0 5 0
1659 C J P C i ü , ! ) — - 1 . 2 5 8
166 0 C J P ( l l , i ) 2 . 5 6 0
1661 C J P ( 1 2 , 1 ) » 1 . 2 0 0
1662 C J P C i  3 , 1  ) — » 1 . 4 0 3
1663 CJ P ( 1 4 , 1  ) 11 . 4 4 5
1664 C J P ( 1 5 , 1 ) = » 6 . 7 5 0
SECTI ON 2 DETERMINE OPERATING POI NT S  
SECT I ON 2 o1 READ SOME OPERATING POI NTS
2000 READ < 6 3 , 2 0 0 4 ) < WRRCJ) , J = l , 6 , i  )
2001 READ (63 *2004)  { TMPR ( J ) ,  J = l , 6 , l  )
2002 READ <635,2004)  <T HI  < J ) , J = 3 , 9 , l  ) , V E L I O )
I F U F E O F  ( 6 0 )  c E Q . “ l )  ST OPQ 77 77
2003 READ <63 , 20 04)  EMF<1) , EMF<5) , WI D, T MPC<1 )
2 GO 4 F Q R M A T i S F l Q . 5 )
12 0 0 WRI TE ( 6 1 , 2 2 0 0 4 )
22004 F O R M A T i i H l , 2 0 X , 1 6 H 0 P E R A T I N G  POI NTS)
2005 WRITE <61, 20061 WID
2005 F ORMAT ( 1 HC, 14HSTRI P WIDTH = , F 4 . 1 , 5 H  I N S « )
2007 WRITE ( 6 1 , 2 0 0 8 )
2008 FORMAT( 1 H , / ,27X 9 4HCR0P,  4 X , 7H0ESCALt , 4 X , 6 ( 5HSTAND, 9 X) , 5HX-RAY , / 
2 0 0 9 1 , 27X, 5HSHEAR,  5 X , 3 HB 0 X ,  7 X , 2HF5, 1 2 X , 2HF 6 , 12X, 2 H F 7 , 1 2 X , 2 HF 8, 1 2 X , 2HF 















t  3 2 g W 
e 32G W 
E 32GW 
E 32 bW 
E 32 b W 
£32b W 
n 32 GW 
t 32 bW 
e 32ü> W 
E 32GW 
£32 GW 
E 32 v2> W 
E32bW 
£ 32 b W 
e 32b W 
E 32 bW 
£32bW 
E 32GW 
E 32 bW 
E 3 2 b W 
E 32GW 
E 32 bW 
E 32bW 








E 32 GW 
E32bW E32GW 
E 32 b W 
£ 32b W E32bW^ 
E32GW^ ¿32bW 
E 32 GW












































































0239  02*0 02*1 02*2 
G2*3  02** 




0 252  
0 253  
025*  
















Ccc S E C T I O N  2 . 2  CALCULATE REMAINING OPE RAT I NG POI NT S
1583 R8K =
15831 / 80**2
2023 DO 2023 J = l , 9 , i  
T E N I ( J )  = 0 . 0  
T c : NO( J )  = O. Q  
CONT I NUE
WIO / C 
5 . 0  / 16
K13
a >










20*3 20*1 20*2 


















WRI T E  ( 5 1 , 2 0 2 5 ) CWRR( J )  , 
F ORMAT ( 1H , 22HW0RK ROLL  
WRI T E C o l , 2027)  ( T M P R C J J ,  
FORMATC1H , 23HW0RK ROLL  
WRI T E  ( 5 1 , 2 0 2 9 ) ( T E N I ( J )
J=i*ô,l)
RADIUS ( I N S  U—1 ,6,1) 
TEMP.  ( DEG.  
J = i , 9 , 1
) , 1 3 X , 6 F i * . i )
F ) , 1 2 X , 6 F 1 *  o 0)
FORMAT ( 1H , 1 9 H S T R I P  T E NSI ON ( L B S ) , F * . 1 , F 9 . 1 , F 1 2 . 1 , F 1 2 . 1 , 5 F i * . i )
OO 20*1 
E M F i J )  =
E M F I 6 ) =
L S B S ( l )
L 3 8 S Î 2 )
LOSB = 7 
LSBSC3)
□O 20*7 
L S 8 S C J )
LSBSC9Î  
T H I C i )  =
T H K 2 )  =
OO 2056 
T H O C J I  =V"LI(J)
V E L O t J )
T 3MSCJ Î
c o n t i n u e
T OSB = LDSB / ( K3 
DO 211* J  = 1 , 2 , 1
J=2,*,1 
E M F ( l )  
EMF( 5 )= 1.00 
= 3 . 5 0  
. 5
= 1 1 . 3
J  =* , 8 , 1  
= DBMS 
= 13 o 0 
T H I  (3)  
T H I ( 3)  J=1,9,1 
T H I C J )
= V E L K 9 )  
= V E L I C J )  
= L S BS ( J )
T M P I ( j )  
THP0C2)  
CONTI NUE  
THP0C3)
DO 2127
T M P I (  J )  
T M P O ( J ^ l )  
OO 2126
= T MP O ( J )  
= T M P I C i )
* T H I ( 9 )  / T H I C J )
/ ( K3 * VEl I  { J ) )
* V E L K 2 )  )
-  K l  * T B M S ( J )  * ( Ï MPÜCJ )  + * 6 0 . 0  ) * / T H I ( J )
28,> , -  ( T M P I ( 2 ) - 2  0 0 « G) /  i T H 0  ( 3 ) / (  K15 * T DS 8  ) * 0 . 5  ) 
“ K l  * T B M S ( J )  * ( T MPGi J )  + * 6 0 . 0  ) *** / T H I ( J )
2120
2121 CALL k SFDAT < 1 . 0 , 1
2122 R S F ( K )  = RLFC
2123 A O C ( K )  = S ORT ( WRR(K)  
21231 K6 * R S F ( K )  * WRR(K)
2125 T M P O C J F i )  = T M P I ( j )  -
21251 THO ( J*11 * VEL O ( U * 1 )
21252 WIO * T H O I J + 1 )  )
2126 CONTINUE
= T M P I (
J  ~ 3 ,2
= T M P O ( J )
= T M P I ( J )
L = 1 , 2 , 1
0 , 1 . a , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , ST E E L , K , R L F C )
* ( T H I ( J )  -  T H O ( J  * i  } ) +
/ WIÜ )
K* * AOCCK) * C T M P I ( J )
* K5 * K i l ( K )  * AOC(K)
-  TMPR( K)  


















E 32 G W 





l 32 bW 




w 32G W 
£ 32 bW 




t  32 bW 
ç32GW 
E 32GW 
E 32 bW 
£32b W 
c. 32b W 
E 32 bW £32«iW 
E32bW 
e 32 b W 
1 32b W 
E 32 u>W 
e 32 u>W 
£ 32GW 
E 32 bW 
E32 bW £32aW>-: 
E32GW^  
t  32 bW 
c32b W 
E32GW
U S A S I  F O R T R A N  12. .  0* SM A S T E R I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 ♦ O P T I O N  I S O F F O O P T I O N  I S O F F 0 9 / 1 5 /
LN C 271 
UN 0272  
UN 0273  
UN 027U 
UN 0275  
UN 0276  
UN 0277  
UN 0278  
UN 0279  
UN 0280  
UN 0281  
UN 0282  
UN 0283  
UN 028U  
UN 0285  
UN 0286  
UN 0287  
LN 0288  
UN 0289  
UN 0290  
UN 0291  
UN 0292  
UN 0293  
UN 0 2 9U 
LN 0295  
LN 0296  
LN 0297  
LN 0298  
LN 0 2 99 
LN 0300  
LN 0 3 Q1 
LN 0 302 
LN 0303  
LN C3CL  
UN 0305  
LN 0306  
LN 0307  
LN 0308  
LN 0309  
LN 0310  
LN 0311  
LN 0312  
LN 0313  
LN 0 31U 
LN 0315  
LN 0316  
LN 0317  
LN 0318  
LN 0319  
LN 0320 
LN 0321  
LN 0322  
LN 0323  
LN 032L
2127 CONTINUE
2128 T M P K 9 I  = TMPOÍ 9 ) K 1 * T BMS( 9)  * ( T MPO (9 ) F L 6 Q . 0  / T H I  < 9)
C
c
§129 WRI T E  < 5 1 , 2 1 3 0  ) < T M P I iJ )  , J = 1 t 9 , 1)
2130 F O R H A T < l H  « 1 9 H S T R I P  TEMP.  CO£G . F )  , F 12.  0 , F 9 . Q , F 1 0 . 0 , 6 F 1 U 0 0)2131 WRITE (51,2132 )<TMPO ( J) ,J=1,9,1)2132 FORMATC1H ,19HSTRIP TEMPo <DEG.F) ,F6*0,F6«0,F9•Q,FlQeû,5F1U.0)
' 2057 CUMTM <1) = T B M S ( i )
2053 CUMTM( 2)  = C U MT M( l )  F TBMS i 2)
2059 CUMTM<3)  = CUMTMÎ2)  F TQSB 
206IT DO 2062 J = U « i G , i
2061 CUMT M( J )  = CUHTMC J -  1  ) F T 8 MS<J -  1 }
2062 CONT I NUE
2032 WRI T E < 5 1 , 2 0 3 3 1(E MF ( J ) , J = i , 5 , i >
2033 FORMATC1 H « i l H M Ü T O R  V O L T S , 2 h X , 6 F 1 L « 0 )
2 03U WRI T E <5 1 , 2 0  351 L S B S C 1 ) , l S B S ( 2 ) , L O S S , (LS B S i J )  , J = 3 , 9 , 1 )
2035 F ORMAT <1H , 7 HLE NGT HS,  2 X , U H ( F T ) ,  8 X , F L « i ,  U X , F U . l ,  2 X , F U . l ,  2X 
2 0 3 5 1 F F o1 , F 1 2 o1 ?5 F 1 U . 1 I
2036 WRI T E < 6 1 , 2 0 3 7 ) < T H I ( J ) , J = i . 9 , i )
2037 F0RMATC1H , 1 5 H S T R I P  T H I C K N E S S ,  1 X , 5 H < I N S Î ,  1 X , F 5 . 3 ,  2 X , F 5 . 3 ,
2 0 3 7 1 « 3 , 7 X , F 5  o3 £5 F 1 ^ o3)
2Q38 WRI T E < 6 1 , 2 0 3 9 ) < V E L I < J ) , J = i , 9 , 1 )
2033 FORMAT<1H , 1 1 H S T R I P  SPEED,  2 X , 5 H < F P M ) ,  3 X 9 F5<,u,  2 X , F 5 . 0 ,  6 X,  
2 Q 3 9 1 8 X , F 5 . 0 f 5 F 1 U . Q )  '
6 X , F 5
5« Q
2 Go L DO 2075 J = l , 6 , i
2067 S C W ( J ) = T H 0 < J + 3 ) - < R S F ( J I - R S F Z ) / M M O D  * SCWZ f K 1 2 * V £ L O ( J + 3 )
2u6S T Q E C J )  = K 9 Î J Î  * K i l i J )  * A O C ( J )  * R S F ( J )  F K 9 Î J )  * K18 * R3 F CJ Î  * 
20681 WRR(J ) / 12o 0 f T L
2070 AA= K 7 ( J )  »  K 8 ( J )  * V E l O (  J  F 3 ) / NRR < J )
2071 B8= i -  K7 < J ) * E M F ( J )  )
2072 CC = T Q E ( J )
2073 FLX < J )  = ( -  BB F S QRT ( BB**2 -  U«0 * AA *LC ) ) / < 2 0y * AA)
12C75 H S P i J )  = V E L 0 C J F 3 )  / < 2 . 0  * 3 . 1 L 1 6  * WRR( J )  ) * GRCJ)  * 12*0
12Q75 MCUR( J ) = < EMFCJI  -  M S P ( J )  * F L X <J ) ) / MAR( J )
12077 MNP < J )  = EMF <J )  ♦ MCURCJ)  / 796. 0
2078 R 8 C J )  = R S F ( J )  * RBK 
2075 CONTI NUE  
C
2083 WRI T E < 6 1 , 2 0 8 1 )  T B MS ( 1 ) , T 8 M S < 2 ) , T D 3 a , <T BMS< J > , J = 3 , 9 , 1 )
2081 FORMAT <1H , 5 HT I ME S,  2 X , 6 H ( S E C S ) ,  8 X , F 5 « 3 ,  3 X , F 5 . 3 ,  1 X . F 5 . 3 ,  I X ,
20811F5o 3 , F 1 1 « 3 , 5 F 1 U « 3 )  9
12081 WRI TE < 6 1 , 2 2 0 8 1 )  ( C U M T M ( J ) , J = l , l u , 1)
22081 FORMAT <1 H , 15HCUMULATI  ME T I M E , 2 X , 6 H ( S E C S )  9 F 7 » 5 , F 7 . 3 , F 6 . 3 , F6 . 3 , 6F1U 
2 2  0811 « 3)  9 9
2082 WRI TE ( 6 1 , 2 0 8 3 ) C R S F i J ) ? J = 1 , 6 , 1 )
2083 F ORMAT( 1 H , 10HROLL FORCE,  2 X , 5H<L 8 S ) , 2 0 X , 6 F i L . 0 )
2 089 WRI TE ( 6 1 , 2 0 8  5) <SCW( J )  , J  = 1 , 6 , 1 )
2085 F ORMAT < i  H «13HSCREW S E T T I N G ,  2 X , 5 H ( INS ) , 16X, 6 F 1 k « 3)
2085 WRI TE < 5 1 , 2 0 8 7 )  ( A O C <J ) , J  = i , 6 , 1 )
2087 F ORMAT <1 H ,1UHARC OF CONT ACT ,  2 X , 5 H ( I N S ) , 1 5 X , 6 F 1 9. 3>
2088 WRI TE ( 5 1 , 2 0 8 9 )  ( T Q E i J ) , J  = l , 6 , 1 )
£32 GW E32GW 





L 32GW t32bN 





E 32 bW 
E 32 b W 
E32bW 
c. 32 G W 
E 32 bW 
c32b W 
E32GW 
e 32 bW 
C.32GW 
1 32 GW 
E 32 GW 
E 32 w? N 
t  32u> W 
£ 32 bW E32w?W 
E 32 GW 
E 32GW 
E32o> W 




E32 w? W 
E32GW 
1 32 G W 
E 32 u>W 
ii32b>W 
£ 32G W 
E32bW 
E 32 G W 
E 32<¿ W 
£ 32 bW E32^W 
£ 32 (GW h 1 
E32GW^  
£ 32u> W 
E32GW
oo
U S A S I  F O R T K A N Î 2 . 0 )  / M A S T E R I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 ,  ♦  O P T I O N  I S OFF O O P T I O N  I S O F F 0 9 /
LN 0325  
LN 0326  
LN 0327  
LN 0328  
LN 0329  
LN G330 
LN C 331 
LN 0332  
LN 0333  
LN Ü33A  
LN G 335  
LN 0336  
LN G 337  
LN C338  
LN 0339  
LN G 3LG 
LN C3L1  
LN 03L2  
LN 0 3 A3 
LN C3AA 
LN C3A5 
LN C3A6  
LN C3A7  
LN 0 3A8 
LN 03A9  
LN 0350  
LN 0351  
LN 0352  
LN 0353  
LN G35A 
LN 0355  
LN 0356  
LN 0357  
LN 0358  
LN 0359  
LN 0360  
LN 0361  
LN 0362  
LN 0363  
LN 036L  
LN 0365  
LN 0366  
LN 0367  
LN 0368  
LN 0369  
LN 0370  
LN 0371  
LN 0372  
LN 0373  
LN C 37 A 
LN 0375  
LN 0376  














FORMAT <1 H 
WRITE { 6 1 ,  
F0RMATC1H 
WRI T E  ( o l ,  
FORMAT Cl H 7 
WRI T E  { 6 1 ,  
FORMAT C1H 
WRI T E i o l f 
FORMAT C1 H 
WRI TE C o l ,  
F ORNAT11 H 
GO TO 20 02 
S E C T I O N  3
, 12HM0T0R T O R Q U E , 2 X , 8 H < F T - L B S >  , 1 5 X , o F i A . O )
20911 ( F L X ( J )  , J  = 1 , 6 , 1 )
, 11H MOTOR F I E L D ,  2 X, 1 1 H <*OLTS/RPM)  , 1 1 X , 6 F 1 A . 2)
2095)  C MSP( J ) « J  = 1 , 6 , 1 )
, I l H M O T O R  SPEED,  2 X , 5 H { RPM) , 1 8 X , 6 F 1 h . 0 I 
2 0 9 7 ) ( MCUR( J ) , J = i , 6 , l )
, 13HM0T OR CURRENT ,  2 X , 6 H l A M P S ) , 15 X, 6 F 1 A « 0)
2099)  ( M H P i J ) , J  = i , 6 , 1 )
, i i H M O T O R  POWER, 2 X , A H C H P ) , 1 9 X , 6 F 1 A « 0 )
2101)  ( RB C J )  , J = i , 6 , l )
, 3 7HR0L L BENDING ACROSS S T R I P  WIDTH ( I N S )  , F 1 3 o A , 5 F l A , A >  
CALCULATE J ACOBI AN MAT RI CES
3 GO 1
3002  

























3023 3 02 A 
3025 
3025 






3 03 A 
3035
) / ( THOCK+3)
DO 3005 K = i , 6 , i  
DO 30U5 J = l , 7 , l  
DO 3005 1 = 1 , 7 , 1  
A { I , J , K) = G o 0 
CONT I NUE  
DO 3011 K = 1 , 6 ,1 
DO 3011 J = i , 1 0 , l  
OG 3011 1 = 1 , 7 , 1  
8 ( 1 9 J  , K) = 0 c0 
C ( I  9 J 9 K) — G» 0 
CONT I NU-
no 3069 K=1 9 6 91
A ( 1 , b , K) = K5 * K11CK)  * AOCCK)  / ( WRRCK) * WID * THOCK+3)
A ( 1 9 3 9 K) = i - K a ) *  C TMPI CK+2)  -  T MP F ( K )  ) / ( THOCK*3)  * 
VELOCK4-3)  ) f A ( 1 9 6  9 K ) * RSFCK)  / AOCCK)
A ( 19 2 , K) = ( »  A ( 1 9 3 9 K ) ) * AOCCK)  / THOCK+3)
A i i , A, K) = KA * AOCCK)  * ( T M P K K  + 2)  - TMPRCK)
V E L O C K * 3 ) **2 )
= K12
= l o0  / HMOG
= C -  WRR(K)  ) / { 2 , 0  * AOCCK)  )
= C -  AC 3 , 2 ,  K ) ) * Ko / WID
K7CK)  * K8CK) * F L X ( K ) * * 2  / WRRCK)= ( -1,0 ) / O
= K l l i K )  * RSFCK)  * K9CK)
= K10(K> / < WRRCK) * DT )
= K 1 1 C K ) * A O C CK ) * K 9 CK) + K 9 <K ) *K18*WRRCK)
GALL KSF D A T i 1 o u , 1 , 0 5 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 ,  1,  u , 1 , Q , S T E E L , K , R L F C )
RLFCA = RLFC
CALL RSFDAT < 1 , Q , 0 » 95,  1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 . 0 , S TEfcL, < , R L F C )
RLFCB = RLFC
M 6 , 1 , K )  =<RLFCA -  RLFC3 ) / { {  1 , 05  -  0 . 9 5  ) * THRU ( K +
CALL RSFDAT C l , 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 . 0 5 , 1 . 0 , S T E E l , K , R L F C )
RLFCA = RLFC
CALL RSFD A T ( 1 , 0 , 1 . 0 , l « Q , l « G , J e 9 5 , l o u , S T £ E L , K , RL F Cl  
RLFCB = RLFC
A { 6 , 2  , K) = C RLF CA-  RLFCB ) / C C 1 . 0 5  -  0 . 9 5  ) * THOCK 4- 3 ) )
CALL RSFDAT ( 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 5 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0, S T E E L , K , R L F C I  
RLFCA = RLFC
A C 2 , A , K) Ai2 ,6,K) 
A ( 3 , 2 ,  K) 
A ( 3 , 6 ,  K)
□  =
A ( A,  5 ,  K) A ( 5 , 3,K) 
A ( 5 , A, K)  














E32GW E 32bN 
E32bW 
E 32 bW 
c 32 bW 
E32bW 
E 32bW 
e 32bW E32bW E 32bW 
E 32 b W 
E32b W 
E32bW 
c. 32 b W 
c32bW 
E32u> W 
c. 32 GW 
E 32bW 
E 32w?W E 32 b W 
E 32 b W 
£ 32 b W E32^W 
E32bW 
c 32 b W 
E 32bW 
E 32b W 
t  32« W 
E32b W 
e 32G W 
E 32 bW 
E82^ W E 32bW 
E 32^W 
E 32 b W 
E32GW 
E 32 bW E32̂ WÏCE32bwS
& 32 b W 
E 32b W
USASI F O R T R A N *2„ 0 >/ M A S T E R  I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 ,  * O P T I O N  I S  O F F  » O O P T I O N  I S  O F F  Û G / 1 5 V
LN G 379  
LN 0360  
UN 0381  
LN G 382 
LN 0363  
LN 038L  
LN 0385  
LN 0386  
LN 0387  
LN 0388  
LN C389  
LN 0390  
LN 0391  
LN 0392  
LN 0393  
LN C39L  
LN 0395  
LN 0396  
LN 0397  
LN 0398  





LN CLGL  
L N €¿+05 
LN €¿+06 
LN €¿+07 
L N €¿+08 
LN €¿+09 




LN 0 L 1 L  
LN 0L15  
LN €¿+16 
LN €¿+17 
LN O L 18 
LN €¿+19 
LN €¿+20 
uN 0 ¿+21 
LN 0¿+22 
LN €¿+23 









3036 CALL RSFD AT i 1  « 0 , 1  . 0 , Q . 9 5 , 1  o ü , 1 . û , 1 . 0  ? ST EEL , K , RLFC)
3037 R L F C 8 = RLFC
3038 A ( 6 , L , K >  = < RLFCA ~ RLFCB J ✓  < i 1 . 0 5  -  U . 9 5  ) * V £ L O < K F 3 ) )
3039 A ( 7 , 2 , K >  = VE LQi K+3)  / T H I i K + 2 )
3Qi+0 A ( 7 , ¿+, K) = THOCKF3Î  / T H K K  + 21
130i+0 DO 13Lk2 I  = 1,  7 ,  1 
13QÎ+1 DO 130Î+2 J  = 1,  7 ,  1 
130<+2 A ( I , J , K >  = C -  A C 1 , J , K )  )
3 0*fl DO 3ÙL2 J = 1 , 7 ,1 
3 QL2 A ( J ,  J , K )  = 1«0
3GL3 8 ( 1 , 8 , K) 
3ÛLL 8 ( 1 , 1 , K )  
130i*9 B(i,9,K) 
13 €¿+¿+1
3 €¿+5 8 ( 2 , 5 ,  K) 
3 095 8 ( 3 , 2 ,K)  
3 €¿+7 3 C 3 , 9  , K )
3098 8 ( 9 , 6  , K)
3099 3 ( ¿+, 7,  K) 
305t :  8  < 5 9 3 9 K)
13 €¿+9 8 ( ¿+ 9 9 9 K) 
3052 3 { 5 , 9  , K> 
13052 9 ( 5  9 9 2 K) 
23052 8 ( 5 9 1 0 9 "
VELO( K + 3)  )
»  RSFCiU / ( NRRCK) **2 * WID
= K9 * ACC( K ) / ( THÜ IK + 3 >= 1.0 - 8(1,8?K)
= < - K 5  ) * K l l ( K )  * AO C ( K )
* THOCK + 3)  )= le 0
= WRRCKI/ ( 2  . 0 * A O C < K ) )
= T H I ( K+2 ) -  T H O ( K+3 ) F K8  * R S F ( K )  / WID/ ( 2 . Q*AOC( K ) I 
= K7CK> * F L X ( K )  / D= ( - K 7 IK)) * EMF ( K l  / D * 2 o 0= ( WRRCK) / 12 ♦ K9 (K)
( K7 ( K)  * F L X ( K )  * E MF ( K)  -
WRRCK) / 12 o G * K9 CK) 
K 9 ( K )  * Kl  8 * R S F ( K )
A C 5 9 ¿+ 9 Kî
TuECK) / i Q * FLX{K>) 
T Q E C K Î ) / ( WRRCK) *Q>
J H-
3 053 C A L L - R S F û A T ( 1 . 0 5 , 1 . G,  l o ü , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , i . 0 , S T E E L , < , R L F C )  
3 05L RLFCA = RLFC
3055 CALL R S F D A T ( 0 . 9 5 , 1 . G, 1 . 0  ? 1 * 0 , 1  « 0 , 1 e 0 , S T E E L , K , RLFC)  
3055 RLFC3 = RLFC
3057 3 ( 6 , 1 , K) = C RLFCA -  RLFCB ) / C ( 1 . 0 5
3058 CALL R S F D A T ( 1 . G , 1 « 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 5 , i . G, 1 .  0 , ST E E L , K , R L F C )
3059 RLFCA = RLFC
3060 CALL R S F D A T < 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 3 , G . 9 5 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , S T E E L , < , R L F C )
3061 RLFCQ = RLFC
3062 3 ( 6 , 2 , K) = i RLFCA «  RLFCB } / ( C 1 . 0 5
3063 CALL RS F D AT ( 1 . 0 ' , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 .  ü , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0  5 , S T E EL , K , RLFC ) 
3 €69 RLFCA = RLFC
3065 C ALL RSFDAT i 1 . 0 , 1  oQ, 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . Q, 0 . 9 5 , S T E E l , K , k LFC)  
3065 RLFCB = RLFC
3067 8 ( 6 , 9 , K> = € RLFCA -  RLFCB ) / { ( 1 . 0 5  -  u . 9 ^  î *
3063 B ( 7 , 2  ,K)  = ( -  T H O C K + 3 ) ) *  V£LO(K+3> / T H I ( K + 2 ) * * 2  
3069 CONT I NUE
0 . 9 5  ) * T M P K  K + 2 ) )
95 ) * TH I  < K * 2 ) )




WRITE A + B MATRICES
3070 WRI TE <61 ,30711
3071 FORMAT <1H1, 2QX,  8 HA MAT RI X,
3 0711 / , / ,19X , 1H0 , 3 3X , 3 HAOC , 39 X , 1HT , 17X , 1HF,  i  7X , 1H V >
3072 DO 3077 K = l , 6 , i
3073 WRITE ( 5 1 , 3 0 7 9 )
3079 FORMAT ( 1 H0)
3075 W R I T E (61 ,30 76)  <<A <I , J , K )  , J = l , 7 , i ) , 1  = 1 , 7 , 1 )










£32 GW E32GW 
E32bW 
£32 GW E32bW 
¿32^ W 
c 32GW 
£ 32o> W 
£32bW 
132bW 
£ 32 u>W £32bW 
c. 32 b W 
E32G W 
E 32 «W 
E 32 b W 
E 32 b W 
c. 32 b W 
E 32bW 
E 32b W 
e 32G W 
£ 32 t̂ W 
£32^  W 
£ 32 b W 
£ 32bW 
£ 32^ W 
£32bW 
E 32b W 
£32w? W 
£32b W 
E 32 bW 
E32i^ W 
£ 32 b W 
c. 32bW 
E 32 bW 
£ 32 bW 
C.32G W 
£ 32bW 
E 32 bW 
£32 v» W 
£ 32GW 
£ 32 GW 
E32bW£  
£32bW§  
£ 32 G W 
E 32GW
U S A S I  F O R T R A N  4 2 o0 )  / M A S T E R  I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 ,  ♦  O P T I O N  I S  O F F  ,  O O P T I O N  I S  O F F  09/15/
LN 0 433 3080 WRI TE ( 6 1 , 3 0 8 1 ) E 32 G W
LN 0434 3081 F O R M A T « ! H i , 2 G X ,  8H8 MAT RI X, E32GH
LN 0 435 30811. / ,  / ,  9 X , 1 H O , 1 1 X 91 H H , 2 3 X , 1 HP, 14X , 1 H 3 *1 1 X • 1 H E , 1 2 X *1 H O , 1 3 X , 1 E32GW
LN 0 436 3 08 12H0 « 12X« 1HR > £ 32 bW
LN 0437 3082 OO 3087 K=i  ? 6 , 1 E32GW
LN 0438 3 083 WRI T E C 61 ,30 84) E32«W
LN 0439 3084 FORMAT ( 1HC) E32GW
LN 0 440 3085 WR I T E C 61 ,30 86)  ( ( B ( I , J , K ) , J = 1 , 1 0 , 1 ) , 1 = 1 , 7 , 1 ) E326W
LN ' C 441 3085 FORMAT ClH , F 1 2 « 6 , F 1 3 . 3 , 2 F 1 2 * 8 , F 1 4 . 3 , F 1 4 #8 , F 1 6 . 7 , F 1 3 . 7 , F 1 3 . 5 , F 1 6 . 8 ) c. 32 b W
LN 0442 3087 CONT I NUE E32GW
LN 0 443 € - 1 E32GW
LN 0444 C I NVERT  T HE A MATRIX A = A E32GW
LN G 445 C SUBROUT I NE MINV FROM IBM S C I E N T I F I C  SUBROUTI NES PACKAGE l 32 GW
LN 0446 C E 32«> W
LN 0447 310 0 DO 3110 K = 1 , 6 , 1 E 32bW
LN 0448 3101 DO 3104 J  = 1 , 7 , 1 E32bW
LN 0449 3102 OO 3114 1 = 1 , 7 , 1 E32GW
LN 0450 310 3 X ( I ,  J )  — ACi ^vJ j K) c. 32bW
LN C 451 3104 CONTI NUE E 32 g W
LN 0452 310 5 CALL  il IN V ( X , 7 , 0 0 , L L , M M ) c 32g W
LN 0453 3105 DO 3109 J = l , 7 , l L 32G W
LN 0454 3107 OO 31C9 1 = 1 , 7 , 1 E 32 GW
LN 0455 310 3 A C l , J , K )  = X { I , J ) c. 32 <3 W
LN 0456 3109 CONTINUE E32GW
LN 0457 3110 CONT I NUE E32 GW
LN G 458 C “ 1 E32GW
LN 0459 c CALCULAT E C = A *B E32u,W
LN 0460 c SUBROUT I NE GMPRO FROM IBM S C I E N T I F I C  SUBROUTI NES PACKAGE E32GW
LN 0461 c E 32«W
LN 0462 3111 DO 3125 K = i , b , l t  32u>W
LN 0 463 3112 OO 3115 J = 1 , 7 , 1 E 32GW
LN C 464 3113 OO 3115 1 = 1 , 7 , 1 c 32 bW
LN G 465 3114 X ( I , J )  = A ( I , J , K ) E32^W
LN 0466 3115 CONTI NUE E32GW
LN 0467 3115 OO 3119 J = i , 1 0 , l 2 32 GW
LN 0468 3117 OO 3119 1 = 1 , 7 , 1 c 32 GW
LN 0469 3113 Y ( I , J )  = B i I , J , K ) E32G W
LN 0470 3119 CONTI NUE E 32GW
LN 0471 312 0 CALL G M P R D ( X , Y , Z , 7 , 7 , 10) 132G W
LN 0472 3121 OO 3124 0 = 1 , 1 0 , 1 E 32 bN
LN 0473 3122 OO 3124 1 = 1 , 7 , 1 e 32v? W
LN 0474 3123 C < I , J  , K) ~ Z C I , U ) E32GW
LN 0475 3124 CONTINUE c 32bW
LN 0476 3125 CONTI NUE E 32 bN
LN 0477 C 2 32 bW
LN 0478 C WRI TE C MATRIX 232 GW
LN 0479 C t 32GW
LN 0480 313 0 WRI TE ( 5 1 , 3 1 3 1 ) E 3 2 G W
LN 0481 3131 F O R MA T ( 1 H 1 , 2 0 X ,  8HC MAT RI X, 2 32 GW
LN 0482 31311 / ,  ✓ , 9 X , i H O , 1 1 X , 1 H H , 2 3 X , X H P , 14X , 1HS, 1 1 X , 1 H E , 1 2 X , 1HO, 13X , 1 E32GW
LN 0483 3 i 3 1 2 H 0 , 1 2 X , l H R  ) £ 32 GWj~̂
LN 0484 3132 OO 3137 K = 1 ,6*1 E32uW£
LN 0 4 85 3133 WRI TE ( 5 1 , 3 0 8 4 ) E32bWM
LN 0486 3135 W R I T E ( 6 1 , 3 0 8 6 )  ( ( C ( I , J , K ) , J = 1 , 1 0 , 1 ) , 1 = 1 , 7 , 1 ) 1 32 GW
U S A S I  F O R T R A N < 2 . 0 } / M A S T E R I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E
LN 0 if87 3137
I N  G**S8 C 
LN 0 ^ 8 9  31^0
LN 0if90 3 i*+I
LN 0^91  LN G*f92
CONT I NUE




1 , * O P T I O N  I S  O F F  , □  O P T I O N  I S OF F Ü 9 / 15/
E32GW 
E32GW 







A3.1.2 Main Programme Sections 4 and 5





















































0 Q 01 
CO 02 










00190020 0 021 0 0 22 
0023  
O0 2L 
0 0 25 
0 0 26 
0027  
C 0 2 8 
0029  
G 0 30 
C 0 31 
C 0 3 2 
0 0 33 0 0 3L
0035
0036  
0 0 37 











PROGRAM SECT L5 
COMMON R l ( l O )  , R 2 Í 1 0 ) ,  R 3 C 1 Q ) ,  F * 6 , L , 2 ) ,  
N l ,  N 2 ? N3 9
T M P I Í 9 I ,  TMP0C9)  , V E L 0 < 9 > ,
T H K 9 ) ,  THO C 9 ) , WRK( 6 )  • HI D,  







5 Ki  , K2 9 K3. RBK
COMMON EMFC6 ) , T M P R ( & )  , MSP< 6 1 , M C U R Í 6 Í ,
T E N I C 9  ) , T E N O Í 9 ) ,  MELI « 9 # ,  R3FC6)  , MHPÍ 6 ) , 
A 0 C Í 6 )  , T Q E < 6 ) ,  S C W ( 6 ) ,  F L X ( SI  , R B { 6 ) ,
T BMS{ 9 ) 5 E F Fi61 * G R ( 6 I ,  W ( 1 0 , 6 ) ,  CUMTMÍ1G)  ,
V ( 7 , 6  > , S C I O ) ,  1 ( 7  j 1 0) , U ( 7 ) ,
LL (7> 9 MMÍ7J 9 L S B S , T DSB,
X < 7 , 7  > 9 Y ( 7 , 1 0  ) , Z ( 7 9 10 )
COMMON C (7 « 10 9 6 ) , A C 7«7 « 6  > , 8 ( 7 2 1 0 * 5 ) ,
Ü L D § 3 (150 f 9 O O É B T ( 15 0) « O D S l H ( 1 5 0 )  ,
J B ( 9 )  , T F ( 9 )  » ORB(61 , K 1 5 , K 1 6 , K i 7 
COMMON/ 5 7/ DL S3S ( 150 9 9)  9 OTMP ( 15 C , 9) . ,  D T H U 5 0 . 9 ) *
1VT MPÍ 3)  , V LS 8 S ( 9)  , V T H C 3 ) 9 VT BMS( 9 )  , ST BMS( 9 ) , C H N G < 7 , 6 )  , ACV0<5)  
REAL K i , K 2 * K 3 , K L , K 5 , K 6 , K 7 ( 6 ) , K 8 ( 6 > , K9< 6 Í , K 1 0 ( b ) , K i i  C6 ) ,MMOD,  
1L S B S (91 , K12 9 LOS B 9 K 1 3 , K i L , K 1 5 , K16, K 1 7 9 K 1 8 ,
2 MA RC S ) 9 I N R Í 6 ) 9 L V R Í 6 )
REAL LIM 9 MSP9 MCUR, MHP, MU, MAX( 2)  , M I N ( 2)
CALL SECT123





0 0 53 
G05L
I N I T I A L I S E  V * W MATRICES
L 00 0 00 L 3 u 7 K = 1 , 6 ,1 
LOO 1 00 LO03 0 = 1 2 1 0 , 1  
L OG 2 W ( J  ,  K) — 0 o 0 
L0G3 CONTI NUE  
LQH L 00 LOGS 1=197, 1  
LOO 5 V ( I 5KI = G « 0 
LOOS CONTI NUE  
LOG 7 CONTINUE
I N I T I A L I S E  I NTERSTAND ♦ DESCALE BOX ARRAYS
L013 DO LG25 J = l , 1 5 0 , 1  
L 011 AJ  = J
L 012 D L D S B i J )  = LDSB -  ( A J  -  1 . 0  ) * V E L I C 3 )  * Of / 60. 0  
L 013 D O S B T i J )  = TMPIC2I  
L01L OD S T H ( J )  = T H I t 2 )
L 015 DO LQI 9  K=L, 9, 1'
LG15 D L S 8 S i J , K >  = LSBSI K)  -  ( AJ -  1 . 0  ) * V E L I O O  * OT / 6 0 . G 
LG17 O T M P ( J , < 3 = G„ G










E 32 b W 
E32GW 
¿32 bW 
E 32 GW £32bM 







E 32 bW 
E32bW 
E32b W 
E 32G W 
E32GH 
E32GW E32tíW
i_ 32 b N 
E32 bW 
c. 32 b W 
E 32GW 
E 32GW 




E 32 GW 
E32GW 
c 32 bN 
E32tí W 
£ 3 2 G W 





E32GW^  £32bWg 
E32GW 
E32GW
U S A S I  F O R T R A N ( 2 . 0 1 / M A S T E R  I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 , *  O P T I O N  I S  OF F  ,  Ü O P T I O N  I S  O F F  0 9 / 1 5 ^
LN 0 0 55 4 02 3 OO 4024 K = 1 ,  3 ,  1 ' E32GWLN 0056 4 021 D L S B S ( J , K )  = LS8S <K) »  i AJ  -  1 . 0  ) * V E L K K I  ♦ OT / 6 0 . 0 E 32GW
LN 0057 4 022 D T M P ( J , K >  = TMPO( K) E32GW
LN 0058 4023 O T H ( J ?K> = THOC-K) £32 GW
LN 0059 4024 CONT I NUE E32GW
LN 0060 4025 CONTI NUE E32GW
LN 0061 4030 OO 4032 J = i  *9 $ 1 E32GW
LN 0062 4 031 S T B M S ( J )  = TBMS( J> ¿32 GW
LN 0 0 63 4032 CONTI NUE E32GW
LN 0 0 64 4033 STOSB = TDSB E 32 GW
LN 0065 4034 OO 4Q36 vJ=l 9 5 , i E 32 GW
LN 0066 4035 AC VO ( J )  = 0 « 0 £32bW
LN 0067 4035 CONT I NUE c. 32»W
LN 0068 C E32GW
LN 0069 c I N I T I A L I S E  I NPUT  ARRAY E 32bW
LN 0070 c E32GW
LN 0371 4040 DO 4044 J = i ? 7 9i E 32 G W
LN 0372 4041 DO 4043 K = l , b , i £ 32 GW
LN 0 0 73 4042 CHNG ( J  , K ) = 0 o 0 E32«W
LN 0074 4043 CONT I NUE £ 32GW
LN 0 075 4 044 CONTI NUE E32GW
LN 0076 C c 32 bW
LN 0077 4045 RT = C o u £ 32 b W
LN 0 Q 78 4045 WT = 0 . J E 32GW
LN 0 079 4047 TM = Gou E 32 bW
LN 0080 4 Q48 TCTR^Oo J E32bW
LN 00 81 1404 8 L I M = 0 .0 E 32 G W
LN 0082 4 04 9 NCR = 0 132b W
LN 0083 C c32bW
LN 0 0 84 4 C5 j S L I H  = CUNTM ( 9> * V E L I Î 1 )  / 60. 0 ' 132b W
LN 0085 4051 OO 4053 J - 1 , 2 , 1 E 32^W
LN 0086 4052 M I N ( J )  = lOOOoO £ 32c?W
LN 0 087 4053 MAXCJ)  = ( - 1 0 0 0 . 0 ) £ 32G W
LN CQ88 C E 32 bW
LN 0 0 89 C SECT I ON 5 DYNAMIC CALCULAT I ON • E32GW
LN CQ9G C £ 32b W
LN CQ91 C £ 32 GW
LN 0092 C £ 32 bW
LN 0093 C READ I NCOMING BAR I NFORMATI ON E32bW
LN 0 0 94 c c. 32b W
LN 0095 5 00 0 I  F C WT - F T 1 5 0 1 0 , 5 0  0 1 95001 £ 32 b W
LN 0 0 96 5001 R F A D ( 6 0 , 5 0 0 2 1 R T 9N C 9J ,  (CHNG ( J , K ) , K  = 1 , 6 , i ) £ 32bW
LN 0 0 97 5 CO 2 F O R MA T ( F 10« 5 , 2 1 5 , 6 F 1 Q . 5 ) £ 32GW
LN 0 0 98 C £ 32bW
LN 0099 500 3 NCR = NCR + 1 t  32G W
LN U100 5 00 4 I F ( NC - NCR > 5010 950 109 50 0 1 £ 32bW
LN 0101 5 010 CONTI NUE E32«W
LN C 102 5011 T C T R  = T C T R F 1 . 0 £ 32 GW
LN 0103 C5012 W R I T E ( 5 1 9 5 0 1 3) TCTR £ 32 GW
LN 0104 C5013 F Q R M A T < l H 0 , l Q X f 5 H T C T R = ,  F5 « 2 ) L 32v3 W
LN 0105 5014 I  F ( CHNG(1 9 5 > Î 50 1 5 , 5 0 1 5 , 5 0 1 6 £ 32GWPjW •’I
LN 0106 5015 SLI M = 0 « U c 32 GWf®
LN 0107 5015 CONTINUE £ 32 G W
LN 0108 5019 NCR = 0 £32bW
U S A S I  F O R T R A N < 2 . 0 > / M A S T E R I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 ♦  O P T I O N  I S  O F F  s O O P T I O N  I S O F F 0 9/15 i
LN Ö10 9 5 02 Q GTH = C HNG < 1 , 1 ) £32 <7 WLN 0110 5021 GTHP = CHNG<1, 2 ) E32GW
LN O l i i 5022 S CT = C H N G i l , 3 ) E 32 GW
LN 0112 5023 GL = CHNG( 1 , 4 ) E32GW
LN 0113 15023 I F  Í CHNG C 7 , 6 )  -  9*0 > 35023, 3 5 0 2 3 , 2 5 0 2 3 E32GW
LN 0114 25023 STOP E32GW
LN 0115 35023 I  F ( CHNG ( 7 , 6  î > 4 5 0 2 3 , 4 5 0 2 3 , 55023 E32GWLN 0116 45023 C H N G ( 7 * 5 )  = l oû E32GW
LN 0117 55023 NZ = CHNG <7, 6) E32GW
LN 0118 C E 32 GW
LN 0119 C MOVE ALL VARI ABLES ONE PLACE E 32 G W
LN 0120 C E32GW
LN 0121 5 C3Ö DO 5046 K = i , 9 , l 132GW
LN 0122 5031 KK = 1 t 32GW
LN 0123 5032 J J  = 7 E32 g W
LN 0124 5 03 3 I F <  K -  3 > 5 0 3 9 , 5 0 3 9 , 5 0 3 4 E32GW
LN 0125 5034 I F  ( K -  8 1 5 0 3 5 , 5 0 3 5 , 5 0 3 7 E32GW
LN 0126 5Ö35 KK = K -  2 E32GW
LN 0127 5 035 GO TO 5 ö 39 c. 32 E? W
LN 0128 5037 J J  = 4 E 32GW
LN 0129 5 038 KK = 6 E32GW
LN 0130 C E 3 2 g W
LN C131 C I F  K = 1 -  3 , KK = 1 , J J  = 7 ti 32G W
LN 0132 C I F  K = 4 -  8 , K K = K -  2 , J J  = 7 E 32 ü»W
LN 0133 c I F  K - 9  , KK = S , J J  = 4 E32GW
LN G 134 c E32GW
LN G 135 5039 TEMPY = î V E L K K Î  4 V C J J , K K )  ) * DT / 6Q.Ü E32GW
LN 0136 5040 DO 5045 J J J = 1 , 1 4 9 , 1 e. 3 2 W
LN 0137 5 041 J = 151 -  J J J E32 w? W
LN 0138 5042 D L S B S i J , K )  = DLSBS C J - l , K )  - TEMPY E32GW
LN 0139 5043 D T M P ( J , K ) = DTMP C J - l , K > E 32 GW
LN C 140 5044 O T H ( J , K) = D T H C J - l , K ) t, 32 u> W
LN G141 5 045 CONT I NUE £32 GW
LN 0142 5 04 3, CONTINUE 1 32 GW
LN 0143  
LN 0144  
LN 0145  
LN 0146  
LN G147 
LN G148 
LN 0149  
LN G15Q 
LN 0151  
LN 0152  
LN 0153  
LN C 154  
LN 0155  
LN D156  
LN G 157 
LN C 158 
LN G 159  
LN 0160  















5 IG 3 510'4 
5105 5 IG 5
5107
5108
00 5052 J J J  = 1 , 149 ,1 
J  = 151 »  J J J  
O L D S B Í J )  = DL D S B C J - 1 Î  
D D S B T í J )  = D D S B T C J - 1 )  
G U S T H ( J )  = O D S T H C J - l )  
CONTI NUE
i VELI ( 3)  + V < 7 , 1 )  ) * Dl / 6 0 oO
SEARCH FOR F I RST  VALUE OF DLSBS & DLDSB TO GO - V E
00 5107 K = i , 9 , 1
JP = T 8 H S Í K I  / OT »  3 J  + 2 , 0  
WRITE < 6 1 , 5 0 8 4 )  JP 
F ORMAT ( 1 H G , 1 0 X , 4 H J P  =
DO 51C6 J  = J P , 150 , 1
1 F I O L S B S ( J 9K)
J 8 Í K )  = J - l  
GO TO 5 1 C 7 
CONTI NUE  
CONTINUE
J P  = TOS B / OT * 0 0 7 4 2 « G
lb)
> 5 1 0 4 , 5 1 0 6 , 5 1 0 6
£ 32G W 
E 32GW 
t  32u¡W 
E32 GW 
£ 32GW 
E 32 GW 
E 32g W 
E 32 G W 
£32 GW 
t 32 g W 
t  32GW 
£32 u>W 
E 32 G W 
E32GW 
£ 32 g W 
E 32 G W 
£32bW£
E32GWS 
E 32g W 
E32GW
U S A S !  F O R T R A N  C2 . O J  / M A S T E R  I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 ,  ♦  O P T I O N  I S  O F F  ,  O O P T I O N  I S  O F F  0 9 / 1 5 /
LN 0163  
LN 0164  
LN 0165  
LN 0166  
LN 0167  
L N  6166  
LN 016 9  
LN 0170  
LN 0171  
LN 0172  
L N  0173  
LN 0174  
LN 0175  
LN 0176  
LN C177 
LN 0178  
LN 0179  
LN 0180  
LN 0181  
LN 0182  
LN 0183  
LN C184  
LN 0185  
LN 0186  
LN 0187 
LN 0188 
LN 0189  
LN 0190 
LN 0191  
LN 0192  
LN 0193  
LN 0 19*+ 
LN 0195  
LN 0196  
LN 0197  
LN 0198  
LN 0199  
LN 0200  
LN 0201  
LN G 202 
LN 0203  
LN G 20 4 
LN 0205  
LN 0206  
LN 0207  
LN 0 208 
LN 0209  
LN 0210 
LN 0211  
LN 0212  
LN 0213  
LN 0214  
LN 0215  
LN 0216
C5117 : W R I T E < 6 1 , 5 0 8 4 )  JP
5109 DO 5113 J = J P , 1 3 0 , I
5110 I F  ( D L D 3 8 C J )  I 5 1 1 1 , 5 1 1 3 , 5 1 1 3
5111 J OSS  = J  -  1
5112 GO TO 5114
5113 CONT I NUE
5114 CONT I NUE
C5115 W R I T E C 5 1 *5116)  i J B C K i  , K = 1 , 9 I  * J D S 8 
C5115 FORMAT ClHG*1GX* 3 H J B = , 9 1 9  *5 H J O S B = , I  9)
5120 DO 5124 J = i , 1 5 0 , 1
5121 I F C  D L S 3 S ( J , N Z I -  CHNGC7, 3 )  1 5 1 2 2 , 5 1 2 2 , 5 1 2 4
5122 J A  = J
5123 GO TO 5125
5124 CONT I NUE
5125 CONT I NUE  
C
15125 I F C  C H N G ( 7 , 1 )  I 3 5 1 2 5 , 2 5 1 2 5 , 3 5 1 2 5  
25125 TMPLON = D T M P ( J A , N Z )
35125 CONTI NUE
45125 I F C  C H N J ( 7 , 2 5  1 6 5 1 2 5 , 5 5 1 2 5 , 6 ^ 1 2 5  
55125 WTLON = WT 
65125 CONTI NUE  
C
C CALCULAT E  T B M S , T F , T D S B  f TFOSB
C
5130 DO 5135 K = I , 9 , 1
5131 J = J B ( K )
5132 3 J =  J
5133 T F C K )  = OLSBSCJ  , K)  / ( DLS8S CJ , K ) - DL SBS < J + 1 , K I )
5134 TQMS CK) = { 8 J - 1 + T F C K )  ! *DT
5135 CONTI NUE  
5135 J  = JDS J  
5137 8 J -  J
5133 T FOSB = DLDSBCJ)  / C OLQSBCJ)  -  DLiDSBCJ + 1) )
5139 TOSS = < 8 J - l f T F D S B ) *  DT
C5143 . W R I T E ( 6 1 , 5 1 4 1 )  ( T B MS ( K ) , K = i  , 9 )  , CTF ( K > , K = 1 , 9 )  , T D S B, T F OS B  
C5141 F O R M A T ( i H G , l G X , 5 H T B M S = , 9 F 1 0« 2 , / , 1 1 X , 5 H T F  = , 9F10 « 2 , / , 1 1 X , 5 H T D S B = , 
C51411 F 1 0 . 2 , 6 H T F D S B = ,  F10o21 
C
C CALCULATE XRAY GAUGE C K=9 J
C
5150 J  = J  B ( 9 )
5151 XTH = C D T H t J + 1 , 9 )  -  0 T H ( J , 9 )  )
5152 TMP = CDT MPCJ * i *9) - D T M P C J , 9 )  )
5153 XTMP = THP -  Ki  * TBMSC9)  *
C
C CALCULATE W VECTOR C K = 3 - 8 ,  , L = l - 6 )
C ,
5170 DO 5181 K = 4 , 8 , l
5171 L = K -  2
517 2 J  = JBCK)  ^
5173 W ( 2 , L )  = ( D T H ( J + i , K )  -  D T H i J , K )  )
5174 TMP = ( DTMPCJ*1, K> - D T M P i J , K )  >
5175 W ( 1 , L ) = TMP -  Kl  * TBMSCKI  *
* T F ( 9)  f OTH ( J , 9) f TH0C9)
* T F C 9 )  + O T H P C J  , 9 ) F-TMPO < 9)
( TMP f 46 0 o 0 ) * * 4  /XTH
* T F  CK) F OTH i J  , K)
* TFCK)  f DTMP CJ , K) +T MPOCK)












1 32 GW 










u 32g W 





E 32 u> W 
£ 32GW 
E32G.W 
c 32 W 
E 32o> W 
E32GW 
E 32uW 
E 32 W 





E 32G W 






E SEg Wf̂  
E32^W°° 
E 32 G W^ 
E 32GW
U S A S I  F O R T R A N € 2 . 0 > / M A S T E R I N T E G E R  MORO S I Z E  = 1 ,  *  O P T I O N  I S  O F F O O P T I O N  I S O F F 09 /
CM 0217  
LN 0218  
LN 0219  
LN 0220  
LN 0 2 2 1  
LN 0222  
LN 0223  
LN 0224  
LN 0225  
LN 0226  
LN 0227  
LN 0228  
LN 0229  
LN 0230  
LN 0231  
I N  0232  
LN 0233  
LN 0234  
LN 0235  
LN 0236  
LN 0237  
LN 0238  
LN 0239  
LN 0240  
LN 0241  
LN 0242  
LN 0243  
LN C 2 4 h 
LN 0245  
LN 0246  
LN 0247  
LN 0248  
LN 0249  
LN 0250  
LN 0251  
LN 0252  
LN 0253  
LN 0254  
LN 0255  
LN 0256  
LN 0257  
LN 0258  
LN 0259  
LN 0260  
LN 0261  
LN 0262  
LN 0263  
LN 0264  
LN 0265  
LN 0266  
LN 0267  
LN 0268  
LN 0269  
LN 0270
51751 / i T H I ( K )  * WC2, L )  ) -  T N P I C K )
5175 W<4,L> = K2 * T H I ( K) »  HID * A C V O ( L - l ) - *  DT
5177 I F  ( WC4, L> > 5 1 7 8 , 5 1 7 9  »5179
5178 W< 4 , L ) = 0 . 0
5179 W ( 3 , L - i >  = W < 4 , L)
5180 W C Ì 0 . L )  = V < 4 , L )
5181 CONTI NUE
5182 J  = JBC 3)
5183 W < 2 , 1  ) = ( D T H < J + 1 , 3 )
5184 THP
5185 W ( 1 51)  =
518 51
5186 W( 4 « 1)  =
5187 W ( 1 u « 1> =
5193 OO 5196 
5191 W < 5 » J> = CHNG(2 » J l
( O T MP C J + l , 3 >  
IMP -  .......  "
0.0VI 4,11
- OTH(J,3i >
- 0 T M P i J , 3 )  ) 
K l  * TBMSC3)  *
/ ( T HI (3 >
Cc
c
5192 W < 6  » J ) =
51921 +
5193 W ( 7 9 J )  =
5194 W i 8  9 J) =
5195 WC 9 » J> = 
5195 CONTI NUE
CHNG<7 » 1)  
CHNG( 7 , 2 1  
CHNG(4 » J> 
CHNG<5 » JÈ 
CHNG( 6  » U)
i D T N P I J A , N Z ) -
C WT -  WTLQN )
T F  (31 F D T H C U , 3 ) - T H I  ( 3 )  
T F < 3)  + DTMP CJ , 3)
< THP * 4 6 0 . 0  > **4 
N ( 2  » 1> > -  T H P I (3 >
TH PLON Î 
+ CHNG i 3 9 J  >
WRITE OUTPUT
5340 I F C  WT »  TM ) 5 4 0 0 , 5 3 4 1 , 5 3 4 1
5341 TM = TH F CHNG<1, 6)  * OT
5353 WRITE { 5 1  , 5351)
5351 F O R M A T ( i H 0 , 2 Q X , 3 3 H V A R I A T I O N S  ABOUT OPERATING POINTS]»
5413 WR I T E C 6 1 , 5 4 1 1 ) WT , L I . M
5411 F0RMAT < 1 HG, 1 X, 1 2 HE L APSE 0  T I H E , F 6 . 2 , I X , 4 H S E C S , 5 X , 13HSTRI P IN MI LL s 
5 4 1 1 1 F 6 . l 9 l X 9 2 H F T >
5423 WRI TE C 6 1 25421i
5421 FORMAT Cl  H u 9 26X, 4HCR0P,  4X, 7HOE SCALF , 4 X , 6 (5 H S T ANO, 9 X ) , 5 H X - R A Y , /
54211 9 2 7 X 55HSHFAR9 5 X , 3 H B 0 X ,  7 X s 2HF5, 1 2 X , 2 HF 6 , 1 2 X , 2 HF 7 9 1 2 X 9 2HF 8 9 1 2 X 9 2HF 
5 4 2 1 2 9 9 I 2 X 9 3 H F I C 9 I O X 9 5 HGAUGE9 / 9 2 7X 9 10 8 ( IH«*) )
5430 WRI T E ( 6 1  , 5431)  C WC 9 , J ) , J = i , 6 , 1 )
5431 FORMAT ClH ?22HWQRK ROLL RADIUS Ì I N S ) , 1 3 X , 6 F 1 4 . 3 )
5440 WRI T E ( 6 1 , 5 4 4 1 )  CW ( 8 9 J ) , J  = 1 9 6 , 1 )
5441 FORMAT C1 H 9 23HW0RK ROLL TEMP.  <DEG. F)  , 1 2 X , 6 F 1 4 •0 I
5450 WRI T E « o i , 5 4 5 i ) W C 4 , i ) , W < 4 , i ) , { W ( 4 , J ) , J = i , 6 , i > , W < 3 , 6 >
5451 FORMAT Cl H , 1 9 HS T R I P  T ENSI ON ( L BS) , F 4 . 1 , F 9 . 1 , F 1 2 . 1 , F 1 2 . i , 5 F 1 4 . i I
5452 DO 5454 0 =1, 391
5453 V TMPC J I  = D T M P C I 9 J )  -  T MP O( J )
5454 CONTINUE
5456 VOS BT = DOSBT Cl )  - T M P I C 2 )
5457 VXTMP = XTHP -  T M P K 9 )
5 4i? 5 WRITE C6 I 9 5 459) VDS3T  , CW ( Ì 9 J ) « J = 1  9 6 , 1 )  ¿VXTMP
5459 FORMAT C1 H 9 19HSTRI P TEMP.  < OEb. F )  , 1 4 X, F 7 . 0 , r 1 0 . 0 , 6 F 1 4 . Q)
5460 WRI TE < 5 1 , 5 4 6  M V T M P  ( J )  , J = 1 9 3 , 1 )  9 < D T MPI 1 9 J  ) 9 J  = 4 , 9 , 1)
5461 FORMAT (1 H , 19HSTRI P TEMP . Î ü E G . F )  , F 6 . 0 , F 6 . 0 , F 9 . 0 , F 1 0 .  0 , 5 F 1 4 .  01.
5470 WRITE Còl  , 5471)  C W i ô y J } ?J = 1 , 6 ,1)
5471 F ORNAT C1 H 9 ÜHMOT OR VOLTS , 2 4 X f 6 F 1 4 .  0)
















E 3 2 g W 
E32^W 
c 32 GW 
E32i»H 
£ 32 ^W E32GW 
C.32GW 
E 32 G W 
E 32 bW 
E32GW 
E32GW 
c. 32 GW 
E 32 GW 
Ê32u>W 
E 32G W 
t 32 bW 





E 32 GW 
c 32 GW 
£ 32 G W 
E 32GW 




E 32g W 
E 32GW t32uW 
£3 2«W 
E 32GW 




£ 32 G W
U S A S I  F O R T R A N € 2 * 0 )  /M A S T E R I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 ,  » O P T I O N  I S  O F F O O P T I O N  I S O F F 0 9 / 1 5
LN 0271 
LN 0272  
LN 0273  
UN 0 274  
LN 0275  
LN 0276  
LN 0277  
LN 0278  
LN 0279  
LN 0280  
LN 0281  
LN 0282  
LN 0283  
LN 0284  
LN 0285  
LN 0286  
LN 0287  
LN 0288  
LN 0289  
LN 0290  
LN 0291  
LN 0292  
LN 0293  
LN 0294  
LN 0295  
LN 0296  
LN 0297  
LN 0298  
LN 0299  
LN 0300  
LN 0301  
LN 0302  
LN 0 3 Q 3 
L N 0 304  
LN 0305  
LN 0306  
LN C307  
LN 0308  
LN 0309  
LN 0310  
LN 0311  
LN 0312  
LN 0313  
LN 0 314 
LN 0315  
LN 0316  
LN 0317  
LN 0318  
LN 0319  
LN 0320  
LN 0321  
LN 0322  
LN 0323  
LN 0324
F4 « 2 , 2Xf
ST3MSCJ )
5473 VLS8SCJ )  = 0 L S 8 S ( 1 , J )  -  L S B S ( J )
547% CONTI NUE
5475 VLGSB = O L O S B d ) -  LOSB
l i f t ?  J f  VLS8S ( 1)  , VLSBS ( 2)  , VLDSB . < VLS3S < J> , D = 3 , 9 , 1 >
5482 OO 5484 J = i , 3 , i
5483 V T H ( J )  = D T H < 1 , J )  = T H O C J )
5484 CONT I NUE
5485 VQSTH = OOST HI 1 )  -  T N I C 2 )
5483 VXTH = XT H -  T H K 9 I
5468 WRI TE (61 , 54891 V OS T H,  ( W(2 9 J )  , J  = l , 6  , 1)  , VXTH
915HST RI P T H I C & N E S 3 , 1 X , 5 H ( I N S ) , F l 8 c 4 5F 1 2 « 4 , b F 1 4 . 4 )
1 490 WRI T E (61 , 5491)  tVTH< J )  , J = 1 , 3 ,  1> , (O TH C1,  J )  J j = 4 ^ 1 )
T w i 9 KiJf S S ’ l X i , 5 H ( I N S )  *2F6 . h , F 12.  ‘+ , F 6 . i t , 5 F H * . 4 )
Atll ,11HSTr |p SPEED , 2 X , 5 H < F P H ) ,̂ F 7 .0 6 .0 ’ F § . 0 , F i 0.0, 5 F  1 % . 0 )
1^493 W R I T E ( 5 l , 2 5 4 9 3 ) ( V < 4 , J ) , J = l , 6 , i ) 5 V ( 4 , 6 )
25493 F O R M A T d H  , 11HST RI P S P t E O,£ X,5H(FPM I , 1 8 X , 7F 14 . 0 )
5494 OO 5496 0 = 1 , 9 , 1
5495 V T B MS ( J )  = T 8 M S ( J )
5496 CONTINUE
5497 VT DS8 = TuSB -  STDSB
550 0 SSSIf-ri? 1 >5501)VTBMS(1), VTBM3 (2) , VTDSB, ( VTBMS (J) , J = 3 5̂ 01. FQRMATC1H , 5HTIMES, 2X,6H<SECS)J BX,f£.3, 3X,F5l3, :
P 5 J l l r t ) t O « r l l « 0  9 P r l H o 3 )
5510 WRI TE ( 6 1 , 5 5 1 1 ) ( V ( 6 , J ) , J = 1 , 6 , 1 )
5511 FORMAT( 1 H , 10HROLL FORCE,  2 X , 5 H ( L 6 S ) , 2 Q X , 6 F 1 4 , 0)
5520 WRI TE ( 6 1 , 5 5 2 1 )  ( W( 5 , J ) , J  = 1 , 6 , 1 )  9
5521 FORMAT( 1H -®13HSCREW S E T T I N G ,  2X, 5H ( I NS)  , 1 6 X , 6 F 1 4 . 3 )
5530 WRI TE ( 6 1 , 5 5 3 1 )  <V ( 3 , J )  , J  = 1 , 6 , 1 )
1|31 F O R r t A T d H  ¿1MH4RC OF CONT ACT ,  2X , 5H < IN S> , 15X , S F l  <*.3 >
5 540 WRlTs.  C o i , 5 5 4 1 M V ( 5 , J ) , J  = l , b , l )
m i  ssi"iT<t? .itijuf1?;??, •!*« •"'I*--
5551 FORMAT <1H , 37HROLL BENDING ACROSS S T R I P  WIDTH ( I N S )  , F i 3 . 7 , 5 F 1 4 e7)
5400 I F ( GL * SLIM -  LIM ) 5 4 0 1 , 5 4 0 1 , 5 2 0 0  
54Q1 W R I T E ( 6 1 , 5 4 0 2 ) M A X d ) , M I N ( I ) , M A X ( 2 ) , M I N ( 2 )
5402 F O R M A T ( i H C , 52HTEMPERATURE VARI AT I ON LEAVI NG STAND F10 ( O E G« F )  MAX 
5 4 0 2 1 , F 8 « 0 , 2 X , 3 H M I N , F 8 o 0 , / / , 3 X , 4 3 HT HI GK NE S S  VARI AT I ON LEAVI NG STAND F1Q 
54022 ( I N S ) , 4 X , 3 H M A X , F 8 . 4 , 2 X , 3 H M I N , F 8 . 4 )  U
5 40 3 STOP
CALCUL AT E  V VECTOR
9 , 1 )





5200 DO 5212 K = i , 6 , l
5201 OO 5206 J = l , 1 0 , i
5202 S ( J )  = W( J « K )
5203 OO 5205 1 = 1 , 7 , 1
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E 32GW 
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E32GW 
n 32GW 
E 32 GW 
E 32 bW E32GW 
E32GW 
£ 32 GW E 32uW 
E32b W 
E32GW E32GW 
E 3 2 d W 
E326W 
c 32 bW 








E 32 b N 
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U S A S I  F O R T R A N  €2  • 0 ) /"MASTER I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 *  O P T I O N  I S O F F O O P T I O N  I S O F F Ü 9 / 1 5 ¿
LN 0325 
LN 0326  
LN 0 327 
LN 0328  
LN 032 9  
LN 0330  
LN 0331  
LN 0332  
LN 0333  
LN 033*  
LN 0335  
LN 0336  
LN 0337  
LN 0338  
LN 0339  
LN 03*0  
LN 03*1  
LN 03*2  
LN 03*3  
LN 03**  
LN 03*5  
LN 03*6  
LN 03*7  
LN 03*8  
LN 03*9  
LN 035Û 
LN 0351  
LN 0352  
LN 0353  
L N 0 3 5* 
LN 0355  
LN 0356  
LN 0357  
LN 0358  
LN 0359  
LN 0360 
LN 0361  
LN 0362  
LN 0363  
LN 036*  
LN 0365  
LN 0366  
LN 0367  
LN 0368  
LN 0369  
LN 0 3 7 G 
LN 0371  
LN 0 372 
LN 0373  
LN 037*  
LN 0375  
LN 0376  
LN 0377  
LN 0378
520 5 CONT I NUE
5207 CALL G M P R O C T , S , U , 7 , 1 0 , 1 )
5208 DO 5'210 1 = 1 , 7 , 1
5209 V ( I  , K )  = U C I I
5210 CONT I NUE
5211 D R B ( K )  = V < 6 , K) * RBK
5212 CONT I NUE  
C
15212 I F i  LI M -  SLI M > 5 2 2 0 , 5 2 1 3 , 5 2 1 3
5213 DO 5219 J = l , 2 , l
521* I F  < MÄXCJ)  ■-  ( J  , 6 ) ) 5 2 1 5 , 5 2 1 7 , 5 2 1 7
5215 M A X ( J )  = V i J , 6 )
5215 GO TO 5 2 1 9
5217 I F  <MINC J ) -  V ( J  , 6 1 > 5 2 1 9 , 5 2 1 9 , 5 2 1 8
5218 MI N i J )  = V < J  , 6 )
5219 CONT I NUE
5220 CONT I NUEC
C CALCULAT E  DESCALE BOX OUTPUT ( K=3 )C
5230 □ TH <1, 3 )  = i D O S T H i J 0 S 3  + 1) -  ÜDSTHCJDSB)  )
5231 DL S B S ( 1 , 3  > = L S 8 S Ì 3 1
5232 TMP = { D D S B I C J D S d F l )  -  D D S B T ( J O S B )  ) * T F0S3 F OOSBTCJDSBJ
5233 OTMP< 1 , 3 )  = TMP -  < i TMP -  200. 0  > / C D T H C l ,
52331 f Go 5 I >C
C CALCUL AT E  DESCALE BOX INPUT C K=2)
C
5250 J  = J B ( 2 )
5251 D D S T H ( l )  = i D T H I J F l , 2 i  »  D T H ( J , 2 >
5252 D L D S B i l )  = LOSS
5253 TMP = < DTMP C J * 1 , 2  > - D T M P { U , 2 )
525* DDSBTC1)  = TMP -  K i  * T 8MSÌ 2I  *
525*1 / D D S T H i i )
C
C CALCUL AT E  CROP SHEAR I NPUT & OUTPUT i
C
5270 J  = J B ( 1 )
5271 O T H { 1 , 2 )  = i D T H < J * i , i )  -  D T H ( J , 1 >  > * T F ( 1 )  F D T H ( J , 1 >
5272 D L S B S i l , 2 >  = LSBS<2>
♦ TFDSB F DD S T H i J D S B)
/ C K15 * TDSB >
) * T F  (2)  F 0 T H ( J , 2>
) * T F (2 Î + DT MPí J , 2 >
< T I P  F * 6 0 c0 ) * * *
K-1,2
5273 TMP = < DTMP( J * i , 1 )  -OTMP(J.l) > * T F C i )  +UTMFCJ , 1>
527* D T M P i i , 2 ) =  TMP -  K l  * TBMSC1> * Í IMP F *6GoQ
527*1 / DT H ( 1 , 2  )
PUT 1ST VALUE I N T O  I N T ERST ANJ ARRAYS
j ^
5293 OO 5297 K = * , 8 , l  
5 291 L = K -  3
5292 DTMP<1, K> = V i l , LI
5293 □ TH ( 1,  K) = V < 2 , L )
15293 ACVO( L )  = ACVDi L )  F ( V Í 7 , L F i >  -  V Í * , L )  > 
529* O L S B S i l , K >  = LS8S <K> -  K3 * ACVOÍ LI  * DT 
5295 I F i  QLSd S ( 1 , Kl -  L S B S Í K )  > 5296 , 5 2  97 , 5297  




£32bH  E 3 2GW 
E32GH 




c 32 bW E32i*W 
1 32GW 
£326W 
£ 32GW &32GW 
£326W 
£ 32u»W 
E 3 2 b W  
E32GW 







t  32 bW 
c.32b W 
E 32 GW 
c 32 GW 
E 32 bW 
£ 326W 




£ 32 GW 
E 32GW 
E 32 g W 
£32b W 
£ 32GW 




£ 32 GW 
£ 32 G W 
£326 W 
£32 GW 
£32bW^  E32oWg 
E 3 2bW 
£ 32 GW
U S A S !  F O R T R A N ( 2 . 3 ) / W A S T E R I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 * O P T I O N  I S  O F F O P T I O N  I S O F F 0 9 / 1 5 /
LN 0379 5297 CONTI NUE
LN 0 3 80 C J =  8
LN 0381 5310 D T M P < i , 9 l  = V < 1 , 6 I
LN 0 382 5311 0 T H ( 1 , 9 )  = V ( 2 , 6 I
LN 0383 5312 D L S B S < 1 , 9 ) =  L S 8 S ( 9 )
LN 0384 C
LN 0385 C DET ERMI NE I NCOMING TH
LN 0386 C
LN 0387 5 330 DLSÖS t i  * 1)  = L S B S i l )
LN 0388 5 331 D T H < i , i )  = GTH
LN 0389 5332 NT =T.CTR* DT
LN 0390 5333 LI M = L I M f  f V E L I C 3 )
LN 0391 C5335 WRI TE i 6 1 . 5 3 3 7 )  LI M
LN 0 392 C 5 3 31 F O R M A T i l H C f 1 0 X , 4 H L I M =
LN 0393 5334 TMP = GTMP f SCT * CO
LN 0394 C W R I T E ( 5 1 9 5 3 3 9 J K 1 6 , WT
LN 0395 C5 339 F O R MA T C 1 H O , 5 F 1 2 . 6 )
LN 0396 5335 O T M P ( l , l )  = 1. 3 / { K
LN 0397 53351. F 1, 0 / {
LN 0398 15335 I F ( CHN5 ( i s 5)  1 2 5 3 3 5 ,
LN 0399 25335 D T MP ( 1 . 1 )  = TMP
LN G4Ö0 5338 GO TO 500C -
LN 0401 END
I C K N E S S  & TEMPERATURE
f V ( 7 91) > * OT / 60. 39
10 o 3)




L I H  * 2 . 0  *
? K 1 7 , T HP
Q T H ( l , i >  *
0 ) * * 3  ) * *
3 . 1 4 1 6  / GL ) SGT
C 1 . 0  -  K17 
. 3 3 3 3 -  460.










E 32 GN E32gW 
E32GW 
£ 3 2 g W E32GW 
E32GN 
E 32 g N 
E32GW E32GW 
E 32 gN 





A 3  o l o  3 Subroutine RLFCE
U S A S  X F O R T R A N  <2 . 0 )  / M A S T E R  I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 ,  *  O P T I O N  I S  O F F  ,  O O P T I O N  I S  O F F  Û 9 /
LN 0 0 01 
LN 0 002  
LN 0003  
LN OOQif 
LN 0005  
LN 0006  
LN 0007  
LN 0008  
LN 0 Q09 
LN 0010  
LN 0011  
LN 0 Q12 
LN 0013  
LN QQ1A 
LN 0015  
LN 0016  
LN 0017  
LN 0018  
LN 0019  
LN 0020  
LN 0021  
LN 0 Q 22 
LN 0023  
LN 0O2L  
LN 0025  
LN 0026  
LN 0027  
LN 0028  
LN 0029  
LN 0030 
LN 0031  
I N  0032  
LN 0033  
LN u 03*+ 
LN 0035  
LN 0036  
LN 0037  
LN 0038  
LN 0039  
LN COLO 
LN 0 0 L I  
LN 0OL2  
LN GÛL3 
LN 0QLL  
LN 00L5  
LN 00L6  


















SUBROUTI NE R L F C E <H I N , HOUT , RA□ , RPM, T A V , S T E E L , K 6 , R L F C >
COMMON R K 1 0 )  , R2( 10> , R 3 (  1G) , F<  6 ,  E ,  2 ) , Ni  , N 2 , N3 ,
1 T M P K 9 )  , TMP0C9» , V E L O < 9 ) , T H I <9) , T H 0 < 9 )  ,WRR(6) , W I Q ,
2 C J P C 1 5 « ! )
REAL Ko
T H I S  SUBROUTI NE CALCULAT ES ROLL SEPARAT I NG FORCE USI NG T HE CURVES 
OF COOK S MCCRUM
DI MENSI ON FT AVC5)
REAL L N L ,  LNJ P  
I N T E G E R  STEEL  
T AVA= TAV /  1000*0  
DO 5 L = i , 5 , l
M = 3*L
F T A V ( L )  = CJP< M-2 , S T E E L )  + C J P { M - l  , STEEL I * TAVA 
1 + C J P < M j S T E E L ) * TAVA**2
5 CONT I NUE
RON = i HIN -  HOUT ) / HI N
N = 0
8 N = N * 1
RONH = RAO / HOUT
CALCULAT E MEAN STRAI N RATE
C O E F F I C I E N T S  WERE DETERMI NED BY MU L T I V A R I A B L E  REGRESSION ANALYSI S  
WI TH A COFREL T I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T  OF u . 99985
LNL = Q . L 9 3 5 L 1  * ALOGCRON > + Û . 5 0 L Q 3  * AuOGCRONH)  -  2*287007  
i  + ALOGiRPM )
CALCULAT E CP BY L I N E A R  I NTERPOLAT  ION  
CALL I N I E R P t R O N , RONH, 0 * 0 , CP)
CALCUL AT E  LNJP
C O E F F I C I E N T S  WERE DETERMINED BY MUL T I  V A R I A B . E REGRESSI3N ANALYSI S  
L N J P  = F T A V C 1 I  * ALOG{ RON)  + FT AV i 2)  * LNL + FT A V ( 3)  * A l OGCRON)  
1 * LNL * FT AVC A)  * ( AL OG( RUN) ) F FT A V ( 5)
RLFC = RAO * < EXP C LNJ P)  ) * CP * 22LQ.Q.
A L = E XP( L NL J  
AJP = EXP< LNJ P)
W R I T E ( 6 1 , 2 0 ) H I N , I O U T , R A Q , R P M , T A V , R D N , R O N H , A L , C P , A J P , R L F C  
20 FORMATC1H , l i F i i . 3 )
GO T O Î 1 5 , 1 7 ) , N
CALCULATE  
15 RAD = RAO 
GO TO 8 
17 RETURN 
END
DEFORMED ROLL RADIUS 



































r l f g e
RLFGE
RLFGE










U S A S I  F O R T R A N  ( 2  . 0 i / M  A S T E R  I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 ,  *  O P T I O N  I S  O F F  ,  O O P T I O N  I S  O F F  U 9 / ± S é
L N  0 0 0 1  
L N  0 0 0 2  
LN 0 0 0 3  
L N  0 Q Û A  
LN 0 0 0 5  
L N  0 0 0 6  
LN 0 0 0 7  
L N  0 0 0 8  
LN 0 0 0 9  
LN 0 0 1 0  
L N  0 0 1 1  
L N  0 0 1 2  
L N  0 0 1 3  
L N  0 Q 1 L  
L N  0 0 1 5  
L N  0 0 1 6  
L N  0 0 1 7  
L N  0 0 1 8  
L N  0 0 1 9  
L N  0 0 2 0  






R S F O A T i T M P I N , T M P O U T , V E L O U T , T H I N , T MOUT , WRRAO, S T E E L , J ,
T H I S  SUBROUTI NE PREPARES I NPUT  O A T m FOR SUBROUTI NE RLFCE
COMMON R K i Q J  , R2<10> , R 3 ( i O )  , F <  6 ,  A,  2 ) , N 1 , N 2 , N 3 ,
1 T MP I C 9 )  , TMPÛ <9) ÿ V E L O ( 9 1 9 T H I ( 9 ) , T H 0 < 9 > , NRRC6) , W I ü ,
2 C J P < 1 5 , i ) ,K6 9 *
REAL K6 
I NT E GE R ST E E L
1 H I N  = T r t I ( J + 2 )  * T HI N
2 HÛUT= THO ( J  + 3)  * THOUT
3 RAO = WRR( J )  * WRRAD
A R PM = C VtL O i J4 3 ) * VE I OUT  1 / < 2 . Ü  ♦ 3 . 1 a 16 * RAO ) * 1 2 . 05 TAV = C T M P IiJf2 î * TMPIN + T M P Q U  + 3)  * TMPOUT ) / 2. 0
15 T AV = TAV 4 ( 0 o 0 A * TAV -  A ? . ü ) * HI N
25 T AV = 5 . 0  / 9 . 0  * ( T A V  -  3 2 . 0  )
5 CALL R L F C E < H I N , H O U T , R A û , R P M , T A V , S T E E L , K 6 , R L F C )
7 RLFC = RLFC * WIU*HOUT/HXN  
S RETURN 
END
USASI  FORTRAN DI A G N O S T I C  RESULTS FOR RSFDAT
NU E R R O R S
UNREFERENCED STAT EMENT l Ab E I S
aOCQl  0ÜGQ2 3 0 0 0 3 COOOh 3 3 0 05
00C15 Q0Q25 3 3 0 06 00 007 0 0 0 0 3
i N ? L G O
J X , AL IB , ADI R
R S F D A T  
R S F D A T  
R S F D A T  
R S F D A T  
R S F D A T  
R S F D A T  
R S F D A T  
R S F D A T  
R S F ü a T  
R S F D a T  
R S F D A T  
R S F D a T  
R S F D A T  
R S F D A T  
R S F D A T  
R S F D a T RSFuAT 
R S F D A T  
R S F Ü A  t  
R S  F u A T  






U S A S I  F O R T R A N t 2 o0 ) / M A S T E R I N T E G E R  WORD S I Z E  = 1 * O P T I O N  I S  O F F O O P T I O N  I S O F F 0 9 / 1 5 /
L N 0 0 0 1
L N 0 0 0  2
L N 0 0 0 3
L N O Q O A
L N 0 0 0 5
L N 0 0 0 6 C
L N 0 0 0 7 c
L N C 0 0 8 c
L N 0 0 0 9 c
L N 0 0 1 0 c
L N 0 0 1 1 c
L N C Q 1 2 c
L N 0 0 1 3 c
L N O D I A c
L N 0 0 1 5 C
L N Q Q 1 6 c
L N 0 0 1 7 c
L N 0 0 1 8 c
L N 0 0 1 9
L N 0 0 2 0
L N 0 0 2 1
L N 0 0 2 2 c
L N 0 0 2 3 c *
L N 0 u 2  A c
L N 0 0 2 5 e *
L N 0 0 2 6 c
L N 0 0 2 7
L N 0 Q 2 8
L N 0 0 2 9
L N 0 0 3 G
L N 0 0  3 1 c
L N 0 0 3 2
L N 0 0 3 3
L N 0 0 3  A
L N 0 0 3 5
L N 0 0 3 6 c
L N 0 0 3 7 c *
L N 0 0 3 8 c
L N 0 0 3 9
L N 0 0 AG
L N 0 0 A l c
L N 0 Q A 2 C *
L N  CO if  3  
L N  C O A A  
L  N 0 0 A 5  
L  N 0 0 if 6 
L N  Q Q A 7  
L N  G Û A 8 





S U B R O U T I N E  I N T E R P < X I , X 2 , X 3 , F X >
C O M M O N  R l i i G I  * R 2 { i Q >  » R 3  i  1 0 )  , F <  6 ,  ¿ t ,  2 I , N 1 , N 2 , N 3 ,
1 T M P I ( 9 ) , T M P O  < 9 )  , V E L O < 9 ) , T H I < 9 1 , T H O ( 9 )  , W R R  C6 I  , W I D ,
2 C J P C 1 5 . i l * K 6 , D T , L D S B  
R E A L  K b
T H I S  P R O G R A M  L I N E A R L Y  I N T E R P O L A T E S  B E T W E E N  F U N C T I O N  V A L U E S  
T A B U L A T E D  O N  A T H R E E - O I M E N S I O N A L  R E C T A N G U L A R  G R I D
R 1 , R 2 , R 3  A R E  V E C T O R S  O F  R E F E R E N C E  P O I N T S  A L O N G  E A C H  O F  T H E  
A X E S  A N D  D E F I N E  T H E  R E C T A N G U L A R  G R I D
T H E  E L E M E N T S  O F  E A C H  R I  M A Y  B E  A R B I T R A R I L Y  P L A C E D  I N  A 3 C E N 0 I N G  
O R D E R
N 1 ?  N 2  9 N 3  A R E  T H E  N U M B E R  O F  P O I N T S  D E F I N E D  U N  E A C H  A X I S  C o L E . l J )
C A L L  S O R T < X i , R i , N i , I L O , I H I f D l )
C A L L  S O R T  ( X 2 2 R 2 , N 2 , J u O f J H I , D 2 )
C A L L  S O R T  ( X 3 9 R 3 * N 3 9 K L O ? K H I , 0 3 )
*  D C T E R M I N E  T A B U L A T E D  A R R A Y  P O S I T I O N S  T H A T  B R A C K E T  ( X 1 ? X 2 ? X 3 )
*  D E F I N E  T H E  F U N C T I O N  V A L U E S  I N  T H E  N E I G H B O U R H O O D  O F  C X 1 * X 2 9 X 3 >
F i =  F ( I L 0 ? J L 0 9K L 0 I  
F 2 =  F  ( I H I v J L O , K L O )
F 3  =  F ( I H X , J H I , K L O >  
c h = F ( I L O , J H I , K L O )
F 6 =  F C I H I  , J L 0 9 K H I >
F 5 ~  F ( I l 0 j J L O j K H I )
F ’ =  F  ( I H I  , J H I , K H I )
P 8 = F i l L O , J H I , K H I I
*  D O  I N T E R M E D I A T E  I N T E R P O L A T I O N
F i 3 =  C l . - D i ) * < 1 . - D 2 ) * F i * C l o - D i ) * D 2 * F A  4 D i * C 1  * - Q 2 ) * F 2  + D 1 * 0 2 * F 3  
F  1 A =  ( i .  - D l l  *  C1  • -  D 2  ) * F 5 M i o ~ 0 1 )  *  D 2  *  F 8 *  D i *  C 1 .  » 0  2 ) *F6- + Q 1 * 0 2  *  F 7
• *  F I N A L  I N T E R P O L A T I O N
F X =  C l c “ D 3 ) * F i 3  + 0 3 *  F i A  _
W R I T E  < 5 1  9 2  0 1 1 L  0  » I H I * J L O » J H I  * K L  0  ? K H I  ? F 1  $ F 2  j  F  3 ^ F A y F 5 j F 6  ? F  7  9 F 8 5 F I 3 J 
I F ! A ?  F X  „  ^
2 0  F O R M A T  < 1 H *  3  < 1 3 , 1 2  ) 9 /  * 8 t - 8 . 3  * /  , 3 F 8 . 3 1
R E T U R N
E N D
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
INTêRP
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E k P
I N T l R P
I N T t R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T t  R  P
I N T E R P
X N T C. RP
I N T E R P
I N T t  R P
I N T c .  R P
I N T L R P
X N T E R  P
I N T E R P
I N T E k P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T l R P
I N T l R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T c R P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P
I N T E r P
I N T E R P
I N T E R P  iS
I N T E R P
198
A3*lo 6 Subroutine SORT
U S A S I  F O R T R A N < 2 . 0 )  / M A S T E R I N T E S c R  WORD S I Z E 1 9
LN 0001 SUBROUT I NE SORTlX , R , N , I L  O , I  H i , D̂
LN 0 002 COMMON R i  ( 1 0 )  ,R2<10> , R3Î 1Û)  , FC 6,
LN 0003 I T M P I < 9 ) , T M P 0 C 9 I , V E L 0 ( 9 I 9T H I € 9 ) íjTHO
LN 0 0 0 A 2 C J P < 1 5 , 1 )  , K 6 * D T , L D S B
LN 0005 REAL Ko
LN 0006 C** T H I S  SUBROUT I NE ASSUMES ELEMENTS OF
LN 0007 C O B T A I N S  T HE  BEST BRACKET FOR X
LN 0008 C
LN 0 0 09 DI ME NSI ON R (10>
LN 0010 DO 1 1 = 1 ,  N
LN 0011 I H I = I
LN 0 012 I F < X « L E c  R < I )  ) GO TO 2
LN 0013 1 CONT I NUE
LN 0 0 1 A 2 CONTI NUE
LN 0 015 I L  0 = I H I - 1
LN 0 016 I F < ILOo E GUO > GO TO 3
LN 0 017 GO TO A
LN 0018 3 I H I = I H I + 1
LN 0019 I L O = I L O F l




USASI  FORTRAN D I A G N O S T I C  RESULTS FOR SORT
NO ERRORS
OPT I OM I S  O F F 9 O O P T I O N  I S O F F Û 9 / 1 5 >
2 )  , N 1 , N 2 , N 3  ,J , WRR(o) , vilQ ,

























A3. 2 MEASURED DATA RESULT PRIOTOUT
C A L C U L A T E D  C O N S T A N T S
K i
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 9
K7 K8
1 5 6 9 « 10 o 35
1 ^ 6 9 * 6 e 0 5
1 5 6 9 c 3 e 63
1 5 6 9  o 1 . 9 1
1 5 72 o 1 . 9 1
1 2  66c 1 . 9 1
K2 K3
6 3 0 0 c 0 1 6 7
K9 K10
0 c 2 3 1 2 1 2 5 6
0 • 39 A- 1 2 V 3 2
0 . 5 5 8 7*»-51
1 . 1 1 1 *f885
1 c 111 3922
1c i l l 2 1 5 2
K12 K13
-  0 • 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 7 7 8  **7 1 2 ^ 0  00
KiZf
156o
K£f6. k Z ? K5 K 6. 0 « 0 ? 9 2  0 . 0 0  0 0 0 Q 1 ¿91
KÎ1 0 « 0 6*+ Oo 06¿» Oo 06**0o 06**0 o 0 6¿f- 
0oG6*+
K i  5 K16 K17




O P E R A T I N G  P O I N T S
STRIP WIDTH = 2 9 0 5 INS
CROP DESCALE STAND STAND
SHEAF BOX F5 F 6
H0RK ROLL RADIUS (INS) 12 ,7 12 .1
rfORK ROLL TEMP.  ( DEG . F ) 300. 3GC o
STRIP TENSION (LBS) O.u 0 .0 J . 0 Û .0
STRIP TEMP.  IDEG.F) 1931 . 1926 .  1831. 17 C 6 o
STRIP TEMP.  iOEG .F )  1933 . 1931 . 1847.  1726. I b b l .
10TOR \/0LTS 680. 66 G.
.ENGTHS (FT) 1 .0 3. 5 7 ,5  11 .3 18 .  G
STRIP THICKNESS (INS) So85u 0.65G G. 850 ü o 4 ì)7
STRIP SPEED iF  PM) 172. 172, 172, 3 li 1 o
TIMES (SECS) 0 .34 3 1.22C 2 .613  3 .937 3 .59 3
SUMUL ATI  VE TIME (SECS) 0 .34 8 1. 538 A . 181 3 ,118 11 ,712
30LL FORCE TLBS) 1872866. 182885Ü
SCREW SETTING (INS) 0. 422 0.216
IRC OF CONTACT (INS) 2 ,176 1 o 608
iOTOR TORQUE (FT -LBS) 64531 . 79391
10TOR F IELD  (VOLTS/RPM) 2 .72 2 o 56
IOTOR SPEED (RPM) 2U5, 258.






ACROSS S T R IP  WIDTH «INS!









12.0 12 ,2 12 ,3 12 ,7
3 u 0 © 3 u (3« 3 0 G . 300 .
Q. G G .0 0 .0 0 . 0 0 . 0
16A2 . 1607 . 1593, 1591.
162A o 1610. 1607 . 1583.
6 8 0 o 6 8 0 . bdG . 680 .
18 o 0 18.0 1 o o 0 18 o G 13 .  G
0 o ¿83 0.200 0 o 1 a 3 C. 108 0 .09 6
6 l  ? o 732, 1 u 2A, 13^5 o 1525 .
2 .0  88 1 0 A7o 1 . C 55 G. 797 0 .512
1 3. 8 Gd 15 .276 16 .331 17 .128
1568965. 1 o7 1 u78. 158882A„ 7 A612A .
0.1A2 0 .079 G. Oa A 0.0i>9
1 o 0 h 3 0 o 89A G . 72 7 0 . AA7
7 h 862. 11A o 6 7 . 90278 . 29133.
2.99 % € 1 H 3 , 1A 2 o 92
222, 1» to G o 211. 230.
3 55-4-0 3933 , A 0 8 0 o 1A16.36 AO. 3585 . 3719 , 1291.







A 8 A h ^AOC :
lo 00009000 
-OoOOOOOQOO 
-0 .00003000  





1 . OOOOOOOO 
2.92043801  
- 0 . OOOOOOOO 












“ 0 . OOOOOOOO 





“ Oo OOOOOOOO 
“ OoOOOOOOOO





1 . OOOOOOOO 
3.77104843  
“ 0 . OOOOOOOO 
“ 0. 000 00000 
3140362.44506835  




“ 0 . oooooooo
“ 46274,14840984  
“ 0.00000000  
















1. 0 0000000 
5.73527023  
-0» OOOOOOOO 



















“ 0 . OOOOOOOO 
“ OoOOOOOOOO 
“ 0.00000000  
1050.06677615  
“ 0 . OOOOOOOO
20.56139290  
1. 000 00000 
6.83307102  
“ 0 . OOOOOOOO 




-0 .00000000  
1.00000000  
-0 .00000000  
-119141.65984725  
“ 0 . OOOOOOOO 
- 0 . OOOOOOOO
“ 0.05015461 
0.0000Q778 
- G . OOOOOOOO 
1 . OOOOOOOO 
-7993,28015673  
“ 216.36743219  
“ 0,71500000
1 . OOOOOOOO 
“ Oo OOOOOOOO 
“ OoOOOOOOOO 
“ 0 . OOOOOOOO 
“ OoOOOOOOOO 
10 34o 90003737 




“ 0 . OOOOOOOO 
“ 0 . OOOOOOOO 
46238560.62890625  
-9477.54467725
“ 19.15369753  
“ 0.00000000  





“ 0.03048176  
0.00000778  
“ 0.00000000 











“ 82.46085953  
1, OOOOOOOO 
14.16676485  
- 0 , OOOOOOOO 


















0 . OOOOQOOO 0« 00000 00 0 
0. 00010613
1. 00000000 0,00000000 
Oo 00000000
0,00000000 0 . ooooooco 0,00000000 
0, 00019527
1,00000000 0.00000000 0,00000000
0.00000000 0 , ooooooco 
0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0.00023^85
i , ooooooco 0.00000000 0,00000000
0.00000000 0,00000000 0,0 0 00 Î00 0 
0, 000217871,0000 coooio 0000 0 00 0 Oc 00000000
0,00000000 
Oc OQQ QQQQO 
O , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0. 000̂ 1̂ 641,00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000
Oc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 o 00 00 0 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0.  0 0061303




-0 .00000003  -0.00000001 -0.00000000 
-0.0^0107331.00000000 -0.00000000
-0 .0000297^  
-0 .00000003  -0.00000002 -0.00000000 
-0.053608301.00000000 -0.00000000
-0 .00002767  
-0 .00000003  
-0 .00000003  -0.00000000 
-0 .065282831.00000000 -0.00000000
- 0 . ÛQQ032%8 
“ 0.00000003  
-0 .00000003  -0.00000000 
“ 0.i0Qí»36%2 
1.00008000  -0.00000000
- 0 »  0000 3477 
- 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3  -0.0000000% -0.00000000 
- 0 . 0887%35%1.00000000 -0.00000000
-0.0000233% 
-0 .00000003  
“ 0.00000007  “0.00000000 
“ 0 . Q698%2161.00000000 -0.00000000
yl V
- 0 . OOOOQOOO 
- 0 . OOOOQOOO 
- 0 . OOOOQOOO 
-0.00000000  -0.00000000 “0.00000000 
1 . OOOOQOOO
“ 0 . OOOOQOOO 
“ 0 . OOOOOOGO “0.00000000 “Oo 00000000
“ 0 . OOOOQOOO 
“ 0.00000000 
1 . OOOOQOOO
“ 0 . OOOOQOOO 
°Q.OOOOQOOO 
“ 0 . OOOOQOOO “0.00000000 
“ Oc OOOOQOOO “0.00000000 
1 . OOOOQOOO
“0.00000000 
“ 0 . OOOOQOOO 
“ Q.OOOOQOOO 
“ 0 . OOOOQOOO 
“ 0 . OOOOQOOO 
- 0 . OOOOQOOO 
1 . OOOOQOOO
“ 0 . OOOOQOOO 
“ 0 . OOOOQOOO “O,00000000 
“ 0 . OOOOQOOO 
“ 0.00000000  
“ 0 . OOOOOOGO 
i.OOOOOOGO
“ 0 . QOOQOOOO “0.00000000 
“ 0 . QOOQOOOO 
-O.QOOQOOOO 
“ OoQOOQOOOO 




A a h \> '"0 p
0 .90M*68 0. 000 0 .00000000 0 .00000000 0. 000
0 .000000 0. 000 0 .00000300 0 .00000000 1.000
0 .0  0 00 00 2.  920 0 . OOOOOOOO 0.00000000 0. 000
0 o 000000 0 .0  00 0 .30000000 0 .00000000 0.000
OoOOOOOO 0. 000 - 0 . 2I*i+21510 0 . 2 ^ 2 1 5 1 0 0 .000
1169 o 1512^2 11608^0 .836 0 .00000000 0 . OOOOOOOO 0.000
0 o 000000 «2 0 2 .5 9 0 0 . OOOOOOOO 0.00000000 0.000
0 .9 2 9 3 7 6 0. 000 0 .00000000 0 .00000000 0.000
0 .00 000 0 0. 0 00 0 .00000000 0 .03000000 1. 000
0 . 0 0 0000 3 .7 7 1 0 . 00000000 0 .00000000 0. 000
0 .000000 0.  000 0 . OOOOOOOO 0.03000000 0.000
0 .000000 0. 000 -0 . 3 9 8 5 9 3 5 9 0 .39859359 0.000
»99 6 o k 5 075 0 3 0 617 11 .02 9 0 .00 000 000 0 .00000000 0.000
0 .000000 -617»160 o . o o o o o o o q 0 .00003000 0. 000
0 • 95*tl99 0. 000 0 .30000000 0 .00000000 0. 000
0 .000000 0. 000 0 .OOOOOOOO 0.00000000 1.0 00
0 .000000 5 .^35 0 . OOOOOOOO 0.00000000 0.000
0 .000000 0. 0 OQ 0 .00000003 0.00000300 0. OGO
OoOOOOOO 0. 000 =0.65592105 0 .65592105 0. 000
» 9 1 1 o 9**7063 11230581.  635 0 .00000000 o . o o o c o o o o 0. 000
0 .000000 =1827.607 0 .00 000 000 0.00000000 0.000
0 .96 072 5 3.  000 0 .00000000 0.00000000 0.0000.000000 3. 0 00 0 .30000000 0.00000000 1. 0000.000000 6 . 8  33 0 . 00 000000 0.00000000 0.0000.000000 0.000 0 . OOOOOOOQ 0.00000000 0.0000.000000 0. 0 00 - 1 . 1 3 1 7 5 9 2 6 1 .13175926 0.000
10 50 .066736 13 **63056. 186 0.00000000 0 .00300000 0.0000.000000 - 3 6 5 9 .2 8 0 0 . OOOOOOOO 0.03000000 0.000
0 .96 806 0 0. 000 0 .00000000 0.00000000 0. 0000.000000 0. 000 0 . OOOOOOOO 0.00000000 1. 0000.000000 8.  **52 0 .00000000 0 .00000000 0.000
OoOOOOOO 0.000 0.00000000 o.ooocoooo 0. 0000.000000 0.000 =1o138^2593 1.1381*2593 0.000
10 3 bo 896088 33**33966. 010 0 .00000000 0.00000000 0. 0000.000000 - 7 1 5 7 . 8 6 6 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.000
0 .98 037 8 0, 000 0.00000000 0 .00000300 0.0000.000000 0. 000 0 . OOOOOOOQ o.ooocoooo 1. 0 000.000000 1<*. 167 0 .00  00 0000 0.00000000 0. ooo0.000000 0. 000 0 .00000000 o.ooocoooo 0.0000.000000 0. 000 «1.  i 7  23i**8i 1 .172 31**81 0.000
-3<*0.010303 60993190 .  675 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.0 000.000000 -125**8.971 0 . OOOOOOOO 0.00000000 0. 000
/±xrA E  A  fi A0^ A r
0.00000000 O.OOOOOQOO 0. 000 00 000 0 o 45206664 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000
0.ooooooo 0.0000000 0,0000000 »108,1621992 0.OOOOOOO 0.OOOOOOO Oo OOOOOOO
0.09553210.00000000.00000000.00000000.00000000.00000000.0000000
-3.28897 0. 0000 0 0.36518 23. 6528 6 1166.22166 107649.84611 0.00000
O.OQOQOOOO0.000000000.000000000.00000000-33455.301939010.000000000.00000000






0.07062410 .ooooooo 0.0000000 0.ooooooo 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000
-4.48376 0.00000 0.20687 42.63914 1947.12001 85919.22080 0.00000
0.000000000.000000000.000000000.00000008-20497.795619960.000000000.00000000
0.00000000 0,00000000 0.00000000 1.10211354 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000
0.ooooooo 
0.ooooooo 
0,ooooooo»238.7642060 0.0000000 Oo ooooooo 
0.ooooooo
0.0458012 0.0000000 
0.ooooooo 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000
-3.62849 0. 00000 Oo 0868061.17151 2786.97813 112277.34356 0.00000
0.00900000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 -12456.20920729 0.00000000 0.0000000o
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 1.54536907 0. 0 00 GO 0 00 D. 0 0 0 00 0 00 0.00000000
Oc ooooooo 
Oo ooooooo 0.0000000 -240.5715809 0.OOOOOOO 0.OOOOOOO 0.0000000
0.0392750
0.ooooooo 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0,0000000 0.0000000
-4.44059 0. 0000 0 0. 06172 83.74170 5013.23348 137316.64476 0.00000
o.oooooood 0.00000000 0.00000000 
o.oooopooq-7993.28015673Q.0Û000QQQ0.00000000
0.000000QO 0.0 00 00000 0.0 0 0 00 000 2.04811943 0.00 0 00 000 0.00000000 0, 0 0 0 00 000
0.OOOOOOO 0.OOOOOOO 0.OOOOOOO -419.2714122 0.OOOOOOO 0.0000000 0.0000000
0 «Q31940 2 0.0000000 0 .ooooooo 0.0000000 0.0000000 0,0000000 
0.ooooooo
-4.49316 Oo 000000.04052 110.23090 4766.47053 129573,92008 0.00000
0.0000000Q 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 -6379.40484833 0.0000000Ú 0.00000000
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.0 0 0 000 00 2.26846913 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000
0.0000000 0.OOOOOOO 
O . OOOOOOO -515.6234413 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.ooooooo
0.01962240.00000000.00000000.00000000.00000000.00000000.0000000
-1.37523 0.00000 0.01622 120.42493 2238.37253 50833,06446 0.00000
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.0000000Q 0.00000000 -3399.69025045 0.00000000 0.00000000
2 0 5
C MATRIX
A W AH A- p A p A S a e A 0 * A r ^  1r '
0.8368%  






-100.  910 
0,041  
2, 820 





























































-0 .000056  
0.000179 
0.003196 - 16 o 365834 
1682.129855 
-0 .057719
- 2 .2 7 7  
0. 092 
3 .4  75 
-1 2.  0 72 

































- 0 ,  1004021 
-39.1990706  
-803888,9953613 


































197977.  28-2 
7285977.I l l  












0 . !S6962?6  
- 0 . 0 9 7 7 6 7 2 6  
- 0 . 0 3 0 0 2 7 5 9
-146.574
0.660















































311 .574  
0. 317 
4.  994 
-12 6 .  873 
5 3 336 2 ,652  
9 4 8 3 9 0 2 .6 3 3  
-2127« 030
0 ,30 000 523  
- 0 .  00 00 00HQ 
3 ,00000000  
0 .30009263  
- 0 . 3 8 939 52 8  
3 . 01790561  
0 .00006560
-0.00000523
0,09000000- 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0




- 4 7 0 . 5 1 0
0.533
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V A R I A T I O N S  A B O U T  O P E R A T I N G  P O I N T S
ELAPSED TIME 0.00 SECS
WORK POLL RADIUS CINS) 







STANDFF STAND F 6 STANOF7
STRIP T 
STRIP T
[NS ION (LBS) 0 .0  
;mp . c d e g . f ) 0.00.
0 . 0  0
STRIP TEMP. (DEG.F) 0.
MOTOR VOLTS
LENGTHS (FT) 0.00
STRIP THICKNESS CINS) 0.0000
STRIP THICKNESS ( IN S ) 0.00000.0000  
STRIP SPEED CFPM) 0. 0. 0
STRIP SPEED CFPM)
TIMES (SECS) - . 0 0 0  0.000 0.00Q
ROLL FORCE (LBS)
SCREW SETTING (INS)
ARC OF CONTACT (INS)
MOTOR TORQUE ( FT-LBS)
MOTOR FIELD (VOLTS/RPM)
ROLL BENDING ACROSS STRIP WIDTH (INS)
0.000 0. 000 fl. 0000 . 0. 0.
0. 0. 0 0. 0.0 Oo 0.0 0. 0.00. 0. 0. 0.0. 0. 0.0.00 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.000.0000 
G . 03000.0000 
©
0
0.00000.0000 0.0000 0 . 0 0 0 0
STAND STAND STANDF8 F9 FIO




















VARIATIONS ABOUT OPERATING POINTS
ELAPSEO TIME 10.00 SECS STRIP IN MILL
CROP DESCALE
28.7 FT 
STAND STAND STAND STAND STAND
WORK ROLL RADIUS (INS)
HORK ROLL TEMP. (DEG.F 
STRIP TENSION (LBS) 0.
STRIP TEMP. (DEG.F)










ARC OF CONTACT (INS)
MOTOR TORQUE ( FT-L8S)
MOTOR FIELD CVOLTS/RP 
ROLL BENDING ACROSS STRIP WIDTH
SHEAR BOX F5 F 6 F7 F8 F9 FIO







VARIATIONS ABOUT OPERATING POINTS





















HORK ROLL RADIUS (INS) 0.000 0. 000 0. 0 08 0. 000 0.000 0.00 0
HORK ROLL TEMP. (DEG.F) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .
STRIP TENSION (LBS) 0. 0 0.0 0.0 20099.8 18826.1 13072.3 1003.8 0.0 0.0
STRIP TEMP. (DEG.F) - 9 8 . -6 2 . - 5 8 . - 3 9 . - 2 4 . - 1 1 . - 2 .
STRIP TEMP. (DEG.F) - 1 1 8 . -114. -6 2 . — 36. - 4 0 . - 2 8 . -1 5 . - 4 . 2.
HOT OR VOLTS 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75 .
LENGTHS (FT) 8.00 0, 00 0.00 0.80 0.00 0.00
aC*J#o 0.00 0.07 aa.o
STRIP THICKNESS (INS) 0 .0000 0.13000 0.0052 0.0034 0 • 0019 0.0010 0.0004
STRIP THICKNESS CINS) 8.00000.0000 0•08000.0041 0.0036 0.0022 0.0013 0.0005 -0.0000
STRIP SPEED CFPM) 20. 20. 20. 20. 32. 54. 76. 106. 139.
STRIP SPEED (FPM) 32. 54. 76. 107. 144. 162.
TIMES (SECS) - . 0 3 5 - . 1 1 1 - .1 9 3 - . 2 3 4  -0 .1 9 2 -0 .1 4 6 -0 .1 1 5 -0.088 -0 .0 6 7 0.047
iOLL FORCE (LBS) 129336. 121936. 84494. 63157. 48994. 37107.






-62.S T R I P  TEMP.~ T B E G i K J.- 1 1 8 . - 1 IV.
M O T O R  VO L T S
L E N G T H S  (FT) 0,00 0.00 0.00
STRIP THICKNESS (INS) 0.0000
-16.75.
0 . 0  0 0.000.0000
STRIP T H ICKNESS (INS)0.00000.0000  
STRIP SPFED CFP M ) 20. 20.
STRIP SPEED CFPM)
TIMES (SECS) - . 0 3 5
ROLL FORCE (LBS)
SCREW SETTING (INS)
ARC OF CONT A C T  (INS)
MOTOR TORQUE (FT-LBS)
MOTOR FIELD (VOLTS/RPM)









V A R I A T I O N S  ABOUT OPERATING POINTS















0.00 0.00 0.000.0000 0.0000
WORK ROLL RAOIUS (INS)
WORK ROLL TEMP. (OEG.F)
STRIP TENSION (LBS) 0.0 
STRIP TEMP. (DEG.F)




STRIP T H I CKNESS (INS)0. 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0  0.00000.0080
STRIP SPEED (p PM> 13. 13. 13. 13.
STRIP SPFFD ( F P M ) 17.
TIMES (SECS) -. 0 2 3  -.072 -.1%5 -.223 -0.153
ROLL FORCE (LBS) ‘ 2%%356.
SCREW SETTING (INS) 0.000
ARC OF CONTACT (INS) -0.020
MOTOR T O R Q U E  (ET-LBS) 23077.
MOTOR FIELO (VOLTS/RPM) 0.00
ROLL BENDING ACROSS S T R I P  WIDTH (INS) 0.0001283 0.1
V A R I A T I O N S  ABOUT O P ERATING POINTS
ELAPSED TIME %0.00 S E C S STRIP IN MILL 123.% FT
CROP DESCALE STAND 
SHEAR BOX E5
0.0 -171.-162.
HORK ROLL R A D I U S  (INS)WORK ROLL TEMP. (DEG.F)STRIP T E N S I O N  (LBS) 0.0
m  t!«p: (81!:" -166. -167.
J nGTHS°L (FT) 0.00  0.00
STRIP THIC K N E S S  (INS) 0.0000STRIP T H ICKNESS (INS)0.00003.0000 0
STRIP SPEED (FPM) “ *STRIP SPEED (FPM)




- . G % 2
2%. 2%.
-.155 -.355
0.0000.0.0 2 7 7 5 . 3
-131.-91.82.0.00 0 
0 . 0 ODO ,00000.0087 2%.
36.-.576 -0.
2695%%•0.0 00 -0.021 7658.0.00
-%0, -28. " ‘ -l£. ' ' - V . .. —  -  - 2 '•
75. 75. 75. 75. 75.
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00
0.0052 0.003% 0.0019 0.0010 0.000% -0.QQ00
0.0036 0. 0022 0.0013 0.0005 -0.0000
32. 5%. 76. 106. 13 9.
5%. 76. 107. 1%%. 16 2. 16 2.
-0.1%6 - 0.115 - 0.088 0.067 - 0 . 0%7
121936. 8%%9%. 63157. %899%. 37107.
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.008 0.009 0.006 0.0 06 0.008
19771. 20822. 30772. 17Q16 * 8763.
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0 0 0 6%G 0. 0000%%% o.l0000332 0.13000257 0.0000195
STAND STAND STAND STAND STAND X-RAY
F 6 F7 F8 F9 FIO GAUGE
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-6%. -27. -11. -2. 3. %.
-50. -21. -6. 1. 5.
%5 • %5 • %5. %5 • % 5 .
0.16 0.20 0.38 1.15 o.ao
0.0061 0 . 0 0 25 0.0010 0.000% -0.0000 -0.0001
0 . 00%1 0.0016 0.0006 0.0001 -0.0002
17. 30. %5 • 61. 80.
29. %%. 63. 82. 93. 93.
-0.069 -0.051 -0.029 0.010 -0.026
129229. 5796%. 33%09. 22215. 16261.
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.010 0.007 0.00% 0.003 0.0 0%
28352. 19 % % 7 • 18118. 16982. 10212.
0. 00 0.00 0.0Q 0.00 0.00
5 00 0 678 0. 000030% 0. 0000175 0. 0000117 0.0000085
STAND STAND STAND STAND STANO X-RAY
F 6 F7 F8 F9 FIO GAUGE
0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0.000 0.000 -■0. 0. 0. 0. 0 •0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-52. -2%. -12. -6. 0 • %.-32. -1%. -3. 1. %.82. 82. 82. 82. 02 «0.29 0.33 1.10 2.83 0.00
%7 7
0.0066 0.003% 36. 63.
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2 0 8
VARIATIONS ABOUT OPERATING POINTS








F 7 STAND F 8 STANDF9
STAND
FIO
. 0 0. 0 0.0 5360 . 5 0.0-215. -139. -78.218. -213. -176. -83. -A5.
155. 155.0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 € • 00 0.37
WORK ROLL RADIUS (INS) 0.000
WORK ROLL TEMP. (DEG.F) 0.STRIP TENSION CLBS) 0 ‘ ‘ ‘
STRIP TEMP. (OEG.F)
STRIP TEMP. (DEG.F) - 
MOTOR VOLTS 
LENGTHS (FT)
STRIP T HICKNESS (INS) 0.0000 0.0000
STRIP THICKNESS <INS)0.00000 . 3 0 0 0  0.00000,0091
STRIP SPEFD (FPM) A3. A3. A3. A3.
STRIP SPEED (FPM) 69.
TIMES (SECS) - . 0 6 9  -.25A -.5A9 -.817 -0,
ROLL FORCE (LBS) 289770.
SCREW SETTING (INS) 0.009
ARC OF C ONTACT (INS) -0.022
MOTOR TORQUE ( F T - L B S ) ! 7351.
MOTOR FIELD (VOLTS/RPM) 0.00
ROLL B ENDING ACROSS S T R I P  WIDTH (INS) 0.0001521






ELAPSED TIME 60.00 S E C S
WORK ROLL RADIUS (INS) WORK ROLL TEMP. (DEG.F)







179235. 0.000 0.020 
9919. 














137A23. 0. 00 0 0.020 10377. 




















STRIP TENSION (LBS) 0.0 0.0 o • o





0.0000 0.00STRIP T H I C K N E S S  (INS) 0.0000STRIP THICK N E S S  (INS)0.0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0  0.00000.0113
STRIP SPEED (FPM) 52. 52. 52. 52.
STRIP SPEED (FPM) 8A.
TIMES (SECS) - . 0 8 0  -.278 -.567 -.822 -0.7
ROLL FORCE (LBS) 357A65.
SCREW SETTING (INS) 0.000
ARC OF CONTACT (INS) -0.028
MOTOR TORQUE (FT-LBS) 357A2.MOTOR FIELD (VOLTS/RPM) 0.00









TEMPERATURE V ARIATION L EAVING STAND FiO (DEG.F) MAX 
T H I C K N E S S  VARIATION L EAVING STAND FIO (INS) MAX
































0. 0 .0.0 o • o-18. -5.-A • 2.155. 155 .A. 66 0.000.0023 0.0 Oil0.Q010 0.0001
228. 29A.311. 3AA.0.013 -0.095
103131. 8A779.
0.000 0.0000.015 0.0 20
11611. 8A6A.0.0 0 0. 0 010005A1 0.Q000AA5
STAND STAND
F9 F10
0.00 0 0.0000. 0.0.0 o•o
- 2A • -7.-7. 2.196. 196.6.83 0.00
0.0027 0. 0 0110.0012 -0.0000280. 363.
380. A2 3.
0.066 -0.109125316. 98562.0.000 0.0000.017 0.0 22
37630. 23983.0.00 0.001000658 0.0 000517
- 1 .











A3. 3 ROLL BENDING TABULATION PRINTOUT
A U S T R A L I A N  IRON L ./TEEL PT Y . L T O • - PORT KENBL A
ROLL BEND INS AND;  S T R I P  T H I C K N E S S  V A R I A T I O N  FOR A ROLL SEPARATING FORCE OF 10X10 L d b .  
PROGRAMME NO. A11P67GW
BODY DI AMET ER  
NECK 0 i  AH ET - ° 
BODY LENGTH  
NECK LENGTH
ROLL
16.3 0ÒL • ü 0
1 2 . a o
0
aA^5flR0L^CHES ■
2 L . 0 C  INCHES  
6 6 . 0 0  INCHES  
12*30 INCHES
D I S TA N C E  FROM ECGr  3 b 9 12 lb OF ROLL 16 21 2 A 27 33 33 INCHES
!S8SisMluTH




13.68 21.95 23.86 
3 . CC 0.3? a . 30
^ t M F v S ^ i k
, T N.
TlOft H i t t  t t i t t  H i t t
3bl 9 è ^ V v ; k 9 8 *  N id i !  t t i i l  23: i t f
28i M V L v F 9 F I B * H i t t  Hi t t
3Ctà.  9  V >. ■ " '■ - h * Hi t t  Hi t t  H i t t
r I B * i i i t t  Hi t t  H i t t
39 F t  £ 2 *6 3 9 1 •. T eh H i t t  Hi t t  Hi t t
36tÄi0k'V‘“ -i-Ml -*18 '*i R i t e  24 :85 -i i  Hi
kVi ih Hi t t  Hi t t  H i t t
Vy IB* Hi t t  2t :38 H A I
25*61. 27*17 
0 • u a 0.30








3 1Ò ©03 a 8 32.36 2 • 7*t J2*.9bXlà3INS
25.61 27.17‘ « G a 0 . uü
2 3.7 3 J • a 0 38:38 3h S l 3i : i l H-M ' ' R èS x ia ^ iN S
23.61 ZJ.Xi■. » u j 0 . u ü 2$ • 5L 3 . 3 3 H i l l 9 : 9 t t i t i ó •l ì H i U 02 I-tilxiO^INS
2 5 • 6 i  2 7 • 17a i yJ J • U ü 28:8t H i t t Hit t ttif'f 3h ic H i i i j £ : ? £ x i 53 i n s
2 5.61 2 7.13
t « ü <i J  * 0 U
2 5 • 6 21'Vi
3 • 0 J 3 • U 0
3h
H i t t  2 §*.
i l i  H i t t  Hi< 
h H  3
2^*6^ 3^.63 31*£>d
oo 31.  La4 • lö
?Q? u u 0
2 0 , 5 3  2 7 . 1ü I Ü Ü Ü » J
20.57 2:J » w J
28:tl
H i l i  H - M  H t t l
ill
H i t t
ó 0 • L *
30.b.
H ' M
3 1 . 3 6  o• 7o
3 1 . 3L o • bl
3*:1S
* k l é l  
H i t !  
Hill 














'ii : Ü x i Q 3INS
3 2 . 2 9  - 3
g . ^ s x i a  i n s
c
0
d i s t a n c e  f r o m  e d g e  o f  r o l l  




k k r t M \ l v W A ci l h  "^¿9 
^tftxS^LvSllfkiI8ft H ' M
h -m
':>Zjt $ l $ K l.L vi
zh n  2? :e^  
zt n  2? : § ?
2 J ° J b 2 I°.
21» H i l l
23
No 1 9  o 8' 
Q N -J o u
2 i.°
25.53
* 0 u j
y oU c
2 5 o it u o y
2 ̂  o L 7
1 11 J
2 5 : £ S
2 5 : t l
SI







S : £ £
20
1? 8
zk M  
3 S : i §  zk M  
¿3 2 5 °o § 2 ? o33 3 §' .3$ i i ° . 23
i i
zkAl  ! i : l §  i§:§?xii3iNs 
iltll i?^ixia3iNS 
H u S  i I : i S  i i : i i x i a 3iNs
2 6»O o © b i o u 1 3 3 .  i Z 2 1 I  o
56t^xgRtLvS^kilB«i ^ B i  
5fit a x g R k L v ^ i k i I B f t  H i t t  
6CtPuBRSNSsIkYi'cSivi
6 2 t M k L v GI^  n r
6£+tPiiSRVLySRlk?i8si
1 3 .a «
o u y 0 o
2tt3u 2^:£3
2io 37 2 3 . 7 3UoUu U o U Ju 0
2 k § S
?k t t  zk % l  
2 i : S i  H i t t
zm  2 I : B 3
zk l %  H i t t  
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COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED DATA. A4.1 DETAILED COMPARISON TABLES WITH
DATA PROM UNITED ENGINEERING & FOUNDRY COMPANY
All work roll radii were given as 12.5 inches 
All work roll temperatures were assumed to be 300 F
Units are : thickness inches
speed fpm 6force lbs x: 10
temperature °F
Width 50"
RR CS F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10
Given thickness 1.1 0.55 0.309 0.196 0.136 0.1
Given speed 128 256 456 718 1035 1408
Given temperature 1918 1787 • 1549
Calc. - i 1787 1558
Given roll force 3.35 3.26 3.10 2.99 2.93 2.16
Calc. roll force 3.49 3.55 3.45 3.30 3.15 1.40
Given motor HP 6118 6924 6955 6974 6988 3329
Calc. motor HP 5935 7294 7925 7354' 7806 2478
Width 53"
RR CS F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 FIO
Given thickness 1.2 0.65 0.409 0.279 0.201 0.152
Given speed 156 289 459 672 ' 933 12 34
Given temperature 1944 1830 1614
Calc. temperature 1830 1588
Given roll force 3.48 3.32 3.16 3.03 2.94 2.21
Calc. roll force 3.46 3.47 3.04 2.92 2.70 1.36
Given motor HP 6810 6862 6895 ' 6917 6933 3534










RR CS F5 F6
Given thickness 1.1 0.632
Given speed 197 343
Given temperature 1918 1802
Cal c . temperature 1802
Given r o l l  force 2.25 2.15
Cal c. r o l l  force 2.31 2.24
Given motor HP 4847 4880
C a l c . motor HP 4905 5175
Width 37"
RR CS F5 F6
Given thickness 1.0 0.5
Given speed 191 382
Given temperature 1907 1712
Calc . temperature 1712
Given r o l l  force 2.48 2.39
Calc  r o l l  force 2.79 2.59
Given motor HP 6157 6744
C a l c . motor HP 6855 7503
Width 27"
RR CS F5 F6
Given thickness 1.0 0.5
Given speed 198 396
Given temperature 1910 1721
C a l c . temperature 1721
Given r o l l  force 1.81 1.74
C a l c . r o l l  force 2.02 1.85
Given motor HP 4898 5204
Calc . motor HP 5142 5412
F7 F8 F9 FIO
0.408 0.284 0.208 0.159
532 764 1043 1365
1645
1619
2.05 1.97 1.91 1.46
1.93 1.83 1.68 0.89
4901 4916 4927 2604
4847 4433 4429 1809
F7 F8 F9 FIO
0.285 0.183 0.127 0.094
670 1043 1503 2031
1633
1647
2.28 2.20 2.16 1.61
2.50 2.39 2.18 0.97
6764 6777 6786 3300
8037 7536 7562 2456
F7 F8 F9 FIO
0.289 0.187 0.131 0.098
684 1058 1510 2018
1645
1652
1.65 1.59 1.56 1.17
1.79 1.69 1.52 0. 74
5227 5241 5251 2580









A4, 2 REGRESSION ANALYSIS ON A RADIATION PYROMETER
In order to enable a computer analysis of temper­
atures ? an algebraic relationship was required to replace 
the graph supplied which related mV uutput from the pyro­
meter to °R being measured assuming black body radiation. 
Theoretically the relationship should be proportional to 
°R4 since the measurement depends on radiated heat, however, 
due to the absorption of the long wave lengths by the 
lens of the instrument; in practice the output is 
proportional tu °R to a higher puwer.
By taking the lug of the mV and °R information from 
the graph of a Honeywell Radiamatic RI pyrometer and 
performing a multiple linear regression analysis, the 
relationship
. 0 5, 28
mV = 0,08592 [
was obtained with a correlation coefficient of 0,99985,
A better fit can be obtained with a correlation
coefficient of 0,99995 by the relationship
( °F )2 _ ( °R ) _
mV = -11*3929 ( i O Ô Ô ) ~ 26,435 \ ^ Ü Ü Ü ) + 16,935
215
The above formulae are for radiation from a black 
body«, The radiation coefficient from red hot steel is 
0,79 and the following formula was used to derive temper­
ature in °F from the recorded output from the pyrometer 
in mV
26,435 + /(26,435)2 - 4x11,3929x(16, 935-mV )
op = ________*_______________________ (______0,79)
1000 2 x 11,3929
A similar set of formulae were developed for a 
Honeywell Radiamatic type RH as follows:
mV = 0, 01246 |lOUD*j
with correlation coefficient = 0„99962
f o-p ( °F )mV = 8,4286 - 20,91429 (l000)




SAMPLE DATA CHARTS FROM A.I.S. MILL
Strip Temperature Leaving Hot Houghing Mill •
Strip Temperature at Crop Shear 
Strip Temperature Between Stands F9 and P10 
X-Hay G-auge Thickness Deviation 
Motor Terminal Voltage
Stands F5 and F6 Motor Current and Speed 
Stands F7 and F8 Motor Current and Speed 
Stands F9 and F10 Motor Current and Speed 
Strip Temperature Between Stands F5 and F6? Stand F5 
roll separating force, Stand F5 motor current
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